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Rus-tique Builds a Better Brik

Rustic, antique beauty • Wide choice of permanent colors
• Tested strength • Variety of sizes • Competitively priced • Available NOW in many areas

Rus-tique Brik is a dense aggregate concrete that LOOKS like clay brick but has the strength and longevity of concrete. Actually exceeds FHA and HUD requirements. A wide choice of colors from light to dark. And Rus-tique Brik's coded color formulas are always consistent. Available in oversize standard, modular standard, large utility and 8" thru-the-wall sizes, Rus-tique Brik can be delivered NOW in many areas.

For architectural file folder and information:

TOLL FREE (800) 331-3288
Rus-tique Brik Speedy Info Line

*Rus-tique Brik is a dense aggregate concrete—no clay used.*
Win fire insurance, building code and employe acceptance, specify Osmose Flame Proof fire retardant wood

In addition to allowing the architect to use the economy and flexibility of wood, Flame Proof makes a major contribution to life safety, lower insurance rates and property protection. Flame Proof pressure treated plywood and lumber is UL FR-S classified...a recognized building material. Whether structural or decorative, it is widely specified from floor joists underfoot to trusses and roof decks overhead. Consider it for churches, schools, offices, hospitals, shopping centers, motels, nursing homes, restaurants, anywhere the protection of fire retardant material is required. For additional information, including personal assistance with fire insurance and building code acceptances, plus name of nearest Osmose treating plant write:

980 ELICOTT ST., BUFFALO, N.Y. 14209
SOUTHERN OFFICE, 1016 EVEREE INN RD., GRIFFIN, GA. 30223

Member Society of American Wood Preservers, Inc.
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Look ahead.

To shape, shadow line and color as you conceived them. To long service life and low maintenance costs. For now and for years from now, Alcoa® aluminum industrial building products.

What meets the eye
Formed aluminum industrial siding products with deep profiles for added strength (V-Beam) . . . profiles that blend texture and shadow line (Bold Rib I and II sheet and Box Beam) . . . profiles that combine function and economy (4-inch and 8-inch ribbed and corrugated sheet) . . . and special-purpose profiles (perforated corrugated and curved corrugated). Plus a roofing system that resists water leakage by eliminating through-fasteners (Snug Rib® roofing).

All Alcoa industrial building products can be finished in any of the 10 attractive colors of Alcoa Super Alumalure® finish, a baked-on, factory-applied, fluoropolymer enamel, rich in beauty and color integrity.

What doesn't
Aluminum's hidden advantages. Begin with the fact that aluminum takes care of itself and your budget. It resists corrosion by forming a protective film of aluminum oxide. So, unpainted aluminum is all some buildings need. However, if you want color, all the more reason to choose aluminum. It's the substrate that provides additional protection should the coating be scratched. The natural aluminum oxide film that forms, resists corrosion and discourages flaking or adhesion loss, staining or streaking. Aluminum actually helps a coating last. It holds a finish beautifully. And, the Super Alumalure finish is a long-lasting film that won't peel, flake or chip. Its fluoropolymer resin is tough, durable Kynar® that gives a high degree of protection from chemical attack and has a projected service life of more than 20 years, based on exposure and weathering tests.

For complete information on our commercial and industrial building products, see Sweet's Architectural or Industrial files. Or write Aluminum Company of America, 1056-C Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.

•Trademark of Pennwalt Corporation

Snug Rib roofing, natural aluminum
Box Beam, Nordic Blue
Corrugated sheet, Canyon Red
Ribbed 8-inch, Dover White
Perforated corrugated sheet, natural aluminum

Change for the better with Alcoa Aluminum
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Here's a case where “or equal” isn't equal.

Halsey Taylor has a pretty good name. But it's not because we make the best-looking water coolers in the world. It's because we put a lot more quality workmanship on the inside of our coolers—where hardly anyone ever looks, or needs to.

We honestly don't believe Halsey Taylor water coolers have an equal.

Do us a small favor. Look carefully at the inner workings of this simulated semi-recessed cooler. Compare its craftsmanship, technical ingenuity and performance with any other brand of water cooler.

We work too hard at building the best to accept the idea that anyone else's product is just as good.

Patina bronze-tone stainless outside...

Incomparable workmanship inside


2. Cooler top. Patina stainless steel or satin finish stainless steel, polished and buffed for beauty and ease of cleaning. Separate drain strainer removable for easy cleaning without removing cooler top.

3. Pre-cooler (cutaway). Incoming water line coiled around and tin-bonded to cold water drain. Boosts cooling capacity by 60%.


5. Cooling storage tank. All copper, hot-dipped pure tin lining. Incoming coil is tin-bonded to refrigerant coil to cool water before it enters tank.

6. Dual temperature controls. Two thermostats, primary and secondary, provide double protection against freeze-up.

7. Automatic regulating/operating valve. Maintains constant stream height under line pressures varying from 20 p.s.i. to 90 p.s.i. Easy to service. Tamper-proof. Large orifices resist deposits and clogging. All parts are corrosion-resistant.

Halsey Taylor Division, 1554 Thomas Road, Warren, Ohio 44481.
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13 Editorial
National growth policy: the AIA builds a strong new framework for action.

4 Letters/Calendar

33 News in brief
Short items of major national interest.

34 News reports
Marcel Breuer debuts as exhibit designer. Grand jury charges Philadelphia politicians forced kickbacks. AIA recommends dropping fee schedules. Awards announced by AIA, along with Convention news. Architecture students sit-in at Georgia Tech.

39 Buildings in the news

45 Required reading

ARCHITECTURAL BUSINESS

65 How to market professional design services
A new book by Gerre L. Jones on this subject is so timely and of such scope that this review-extract is offered as a scanning of as much depth as space allows. To the expected roster of such subjects as brochure preparation, prospect search and presentation methods, this book adds topical insight into the pressures of our times, such as a factual account of recent confrontations between professionals and the seekers of political contributions. And there is more.

69 Construction management
An architect and notable practitioner in construction management, George Heery, says "Let's define construction management!"—and then proceeds to do so.

73 Building costs
The Dodge indexes continue on the rise with local differences. Some special costs on indoor tennis courts.

75 Building activity
What's happening in the various regions of the nation as the effects of crisis and shortage polarize differently from place to place? Jim Carlson takes a well-informed look.
FEATURES

97 Some housing in Europe
There seem to be more options in high-density housing in Europe than is currently evident in the United States. This report concentrates on some of the highly varied work being done in Germany and France, and wonders why we can’t do more experimentation...

98 La Calle-Sur-Loup
100 Wohnanlage Tapachstrasse
101 Neugereut
102 Student housing, University of Munich
103 The Olympic Village
104 Marina Baie de Anges
105 Cite Marine de Port La Galere
106 Port Grimaud
108 Marines de Cogolin
110 Cap-d’Adge

111 High density design for undergraduate science at land-starved Harvard
Harvard’s long-range master plan calls for intensive use of the University’s available land and urges the continuation and strengthening of the open space network of the campus. The Undergraduate Science Center by Sert, Jackson and Associates, Inc. was shaped by these urban design goals.

119 Snowbird: in scale with the mountains
The Snowbird resort near Salt Lake City is a happy combination of careful land planning and bold architectural shapes strong enough to hold their own in a rugged landscape.

BUILDING TYPES STUDY 458

127 High-rise office buildings —the public spaces they make
Four examples, all of them in New York City, illustrate contrasting ways that architects have used high-rise buildings to shape outdoor spaces.

128 Rockefeller Center: first campaign
Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison and MacMurray; and Hood and Foulilhoux, architects.

134 Rockefeller Center: second campaign
Harrison & Abramovitz, Harris, architects.

138 Chubb Building, 100 William Street
Davis, Brody and Associates, architects.

140 The World Trade Center
Minoru Yamasaki and Associates and Emery Roth and Sons, architects.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

143 Designing computer controlled acoustic flexibility for a multi-use theater
Theater consultant George C. Izenour, who designed the seating geometry, the auditorium volumes, and the acoustical system and controls for the highly sophisticated Edwin Thomas Performing Arts Hall at the University of Akron, tells how he did it.
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Elkay reinvented the water cooler and here’s why

Water coolers needed to be redesigned to permit simple, fast and economic installation. Elkay did that with sectional construction to keep mechanical systems away from the plumbing connection area. Water coolers needed a basin that is vandal-proof, minimizes splashing, looks better. And Elkay has created water coolers to fit every need: corner models, free standing, multiple basin models, two-level models. All of them with contemporary styling and finishes and colors to complement any decor.

Write for Catalog DFC-4 for more information.

ELKAY® Manufacturing Company, 2700 S. 17th Avenue, Broadview, Illinois 60153
National growth policy: the AIA builds a strong new framework for action

Archibald Rogers, the new (since December) president of the American Institute of Architects, is a man with a cause.

Since the formation of the first AIA task force, Arch Rogers has been perhaps the nation's most ardent supporter of AIA (and other) efforts to establish and give teeth to a national policy for urban growth and regrowth—and most especially land-use policy. He now has lots of new help—with a lot of new muscle.

The first report of the AIA's National Policy Task Force, of which Rogers was the chairman, created a massive stir when it was published in January 1972. A detailed analysis of that report—and the reaction to it by the 1972 AIA Convention—was given in RECORD, June 1972. Later (in November 1972) a special Ford Foundation-financed conference was held to analyze and criticize the conference. And the Third Report, just issued, attempts to respond to the complaints of some whom felt their ox was gored, expands to meet the legitimate complaints of some whose interests were overlooked (inevitable in an effort this broad), and faces up to disagreement with some other interest groups.

New input has tempered some of AIA's original proposals

As a result of the 1972 "constraints conference," the then-president of the NAHB, Stanley Waranch, suggested that his and other organizations might join in developing the next report.

The AIA wisely (and unselfishly, since they had done a great deal of research and spent a great deal of time and money) did accept input from other organizations, and a Coalition for a National Growth Policy has now been established with active participation, or at official representation, from 39 organizations—ranging from such conservative bodies as the Chamber of Commerce of the United States and NAREB to the activist National Organization of Minority Architects and the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing; from the Junior League of Washington and the League of Women Voters to the Associated General Contractors. The Coalition now includes mortgage banking interests, engineering bodies (ASCE and NSPE), landscape architects, planners, lawyers, industrial designers, the United States Conference of Mayors, and many other appropriate and concerned groups.

The organizations, working in coalition with AIA, have brought some tempering and enlargement of the AIA's original ideas—changes that will be greeted by some with relief and dismissed by others as 'copping out.' For example, there was a large amount of politically conservative objection to the First Report's alleged "over-reliance on an enlarged role for government," and its recommendation of power shifts to regional agencies of authority now exercised by city authorities. Many in the black community, supported by liberal sentiment in AIA and elsewhere, felt the First Report—with its emphasis on the development of new neighborhood "growth units"—gave far too little attention to inner-city and minority problems. Others argued that the First Report unwisely paid little attention to small-town and rural housing opportunities as an alternate to increased loading (overloading?) of cities.

Many felt that the First Report's assumption of continued population growth was a basic flaw—though it is now clear that even with zero population growth there will have been a substantial population increase by the year 2000.

Some of these concerns have been met—or at least are well understood by all.

But some of the most important proposals of the Task Force Report are still under fire

As the AIA's new report points out: "The principal disagreement appears to center upon the desirability and feasibility of imposing a national policy—any policy—upon our pluralist society. Additional disagreements focus upon these five proposals for inclusion in such a policy:

(a) the deliberate evolution of the Highway Trust Fund into a Community Development Fund;

(b) the recapture of that increment in the value of private property created by the public investment in the infrastructure [perhaps the hardest of all for many people—like home builders and land speculators to accept.—Ed.];

(c) the oversight by the states of police powers (such as zoning and subdivision regulation) now delegated to local governments;

(d) the establishment of metropolitan planning and development agencies with 'teeth.'

(e) the public acquisition of land for short-term conversion through private development [a common device in Europe.—Ed.] or for banking over the long term.'"

Controversial as they may be to some members of the new Coalition, the AIA has said that "these proposals stem from the First
Report’s 15 premises, which together form the philosophic cement for its recommended policy—and are therefore, at least for now, non-negotiable.

And hooray for that stand! For if the AIA, now that it has agreed to share its initiatives, gives in to pressure on matters it believes to be fundamental, surely this effort will be so compromised as to be useless—or like the Jackson land-use bill in Congress—sound good but be absolutely toothless.

The Third Report restates the philosophical base—and argues its acceptance

It recommends nine strategic elements as the framework for a national regrowth policy. All are easier stated than accomplished—but none should find disagreement among most architects for they go right to the heart of design and construction problems. They won’t (probably can’t) all be implemented—either physically or politically—but surely they are steps in the right direction. Wildly oversimplified (the complete report deserves careful study by every architect), the nine strategies are:

1) A population distribution strategy designed to:
   ...“foster resettlement within cities in ways which will relieve the pressure on ghetto concentrations of the poor and/or minorities, and attract tax-paying middle-income families back into the city;
   ...“enhance the economic and cultural opportunities of smaller cities and towns, as well as rural areas, in order to enlarge available locational strategic options”;
   ...“encourage the distribution of economic and employment magnets in ways that will reinforce these settlement patterns.”

2) A conservation strategy would be designed to identify and protect unique natural and man-made features, clean up our air and water, protect irreplaceable raw materials by finding alternates and by recycling, conserve the land through “a more rational system of design and development,” reduce energy consumption through tough incentives and disincentives while expanding the supply of energy resources.

3) A transportation strategy designed to provide a balanced system by “encouragement of alternatives to the automobile.”

4) A land-use strategy designed “to establish use and intensity criteria for the accommodation of new and renewed neighborhoods ...and supporting facilities”; to provide enough agricultural land; to encourage the thoughtful establishment of open space within and around urban areas and to “describe” the form of neighborhoods, towns, and cities; to provide near-at-hand recreation; and—most importantly—“to provide for the assembly, maintenance, and evaluation of all data required to accomplish land-use planning ...and the dissemination of these data to those charged with such planning and implementation, i.e. multistate regions, states, metropolitan areas, and local governments of sufficient size.”

5) A conservation design and development strategy designed “to discourage the subdivision of land for housing alone, encourage the development of Growth Units as well as remodeling of existing neighborhoods to meet Growth Unit Criteria, ...and encourage, for both, a location and design”—and how important this is—“that provides the fullest possible range of housing costs and types”;
   ...“shopping, employment and recreation wherever possible within walking distance of homes; and ...incorporate as systems such essential services as health care, education, and security...”

6) A housing strategy would be designed, according to the AIA report, to provide incentives for relatively low-cost housing, both new and renewed, “in adequate quality and quantity to satisfy the needs of low-income families ...recognizing that it must be not only within the economic reach of these users but also geographically accessible.”

The report, significantly, also insists that “incentives [be applied] toward the goal of reducing the cost of all elements that make up the annual housing dollar—not just construction cost [but] the cost of time in gaining public consents; the cost of land, money, services, operation, and components replacement.”

7) The next strategy called for is an “urban rebuilding strategy,” which AIA suggests should be designed to rebuild the city fabric, with new and enlarged functions for the CBD to assure its 24-hour use; new attention to commuting problems; and rebuilding of ghetto neighborhoods to minimize forced relocation.

8) A fiscal strategy, the AIA argues, should encourage public investments in ways that reinforce the other strategies, with (again) “re-capture by the public of a substantial portion of increments in the value of private property created by this public investment”. This fiscal strategy would also seek new sources of steady mortgage money, especially the “patient money” needed to cover the heavy front-end costs of the major building projects envisioned. The strategy also recognizes that the present tax and financing systems do not necessarily reward most those who subscribe to the other strategies—and would attempt to change that. Finally,

9) “A strategy for governance” would be designed “to identify the roles of the various levels of government in implementing these strategies” and “equip all levels of government with powers appropriate to their roles”—including specifically much more control over land use and the power to acquire land by purchase or—under appropriate safeguards—condemnation.

The Task Force proposals are, of course, strong medicine—but implementation begins

The AIA’s 1974 program—under Arch Rogers stewardship—will lean heavily in the direction of implementing these policies and strategies developed over the past three years.

Any architect can agree or disagree with this thrust—but I’d urge no architect to be disinterested. The “Structure for a National Growth Policy”—which should be in your office by now—is to my mind must reading. If you can help, with thoughts, or time, I’d urge you to volunteer that help to Washington.

For it seems to me that there is no more appropriate force to develop and plan for the growth and regrowth of this country than the architects assembled—and the other professionals they have gathered about them in the Coalition for a National Growth Policy. Political efforts have so far been blunted hopelessly by compromise. And without a policy—broadly accepted and respected—our country will continue to grow without direction, with little hope of correction of terrible ills, and with little hope of the kind of real excellence we all want for our future. —Walter F. Wagner Jr.
Idea: to break up an active area without statically dividing the space.

Here, Nord architectural spindles become free-hanging area separators. Random, spontaneous.

The free movement of the spindles becomes part of the room’s activity. While their concentrated detail adds interest.

Nord gives you 9 basic spindle designs to work with. 11 standard lengths, 7½ inches to 8 feet. And no end of possibilities.

For the name of your nearest Nord distributor, write "spindles" on your letterhead, mail to E. A. Nord Company, Everett, WA 98206.
"An open school needs wide open spaces with floors designed for uniform heavy loading. The EPICORE® Composite Floor System fulfills these requirements in the most economical way."

Describing Pittsburgh’s Martin Luther King, Jr. School, architect Martin Chetlin continued, “The first priority for open classroom education is flexibility. Teachers and students move from one area to another. Group sizes change frequently. So the structure has to have the capability to support the maximum number of people at any time in any place.”

“EPICORE was the one product that met these as well as our other specifications: fast installation, stringent fire ratings, a safe working surface for other tradesmen, and a simple system for hanging electrical and mechanical components.”

EPICORE can match this school performance anywhere on the construction scene: hospitals, power plants, telephone facilities, office buildings, warehouses, stadiums, symphony halls, parking garages, apartments, and restaurants. If you would like to talk about these or any other uses you have in mind, contact Epic Metals Corporation, Eleven Talbot Avenue, Rankin (Pittsburgh), Pennsylvania 15104, (412) 351-3913.
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Satisfying Supercritical Surgeons

Surgeons are trained to be supercritical of their work. And, their desire for perfection makes them supercritical of everything else, including the plumbingware they use and depend on. So Eljer designed a new full line of hospital-styled plumbing fixtures and fittings to meet their most demanding needs. Besides the plumbingware shown above, you'll find more than 290 other hospital and commercial line products fully detailed and illustrated in Eljer's new "Hospital/Institutional Plumbing Fixtures and Fittings" catalog.

Hospital-styled plumbingware ... one example of Eljer's ability to meet any commercial building need with a complete line of well-designed, quality commercial plumbing products. If you're planning on satisfying supercritical commercial clients, you should have Eljer's new 62-page catalog on file. Send for the "Hospital/Institutional" catalog:

ELJER PLUMBINGWARE, Wallace-Murray Corp. Dept. AR, 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
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HP 9830: A Cost Effective Way to Track Your Job Costs

Underrun? Overrun? On Target? That information should be right on your desk. And it is—if you’re among the growing number of managers using our HP 9830 Programmable Calculator and our new Project Cost Accounting Software. This system helps you keep the lid on project costs by giving you fast, detailed cost reports when you need them. Just a few quick keystrokes and there they are—timely, accurate, hard-copy reports of all employees’ time and direct expenses charged to your projects.

If that sounds good, it’ll sound even better when you consider the cost. A complete HP 9830 Calculator System leases for about $380* per month including service contract. What’s more, it’s so easy to operate that your office staff can use it. No computer pros to hire and pay. And best of all, it’s yours on a flat rate basis. In its spare time the HP 9830 can handle engineering programs like our structures software at no extra cost.

See how easy it is for the HP 9830 to give you a tight grip on your project costs. And see what a difference that makes in your profit picture. Call or write for full information or a hands-on demonstration.

*Domestic USA price only. Lease, where available, includes service contract.

Please tell me more about your project cost accounting systems.

☐ Information Only  ☐ Hands-on demonstration

I am planning to use your calculator for:

Name

Company

Address

City

State

Phone

Zip

Hewlett-Packard Co., P.O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 80537

For more data, circle 24 on inquiry card for demonstration
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The only organic roof that might outlast the Owens-Corning all-Fiberglas roofing system.

Conventional asphalt roofing systems have organic felts. So moisture and heat can cause them to curl, wrinkle, fishmouth, char and rot. And that can lead to an early failure.

Not so with our all-Fiberglas* roofing system. Here's why.

1. It begins with Fiberglas Roof Insulation. This has a bottom surface that conforms to minor roof irregularities. And a top surface that stays flat. (FM Class 1 construction. UL 1, 2, and 4. Thickness from 15/16ths to 2 1/4 inches. C-value certification.)

2. Fiberglas Roof Tape then provides reinforcement at the roof insulation joints and helps reduce failures caused by normal deck movement.

3. Fiberglas roofing felts come next. Unlike conventional felts, ours won't absorb or hold moisture. So they won't char or rot. They resist curling, wrinkles and fishmouths.

4. Fiberglas PermaCap (where available) tops everything off. It's surfaced with inert, non-combustible ceramic granules that help beautify the roof.

And they're less subject to contraction and expansion due to changes in moisture.

More information? Refer to our section in Sweets Catalog, Built-Up Roofing Systems 7.1/Ow, or contact your Owens-Corning representative. Or write: Architectural Products Division, Attn.: Mr. D. N. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

*Reg. T.M. O.-C. F.
Redwood Plywood.
Not just because it's beautiful.
Because it works.
Rich, natural beauty is obviously the primary reason for building with redwood plywood. Wherever it is used — commercially or residentially, indoors or out — it brings a warm visual appeal not only to the structure itself, but to the environment in which it is set.

But beyond aesthetic values, redwood plywood offers many practical advantages and economies to the architect and builder. For example, it is naturally resistant to weathering, and has a high capacity for taking and holding all kinds of finishes.

Redwood plywood, in 5/8" thickness, has earned a low flame-spread rating that qualifies it for all Class II uses in the Uniform Building Code.

Redwood plywood has an unusually high strength-to-weight ratio. It can be applied directly to studs, without diagonal bracing or building paper. It is available not only in standard 4 x 8 panels, but in 4 x 9 and 4 x 10 sizes, for greater flexibility in modular planning and installation.

Redwood plywood, like other forest products, affords high insulation value, an important factor in conserving heat and energy.

And redwood plywood offers a variety of design patterns — plain, grooved and inverted batten — with saw-textured facings that combine high surface interest and low maintenance.

Many of the patterns can be seen in the accompanying photographs, which illustrate redwood plywood in a wide range of uses. For additional information on redwood plywood, write Dept. P for a new 8-page color booklet.
Ideas to build on.

A better way to frame.

Design with Inryco/Milcor® Light Gage Steel Framing. Because of their proven economies, steel studs and joists have been used extensively in framing commercial and light industrial structures for many years. Now they are making significant inroads in motel, hotel, condominium and other residential applications. Formed from high strength steel, they're lightweight; will not rot, warp or twist; do not appeal to termites. Their selection is often decided by the substantial insurance savings the owner gains through their "non-combustible" rating.
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Ideas from Inryco help you design
A wall for all reasons.

Inryco® wall panels give you the design freedom you want. With a choice of profiles that offer a variety of shadow patterns. Non-fading, long-life Duofinish™ colors factory-applied over galvanized steel. Or in attractive Cor-Ten® weathering steel, if you wish. Where noise control is a factor, Acoustiwall™ interior surfaces substantially reduce reverberation. In buildings requiring tall interior walls, Inryco long span systems eliminate the clutter of exposed structural.

Efficient firefighters.

When fire strikes, Inryco/Milcor Heat & Smoke Vents open automatically to release heat, smoke and noxious gas. Prompt venting retards the fire’s spread, aids the safe evacuation of occupants, helps firemen locate and subdue the blaze. Made in Low Profile or Sloped Cover styles; galvanized steel or aluminum. Sizes from 4’ x 4’ thru 4’ x 8’ are Underwriters Laboratories listed and Factory Mutual approved. Special sizes on request. They’re part of our broad line of roof hatches, skylights and floor and sidewalk doors.

For more data, circle 17 on inquiry card

Send me more Inryco ideas, as checked:

- On Inryco
- On Inryco/Milcor

wall panels
light gauge steel framing
heat and smoke vents.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Zip

4-80-3
Owens-Corning announces its third annual Energy Conservation Awards Program for architects and engineers

The Owens-Corning 1974 Energy Conservation Award.

"Triangles," a Steuben Crystal sculpture that captures and refracts light from multiple triangular planes.
This year, the whole world is watching.

Show our Awards Jury a building design that doesn't waste energy—and you could win one of the Energy Conservation Awards Owens-Corning will present for 1974.

The Awards Jury will be looking for three things: Creativity. Originality. And most important of all—designs that save energy.

Too many buildings waste fuel and contribute to environmental pollution.

By continuing the Energy Conservation Awards Program we initiated in 1972, Owens-Corning hopes to stimulate even more new ways to conserve energy. And it will let us honor the architects and engineers who do the best job of designing buildings and mechanical systems that conserve fuel.

Who can enter
Any registered architect or professional engineer practicing in the U.S. is eligible. As an individual. Or in a team. But to qualify, your entry must be a commissioned building project—in the design process, under construction, or a completed structure.

Although Fiberglas* products are an excellent way to conserve energy, their use is not a requirement.

Four entry categories
A winner will be selected in each of these categories:

Institutional—schools and hospitals, for example.

Commercial—office buildings, shopping centers, retail stores, and similar structures.

Industrial — including manufacturing plants, research centers, warehouses.

Governmental—post offices, administrative buildings, and military structures to name a few.

The Awards
Winning architects and/or engineers will receive the Steuben Crystal sculpture "Triangles." Owners or clients associated with winning entries will receive other Steuben Crystal awards.

The Awards Jury for 1974
Eight outstanding professionals in architecture and engineering will serve as the Awards Jury to select the winners.


Send for entry details now
Completed entries must be submitted by August 31, 1974. Winners will be selected and notified in early September.

For a brochure giving complete details, contact your local Owens-Corning representative. Or write N. E. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Architectural Products Division, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

*T.M. Reg. O.-C.F.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas
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E CUBE: A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO HELP YOU MAKE MONEY-SAVING, ENERGY-SAVING DECISIONS.

A THREE-PART LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS —

1. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS.
E CUBE computes the hour-by-hour energy requirements of your building or planned building for an entire year—taking into account U.S. weather data, solar loads, building design, operating and occupancy schedules, and other operating factors. It sums them coincidentally—for single or multiple zones, even multi-building projects. And there's an easy manual check for every calculation.

2. EQUIPMENT SELECTION.
E CUBE lets you build, on the computer, a model of an energy system. Lets you "operate" that system so you can evaluate its performance. E CUBE can simulate many systems for you to compare—from all-electric to total energy, or any combination along the way—so you can choose the one that works best for you.

3. ECONOMIC COMPARISON.
E CUBE compares the total operating and capital costs of each system you study—takes project life and equipment life into account, provides for irregular and replacement expenses, and ranks the systems comparatively for life cycle costs.

E CUBE is accurate. There are other computer programs in this field, but E CUBE is by far the most advanced and has the experience of thousands of runs made by the American Gas Association member companies, industry, and people in private practice. The U.S. government is among the many successful users of E CUBE.

E CUBE is fast, private, moderately priced. When we say it's private, we mean you give your information directly to the computer. Your project data and the results are never seen by any third party. E CUBE is available to you through the Cybernet System of Control Data Corporation, with installations in 44 major cities. Of course, we stand ready to provide assistance at your request.

An energy saver for new buildings and existing ones. Whether you're in the construction-planning stage, remodeling, upgrading and replacing old equipment, or simply want to check your building's efficiency, E CUBE can help you make the right decision. Right financially and right for conserving America's energy.

Helps you prepare many required reports. Here's another reason you'll find the impartial, statistically calculated results of E CUBE a tremendous help. It provides information for environmental impact statements, cash flow projections required by senior lenders, and is useful in profit planning.

For further information, mail in the coupon below or telephone Ken Cuccinelli, American Gas Association, (703) 524-2000.

Kenneth T. Cuccinelli
Manager, Gate/Energy Systems
American Gas Association
1515 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209
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montgomery’s new SSC-6010 ... solution to the elevator energy crisis ... the only fully developed energy saving elevator power control system in North America

The Montgomery SSC-6010 Solid State Elevator Control System saves power consumption up to 15% per elevator. This advanced elevator system provides greater reliability. Requires substantially less maintenance. Saves valuable space. Produces less heat. Reduces installation time. Conserves energy.

This solid state system, an industry first, is an example of Montgomery’s Total Capability in design, manufacturing, installation and maintenance of elevator, escalator, Power Walk and Power Ramp Systems throughout North America. Contact your nearest Montgomery office. You’ll find we’re not very far from anywhere in North America.

montgomery moves people

ELEVATORS/ESCALATORS/POWER WALKS & RAMPS

Montgomery Elevator Company, Moline, Illinois 61265 • Montgomery Elevator Co. Limited, Toronto, Ontario M9B3S5 • Offices in Principal Cities of North America
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Outside, one of 11 colors to choose from in our low maintenance, acrylic coated aluminum finish. Pella Clad Wood Windows eliminate two common problems associated with ordinary weather-shielded wood windows. Lack of color choice. And lack of design freedom. In a Pella Clad window, all exterior wood surfaces are covered with an acrylic coated aluminum skin. A well-known and well-respected outside finish. Available in three standard and eight special colors. On our Contemporary and Traditional Double-Hung, Casement, Awning, Fixed and Trapezoidal Windows. And Pella Sliding Glass Doors.

(a)

Inside, the familiar warmth and beauty of a wood window in a child's world.

Wood windows are known for their warmth. Visually. And because of their natural insulating value. And in designing the Pella Clad Wood Window, we left both of those properties unchanged. The exterior aluminum skin does not penetrate the frame or sash (b). Nor is it visible anywhere on the inside of the window. We recognized the need for a weather-resistant, low maintenance window. But seeing no reason to compromise the natural warmth of a wood window, we very carefully avoided doing just that.

(b)

At the Children's Health Center and Hospital, this Pella Clad window system contributes to the relaxed atmosphere, inside and out.
In between, the built-in advantages of Pella’s unique Slimshade®:

The removable inside storm panel in our Double Glazing System gives you any number of interesting options. Like using our Slimshade® (c) to control sunlight, privacy and solar heat gain and loss. Housed between the panes, this fully adjustable blind remains virtually dust-free. The Double Glazing System can also accommodate our snap-in wood muntins or privacy panels. But flexibility is not the system’s only built-in advantage. The 13/16” air space between the panes also does a better job of insulating than welded insulating glass.

Afterward, the ease of washing a counterbalanced, pivoting sash double-hung window.

Window cleaning is another maintenance factor that must be considered. And here again, Pella design makes an easy job of it. Our Double-Hung Window has a spring-loaded, vinyl jamb liner which allows the sash to pivot. So the outside surfaces can be washed from inside the building. And because each sash pivots at its center point (d), the weight of the sash is counterbalanced. Which makes the whole job just that much easier. Reglazing can also be accomplished from inside, along with sash removal.

For more detailed information, send for your free copy of our 24-page, full-color brochure on Pella Clad Windows & Sliding Glass Doors. See us in Sweet’s Architectural File. Or look in the Yellow Pages, under “windows”, for the phone number of your Pella Distributor.
This beach has the 3 essentials
Owens-Corning has the system

1. Acoustically non-reflective “ceiling”

1. An acoustically non-reflective ceiling is a must—to keep sound from bouncing to other areas. An independent acoustical testing laboratory examined eight ceilings, including expensive coffered and baffled systems. Their verdict: Owens-Corning’s Nubby II Fiberglas® Ceiling Board (left) in any standard exposed grid suspension system is best for achieving speech privacy at economical installed cost.

*Reg. T.M. O.-C.F.
for speech privacy in open offices. that puts it all indoors.

2. Masking sound

3. Sound barrier "screen"

2. An unobjectionable background sound helps mask distracting speech. Special electronic speakers, installed in the plenum, make it possible to hear normal conversation clearly within defined areas, without being overheard in other areas.

3. A barrier or the proper acoustical screen is necessary to keep unwanted speech from going directly between work areas.

All three essential elements should be "tuned" to work together with the help of an acoustical consultant.


Owens-Corning is Fiberglas
Think of your building as a system. We do.

Johnson's integrated building automation concept combines air conditioning, heating, security, firesafety, electrical equipment, communications, control centers—and more, including completely computerized operation. All interfaced to work together smoothly. Efficiently.

Starting with planning, our responsibility extends to expert installation. Checkout. System start-up. Emergency service. And comprehensive programmed maintenance. Always with emphasis on energy conservation and progressive management techniques.

With almost 90 years in the business, Johnson has the experience and the technology to meet all your building automation needs. And tie them all together. Find out more. Write today for our free brochure, "The Big Idea in Building Automation."
President's budget message: increases for waste treatment and community development. Hospital construction would be terminated, but funds are proposed for historic preservation and new construction in national parks. Details on page 35.

Architecture in sympathy with users and the natural setting will be examined at the 1974 AIA convention, May 20-23 in Washington, D.C. In addition to discussion pertinent to the theme, "A Humane Architecture," convention activities will, according to AIA, include a range of tours emphasizing the variety of architectural environments and life-styles in the Washington-Baltimore area. A brief story on the convention appears on page 34.

Construction may increase in 1974 by 7.4 per cent to approximately $144 billion, according to the Associated General Contractors of America. The estimate is based on adequate fuel and materials supplies. However, AGC figures compare with a 2 per cent increase, or $101 billion, predicted by economists at McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company.

Fuel allocations for future construction will be assured, according to the Federal Energy Office. FEO administrator William E. Simon, meeting with construction industry representatives, said that in formulating allocation regulations, his agency has included construction in the "industrial" category, and allocations have been set at 110 per cent of the base-period volume.

December construction contracts slipped 5 per cent below the level of a year earlier, to $6,132,566,000 according to the F. W. Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company. Despite this, last year's total contract value reached a record $100.1 billion for new construction work of all kinds, up 10 per cent from 1972. Part of the December drop was attributed to the decline in housing starts.

March 21, 1974 is the application deadline for the Rotch Travelling Scholarship of $11,000 for nine months' travel abroad. Second Prize is $6,000 for five months. Applicants must be under 31 years of age on March 10, 1974 and have an architectural record that includes study or experience in Massachusetts. Application forms may be obtained from Hugh Stubbins, Secretary, Rotch Travelling Scholarship Committee, 1033 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

Congress has begun debate on a bill to authorize $50 million for solar heating and cooling research, for both residential and commercial applications. The demonstration program would last five years.

Work by women architects is invited for an exhibit sponsored by the New York Chapter, AIA. Submissions must be received by April 15, 1974. For further information, contact Rosaria Piomelli, NYC/AIA, 20 West 40th Street, New York, New York 10018. Phone (212) 565-1866.

Designing energy-saving techniques into new buildings will be discussed in eight national seminars, for architects and engineers, sponsored by the American Gas Association. Energy analysis through computer programs is to be a feature of the program. More information can be obtained from the American Gas Association, Arlington, Virginia.

March 15, 1974 is the deadline for receipt of the $80 registration fee for an international competition to develop the Portuguese island of Porto Santo. The competition is open to teams of Portuguese or foreign architects, and is approved by the International Union of Architects. Contact: Competition Secretariat, Planning of Porto Santo Island, Rua Ferreira Lapa Nº 29, Lisbon 1, Portugal.

A national design competition for low-rise buildings using aluminum has been announced by the Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association and The Aluminum Association. Eligible is any building five stories or less, new construction or rehabilitation, which has been completed since July 31, 1973. Entries must be received by October 1, 1974. For further information, contact the AAMA at 410 North Michigan, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

The AIA has informed state components that fee schedules may be a violation of anti-trust laws. In agreement, the New York chapter has withdrawn its fee schedules. Details on page 34.

Washington observers see mandatory Federal measures governing construction by next fall. Aimed specially at energy problems, the measures would influence all building types.

A building moratorium has been declared on 15 per cent of the greater Miami land area. The Dade County Commission approved the action, covering 200,000 acres, to protect the county's water supply. In the last two years, large-scale developers have been moving westward into the now-protected area, securing zoning for apartment construction averaging 25 units per acre.
AIA sees OSHA confusing designers

The American Institute of Architects codes and standards committee completed two days of meetings on problems concerning Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations which cause confusion for the designer by stipulating conditions which cause confusion for the designers codes and standards committees. AIA is working with the Council of American Building Officials and other professional bodies to get these differences resolved.

The AIA group also heard a report on the new draft proposal developed by the National Bureau of Standards on conservation of energy in new buildings.

Members expressed concern that any such standard might make new construction more costly—perhaps 10 to 20 percent higher.

AIA convention details announced

Host chapters for the 1974 AIA national convention have announced plans for the event, to be held in Washington, D.C. on May 19-23.

In a brochure released by the AIA headquarters in Washington, the Washington Metropolitan, Baltimore and Potomac Valley chapters outline a series of tours through the Capital, Maryland and Virginia, and present the range of professional conferences focused on the convention theme, "A Human Architecture."

Architects contracting for work with the Federal government will find one of the programs deals with value analysis and construction management, services currently sought by the General Services Administration. Also on the agenda are discussions of architect-oriented public relations programs.

Practice topics dealing with concentration on one special building type, design freedom, and national growth guidelines are also on the program.

Tours include Reston, Virginia; Baltimore; the Washington Metropolitan subway system; Arlington-Alexandria; Georgetown; Mt. Vernon; and major examples of the Capital's architecture, old and under construction.

This year, the reconvened convention will be in Madrid, Spain, from May 24 to June 8.

For registration information and further details on the convention, contact the AIA headquarters in Washington.

French city to have U.S.-built personal rapid transit

The city of Nancy, France, will have the world's first full-scale installation of an automated system for personal rapid transit—PRT—that promises to solve some pressing problems of urban transportation.

Using hardware developed by an Otis Elevator Company affiliate—Transportation Technology Incorporated—the new PRT system carries passengers in computer-supervised, air-pap-supported cars gliding along slender guideways above the traffic. Since the PRT cars are electrically propelled by an efficient linear-induction motor system, they neither consume gasoline nor contribute to air pollution, according to Otis.

The Denver-based TTI-Otis also set up its PRT vehicles for public view and demonstration rides prior to its demonstration in Denver with residents solidly passed a program to develop a PRT system. The TTI test track in Denver was one of the very few working test tracks for PRTs in the country.

I. M. Pei proposal suggests new life for landmark

Register to the commerce of the western hemisphere for nearly seven decades, the United States Custom House (model above) now stands abandoned at the tip of Manhattan. Distinguished by the history of its site, and its monumental scale, the building may become a center of shopping, entertainment and culture, combined with hotel or office space. GTA, hoping to see the building restored, plans to turn it over to the City of New York.

I. M. Pei & Partners have prepared proposals to bring the 1907 structure by Cass Gilbert up to date. The Custom House contains 450,000 square feet on seven floors. An elliptical rotunda forming the central court on the main floor measures 85 by 135 feet and is covered with a large skylight. (This was the scene of a large party of architects recently. See item on Ada Louise Huxtable, professional honors noted critic.)

HUD studies total energy systems

James T. Lynn, HUD Secretary, has announced the start-up of a total energy plant in New Jersey, launching a research project that could meet some of the nation's energy needs.

Located in a HUD-assisted development in downtown Jersey City, the $7.2-million packaged energy plant will demonstrate and, for the first time in the United States, evaluate the cost, efficiency and reliability of a total energy system as compared to conventional utility plants. Though other such plants exist in this country, none has conducted a scientific evaluation of cost and reliability data, from design through long-term operation.

HUD experts predict the total energy system will knock one-third off the amount of fuel presently spent on the site conventionally, and cut 25 percent from the annual cost of operating and maintaining a conventional utility plant.

Parallel to these initiatives in the energy field, HUD has completed a study on the economic feasibility of total energy systems on a national scale, and a report based on that analysis is now available free to anyone interested in the total energy field. Titled Economic Evaluation of Total Energy—Guidelines, the report permits quick assessment of a total energy system's potential for any size development at any location.

AIA award winners announced for 1974

Among the 1974 AIA award winners recently announced are: Kevin Roche John Dineklo and Associates, the Architectural Firm Award; Jack D. Train, the Edward C. Kemper Award for significant contribution to the profession; Walter McQuade, the Architecture Critics' Medal; Ralph Knowles, the Medal for Research; Stephen Van Duzen Cram (posthumously), the Whitney M. Young Jr. Citation for services rendered to minorities; the New York State Urban Development Corporation, the Citation of an Organization; David Hirsch, the Architectural Photography Medal; Ruth Asawa Lanier, Fine Arts Medal; Olivetti Company, Industrial Arts Medal; Kevin Lynch, Allied Professions Medal for urban design and planning; and Sheila Hicks, the Craftsman Shop Award.

The Institute also announced award of the 1974 Architecture Critics' Citation to The Regional Plan Association of New York, the world's oldest metro planning organization.

Ten honorary memberships will be conferred by AIA, and 11 architects from other countries have been elected Honorary Fellows.

All awards and honors will be presented at the AIA convention in Washington, May 19-23.

Profession honors noted critic

Ada Louise Huxtable (pictured), architecture critic for The New York Times was honored by members of the architectural profession and press at a gala black tie event held at the old U. S. Custom House in New York in December.

Ostensibly, the dinner held by The Architectural League of New York was to recognize Ms. Huxtable's recent appointment to the Editorial Board of the Times, and nearly 300 architects paid $100 each to attend. The money will benefit the New York Landmarks Conservancy. However, it is more important to note that the honor paid Ms. Huxtable tested to the continuing importance of her critical work in the cause of major architectural and environmental issues.

For the occasion, the Custom House (see renovation story) was spruced up, and the bronze gates and main entrance opened for the first time in 25 years. Arriving guests were heralded by trumpets, and in the foyer, a brass ensemble played baroque music. At the candle-lit dinner, former Mayor Lindsay presented Ms. Huxtable with New York's Diamond Jubilee Medalion.

AIA advises states on fee guides

Speaking recently in New York, AIA executive vice president William L. Sloyn said that AIA has advised components that fee schedules, although advisory only, may in fact be in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

Concurring with this, the New York Chapter has resolved that documents pertaining to compensation are to be rescinded, and should be destroyed.
President's budget calls for construction spending

Energy and economic factors were large controlling influences in the structuring of the fiscal 1975 budget presented to Congress last month.

In the section on natural resources and environment, for example, the program-by-function document tells of contract authority to states for waste treatment plant construction being raised by $1 billion to the $4 billion level next fiscal year. While this is not nearly as much as environmentalists want, the Administration notes that it is a one-third increase over the current year.

A steady increase in budget outlays for the community development and housing programs is indicated. The 1975 total is estimated at $5.7 billion, $200 million more than this fiscal year and the government expects to be spending at the $7.4 billion level on these activities in 1976. The White House is counting heavily on the enactment of its proposed Better Communities Act and has structured the budget to include $2.3 billion for this purpose in the year starting July 1. Most of the spending in the whole community development and housing budget projections will result from prior-year commitments.

National Park Service (Interior Department) would spend $14.9 million on preservation of historic properties and the budget includes $54 million in authority for construction of projects in 14 national parks.

Again the President proposes termination of medical facilities construction, contending that there is an aggregate oversupply of hospital beds. States the budget document: outlays for health facility construction would drop from $264 million to $216 million.

Planning's fiscal impact computerized

Marcou, O'Leary & Associates, (MOA), a local urban planning and development subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation, has devised an improved approach to predicting the public costs and revenues associated with urban planning.

Described as the Municipal Impact Evaluation System (MUNIES), the new tool was developed by MOA with technical assistance from the Westinghouse Research Laboratories.

"MUNIES is a computer-assisted system for evaluating the potential fiscal impact on local governments of proposed urban developments," said Dennis E. Gale, director of the program for MOA.

Mr. Gale said the new technique has considerable flexibility and several applications. The two most important are: 1) Individual projects such as residential subdivisions, planned unit developments and new communities can be evaluated in terms of expected demands for public services and their attendant costs; and they can be analyzed on the basis of projected revenue from taxes and other sources. 2) The estimated annual demand for services and amount of projected revenues from overall growth—for up to 20 years—can be calculated for an entire urban planning area, such as a municipality.

He said MUNIES is currently being used in a three-month test study of a medium-size Midwestern city.

BOCA fire code is performance type

The Building Officials and Code Administrators International, Chicago, says it will proceed with publication of the controversi BOCA 100 Standard for the Design and Installation of the Fire Suppression System for Life Safety. The document involves sprinkler system applications and follows a six month study of the pros and cons of fire suppression systems.

This is BOCA's first published standard and is likely to be a subject of opinion differences for a long period. It has been opposed strenuously by the National Fire Protection Association, which views it as a challenge to NFPA's 13 Sprinkler Standard. The BOCA publication is a performance standard which it claims provides designers more flexibility in planning adequate fire suppression systems. Some local codes are performance types.

Design revealed for Atlanta rapid transit system

The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) has selected an architectural design concept for the aerial structure to be used along some 16 miles of the city's 54-mile system.

The design is said to feature a "clean line" look to give the entire structure a minimum profile. Depending on location and land surface, the aerial structure will generally range between 10 and 30 feet high. Each individual tower by eight-foot column of the structure will be constructed of reinforced concrete. The columns will be placed approximately 70 feet apart, and girders of either pre-stressed concrete or steel will tie individual columns together. They will support the deck for the dual track rail line which will have a maintenance walk-way in the middle.

The aerial structure was designed by Aeck Associates and Parsons Brinckerhoff-Tudor-Bechtel. MARTA's general engineering consultants.

Donald C. McGraw dies at age 76

The RECORD notes with sadness the death of Donald C. McGraw, chairman of the executive committee of McGraw-Hill, who died February 7, at the age of 76.

The youngest son of the late James H. McGraw, founder of McGraw-Hill, Mr. McGraw led expansion of the company to include 60 business publications, among them ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.

During this period, McGraw-Hill also acquired financial and construction information services, including Standard & Poor's Corporation, and F. W. Dodge Company (now McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company).

Maryland governor seeks A/E controls

Governor Marvin Mandel of Maryland, in his state of the State message to the legislature, asked for new authority to compel state boards that license architects and engineers to adopt codes of professional conduct. He also seeks the power to compel these boards to revoke or suspend the license of architects and engineers violating the provisions.

The American Institute of Architects has a particular interest in the Maryland developments. In fact, AIA has decided to make the Maryland situation an object of thorough study to see if its eventual development and outcome could be used as an example.

Marcel Breuer debuts as exhibit designer for Whitney Museum

Marcel Breuer, whose Whitney Museum opened in New York in 1966, observed an opening at the site last month.

It was a new exhibition at the Whitney, one that marks Mr. Breuer's debut as an exhibition designer. "The Flowering of American Folk Art 1776-1876" is a collection of some 300 examples of paintings, sculpture, furniture, quilts, toys and other items of everyday use, created by the everyday folk during the first hundred years of American independence, a period not yet pressured by the industrial revolution.

Mr. Breuer's installation, according to one art critic, amplifies the visual rather than historic emphasis of the objects chosen by Jean Lipman and Alice Winchester. The result is "dramatic, high-spirited and illuminating. The visitor finds himself in a garden of visual wonders in which each item is a distinct esthetic experience," says Hilton Kramer of The New York Times.

The exhibit runs through March 24, and was made possible through a grant from Philip Morris Incorporated. It will subsequently be seen at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in Richmond, from April 22 through June 2; and at the M. H. de Young Memorial Museum in San Francisco, from June 24 through September 15.
In Greenville, South Carolina, there's a factory that makes gas turbines large enough to generate electricity for a city of 60,000 people.

There, rotor assemblies weighing as much as 26 tons are machined to a tolerance of ±.0005 (that's about one quarter of the thickness of the piece of paper this advertisement is printed on).

The plant makes these rotor assemblies, and the rest of the turbine, in three shifts a day, five days a week, throughout the year.

And even though Greenville has an average summer temperature of 79 with a normal daily high of 89, the plant has never had to shut down because of heat. Nor has hot weather ever ruined a 26-ton rotor assembly.

General Electric central air conditioning helps to maintain quality control and to make this plant a clean comfortable place to work.

John Funke, manager of Greenville
serve the Commercial Industrial Market world's largest Gas Turbine factory."

Air Conditioning Products Division.

plant facilities, has his own private morale booster: the General Electric Service Contract that was bought with the installation.

The contract lets John budget his maintenance costs (resulting from normal usage) to the penny. With the contract, John knows that one predictable check will take care of anything that will have to be repaired or replaced for the life of the contract.

Manufacturing men are discovering that the air in their factories is a very important part of their business. And GE Central Air Conditioning Dealers are making factories and plants an important part of their business.

If you're not already a General Electric dealer, this is the time to become one because there's never been a better time.

We mean business. For both of us.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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The Waterfront Village, Oahu, Hawaii. David D. Stringer and Associates Ltd., Architects

At Kaiser-Aetna's $5 million dollar Waterfront Village near Diamond Head, two decks of shops and offices have been infused with the warmth and texture of red cedar. (2,600 squares of red cedar handsplit shakes.)

The architect's unique nautical themes are stated in crow's nests, rigging, lifeboats and a smooth, informal transition from marina to shore. What other material could offer red cedar's range of design applications? From the "thatched" mansards to intimate interior mall spaces, red cedar has combined distinction with quiet, island informality.

And red cedar shakes will weather anything the tropical skies can bring. From heat waves to hurricanes. Red cedar's unique insulative properties make it an efficient as well as beautiful building covering.

Next time you're launching a project, consider the building material with warmth, durability and almost infinite design possibilities: Red Cedar Certi-Split Shakes and Certigrade Shingles.

For more details, write Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau, 5510 White Building, Seattle, Washington 98101. (In Canada: 1055 West Hastings St., Vancouver 1, B.C.)

These labels on bundles of red cedar shingles or handsplit shakes are your guarantee of Bureau-graded quality. Insist on them.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
One of a series presented by members of the American Wood Council.
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New plant demonstrates company's products

Trio Industries, a manufacturer of architectural metal building products, will contain its administrative, research and production facilities in this $2.15 million structure designed to use the technology which the company has developed, and provide a demonstration of the company's products. To complement the scale of the suburban site, a major portion of the building's eastern wall is depressed below grade, and the overall facility is oriented to take advantage of the south to north downward slope of the land. The semi-circular administration building is connected to the plant by a gallery and entrance sheathed in reflective glass. To achieve structural height economy, mechanical, electrical and process services are distributed through the voids of the open-web truss purlin network, using flexible down-feeders at required locations. Architects are Shreve, Lamb & Harmon Associates, with Robert W. Jones, partner in charge, and Evan L. Schwartz, project designer. Completion is planned for this spring.

A Canadian landmark to be retained amidst growth

A small scale renewal project—Peterborough Square in the heart of Peterborough, Ontario—shows care for a landmark clock tower and market hall which will be preserved as part of this nine-acre commercial and recreational development. The old building will provide space for boutiques, and be linked to nearby new office and hotel space by a two-level shopping mall, including a large department store. Interspersed in the design are parkland areas. Scheduled for completion in 1975, the project was designed by Crang & Boake.
City within a city

Seven different urban functions will be accommodated in this 52-story multi-use building under construction in New York. Designed by David Kenneth Specter, the building will include a garage, galleria retail space, sidewalk cafe, commercial office space, a private club, and 37 floors of residential space. Most extravagant of the apartments is the four-level, 16,000 square foot penthouse designed for millionaire Stewart Mott. Except for the master bedroom and Mr. Mott’s office, the top floor of the penthouse will be given over to sun decks, plantings and the pool. Below, the living room and library will have their own skylights, punctured by fireplace chimneys. The architect for the other apartments in the building is Philip Birnbaum. At sidewalk level, the building will have a through-block retail galleria, with a 100-foot high atrium. Glass-walled office space will overlook the atrium, and open bridges will connect various offices. Cost of the building will be more than $30 million.

Paris: the new left bank

Part of the Front de Seine project half-completed along the left bank of the Seine River in Paris is a 40-story office and studio tower (vertical finned structure, left center) proposed for France’s state broadcasting monopoly. If approved by the client, the design will rise ten stories above all other buildings in the project, which has a 30-story height restriction. A variance is anticipated. Paris architect Maurice Novarina designed the building with a concrete core supporting floors set on brackets. The building would rise from the pedestrian platform of the project.

A small municipal building for a city in Georgia

The City of Forest Park, Georgia wanted a municipal building that would be something other than a typical box. Working within a budget of $350,000 John J. Harte Associates designed a structure of 10,000 square feet, enclosed within an undulating wall of 1/2-inch exposed aggregate epoxy panels applied over steel studs. A special aspect is the octagonal council chamber framed by exposed steel trusses. Completion is planned for fall.
BUILDINGS IN THE NEWS

Cleveland's Terminal Tower center of proposed renewal project

U. S. Realty Investments of Cleveland has signed an agreement to purchase 33 acres behind Cleveland's Terminal Tower, paving the way for start of construction of the $350 million Tower City project planned by Dalton Dalton Little Newport. Groundbreaking is expected in early spring for twin office towers on foundations installed behind the present Tower in the late 1920's. A four-level shopping mall of more than 1 million square feet would run beneath Terminal Tower and the new buildings, including a 700- to 1000-room hotel overlooking the Cuyahoga River. Two apartment towers and a terraced apartment complex, transportation center, underground parking, restaurants and entertainment are also planned and construction is to cover a period of up to ten years.

Portugal's tallest

The tallest building in Portugal, a 30-story office tower with a two-story base of shops and service establishments, is proposed in a master plan completed by Emery Roth & Sons, in association with Multiplano of Lisbon. The building would be built in a 700,000-square foot urban renewal site on the banks of the Tejo River in Lisbon. The plan calls for more than 800,000 square feet of space, more than exists in any building in Portugal. The site is west of the Ponte Salazar, the longest suspension bridge in Europe. Besides office space, the building would provide 120,000 square feet for shops and underground parking for 700 cars.
After the flood, a city rebuilds

Two years ago this June, the city of Corning, New York was devastated by floods occurring in the wake of tropical storm Agnes. Turning the disaster into a unique opportunity to improve the area beyond pre-flood conditions, the city has completed long-range planning, and this year will open several major new buildings in what is to be a downtown Civic Center (top right). Among them are: the city hall (bottom rendering) and library (top rendering) by RTKL; a hotel (right middle) by Sasaki, Dawson & DeMay; a fire station (isometric below) by Gunnar Birkerts & Associates; and a union hall (second from bottom) by Joseph A. Connell. Also participating in design work for the city are: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; and Tasso Katselas. Concurrently, several other major planning projects include restoration and integration of the previous eight-block central business area which has been recommended for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. Parks and open space restoration and development are included in the area's renaissance, along with new transportation proposals. Central to total redevelopment is a separate program, Federally-approved Project Agnes, in which relocation of more than 600 families and 30 businesses would be accomplished in a 500-acre area of the city. As part of this work, urban design input—aimed at major land use change—is being provided by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. Project Agnes involves residential development, and the total acquisition of large land areas where major reuse and development will occur.
5-year 'track record' proves energy-saving efficiency of urethane insulation in advanced building design...

A unique "heat-by-light-and-people" energy system, combined with urethane foam wall insulation and solar-tint windows, has logged an excellent 5-year power-saving "track record" for Rohm and Haas' Central Engineering Division building.

The new system, designed by the firm's engineering staff, was intended specifically to conserve energy — by coordinating maximum heat reclaim with minimum heat loss. The energy is gathered from secondary internal heat sources, such as lights, people, and the "back end" of the chiller unit.

In addition to conserving energy, the system has eliminated the need for a boiler, operating engineer, and external heat supplies, such as steam, circulating hot water or electric space heaters. "The system has been so effective," says Harry S. Kent, principal mechanical engineer, "that annual energy consumption between 1969 and 1974 averaged 5 to 7 per cent less than the pre-occupancy projection of about 5,500,000 kwh annually. Energy consumption has not varied more than 2.5 per cent."

Urethane Foam Insulates Walls

Contributing to the success of the energy system is rigid urethane foam used to insulate the pre-cast concrete walls. Urethane panels, 1" thick, were installed in the first floor walls, which are protected from excessive solar gain by a second-floor overhang. The second-floor walls were insulated with 1½" of urethane.

"If standard insulation and glass had been used, the heating-cooling system would have been excessive," according to Harry S. Kent. Urethane's thermal resistance (R-7.14 per inch) is the highest of any commercially available material. This compares with glass fiber's R-4.54, polystyrene's R-3.58 and foam glass' R-2.86.

If you would like to design-in, build-in energy-saving urethane insulation into your specifications, write today for the new Mobay "slide-rule" calculator. It shows how to compute urethane insulation to cut energy consumption, reduce heating-cooling costs.
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It won't be long before we'll be cleaning up the Empire State Plaza ....

Progress Report

While workmen are driving toward completion of the beautiful Empire State Plaza in Albany, New York, a modern vacuum trash collection system is being installed by the TRANS-VAC Systems Division of Montgomery Industries International, Jacksonville, Florida. When completely installed this giant vacuum cleaner system will be the largest fully pressurized central waste collection system in an office complex anywhere in the world.

The Empire State Plaza consists of eight separate office buildings, a meeting center, and a combined library-museum clustered around a huge 5-story main platform. The platform itself, in addition to underground parking, a health laboratory, and other service facilities, also contains a large auditorium which can accommodate 2,800 persons for lectures or conventions, or 1,500 sit-down guests at a formal banquet. The giant complex is intended to provide modern, centrally located office space for a state work force of 11,000 to 12,000 people, many of whom are presently occupying various rented quarters in downtown Albany.

This large concentration of people in the enormous complex led to the decision to install a centralized waste collection and processing system. Otherwise, the Plaza might well have found itself buried under a daily anticipated accumulation of 50,000 lbs. of waste paper and trash (which is equivalent to the trash and solid wastes generated by a typical town of 5,000 people).

System Outline

The refuse handling system presently being installed by TRANS-VAC Systems includes approximately 6,000 ft. of large diameter conveying pipe and some 68 loading stations located in the various office buildings. Although all buildings in the complex will be connected to the waste disposal system, only the 44-story main office tower will have pressurized vertical chutes. Bulk loading stations are being installed in the four 23-story agency buildings and in the platform area, while a motorized cart system will pick up from the meeting center and shopping areas on the main platform. Six Montgomery shredders and four compactors will be employed to reduce the accumulated trash and process it for final disposal.

When fully operational, the entire waste disposal system will utilize electronic computerized control stations to provide proper sequencing and operation. Changes can be made in sequencing so that discharge is regulated from one building to another simply by changing panels in an electronic control station.

Background

Montgomery Industries has been designing, manufacturing, and installing pneumatic conveying systems since 1925. In 1970 the TRANS-VAC Systems Division was created to further develop this fast growing new application of a proven material handling concept in large office buildings, hospitals, hotels, sports complexes, and large residential projects.

We can be helpful

For best results, a pneumatic system should be decided upon during the preliminary planning stages of design. See our Catalog 11.25, or in SWEET'S 1974 Architectural Reference File. Please write or phone Dept. AR for additional information and/or design assistance.

All TRANS-VAC Systems are custom designed for each structure in which a pneumatic system or a waste disposal system is desired. Systems are designed around the architect's preliminary structural layout for new construction projects or for renovation of existing facilities. Each system design considers:

- The characteristics of the materials to be conveyed.
- Location of loading stations.
- Conveying velocities throughout the system.
- Sizing and placement of collector hoppers to receive the conveyed material.
- The blower requirements to provide the best combination of initial cost and operating cost in order to minimize the total investment by the customer.
- Whether or not a shredder should be used in connection with a waste disposal system for processing the solid wastes prior to hauling away, compaction, or incineration.

It's Beautiful!

Yes, it won't be long before TRANS-VAC is cleaning up the Empire State Plaza with its giant vacuum system .... just one of over 30 TRANS-VAC installations currently under contract or in operation throughout the U. S. and abroad.

Credits:

Overall Architect — Harrison & Abramowitz, N.Y., N.Y.
Project Management — George A. Fuller Co., N.Y., N.Y.
System Designers — Syska & Hennessy, N.Y., N.Y.
Photographs — Office of General Services, State of New York
News from the counterculture


Wasteland: Building the American Dream, was billed in advance as "the first and only book to translate effectively the insights of the counterculture into a critique of design as the product of social values." Such advance publicity is hard on any book, but particularly hard on this one because of its modest length, uneven quality, and quirky subject matter. I think I'd rather be Daniel entering the lions' den than a mouthpiece for the counterculture.

Kurtz is an essayist and critic whose writings on architecture and design have appeared in several journals and who has an extensive background in philosophy and firsthand experience with life among the countercultural. His close personal involvement with his subject matter makes Kurtz a zealous advocate who sees the counterculture as a revolutionary, radical, alternative lifestyle in possession of the only remaining viable morality. But the evidence provided by Kurtz's book ironically suggests that the counterculture and its insights are largely reactionary, thriving more on negative rhetoric and the well-articulated put-down than on proffering revolutionary living possibilities. In the specific field of architecture, the counterculture has focused interest on only two ideas of rather limited application—the "zome" and the handbuilt house. Meanwhile, Wasteland suggests that everything built within "the system" (which is to say, everything else) is at worst dangerous, and at best lacking in integrity.

The format of the book is a series of chapters—really quite separate essays—loosely threaded together by a concern for the possibilities of new relationships to the built environment arising out of alternative life styles. Some of the essays are cogent, serious, and obviously heartfelt critiques of the oppressive and destructive nature of built-America. Other essays are little more than mindless propaganda from Drop City. However, the intensive muckraking is omnipresent, piling up to the point where the reader feels inundated. Wasteland is essentially humane, but the humanity, the searching for a new consciousness and re-newed moral judgment of the environment are all but buried under the relentless invective.

The essays are divided into three groups: the highway, the suburbs and countryside, and the city, with a concluding section on the architectural profession. "The Art of the Road" shows the impossibility of separating "beautiful" forms like interstate highways from their social context (often the ghetto neighborhoods through which the highway slices and slices up). "Howard Johnson's: Elevating the Host" is a Woody Allenesque socioesthetic critique of the classic Hojo, suggesting that it is a paradigm of how America has eliminated place and occasion. "Levittown" is a psychological study of the suburban lifestyle and environment, using Gans' classic study as a basis for a new and even more scary interpretation. "Urban Housing" discusses how a group of tenants bought and co-opered their condemned building as an option to eviction. These four essays, each thoughtful and provocative, stand in considerable contrast to the others.

"Intentional Communities," discussing life at Libre, Colorado, suffers from being a rather self-satisfied piece about the option (open to a minute portion of the population) of handbuilding one's house among friends in a tiny community of staggeringly low density—thirty persons to four hundred acres. The essay includes, as a subplot, a morality play featuring the zome vs. the cubiform (with the zome winning), which reveals in Kurtz a curiously elitist viewpoint, and indeed suggests that he has seen very little architecture, or at least has not looked very hard at what he's seen. I don't know of a single zome that is as sensitive to the uses and arrangements of interior space, to the relationships with the larger environment, or to the psychological and territorial demands of the inhabitants as any number of "conventional" houses I could list; houses which for all their "convention" and "cubiformness" are more subtly and seriously radical than any zome with its intrinsic systematized formalism. But further, Kurtz advocates Steve Baer, inventor of the zome (actually a rip-off of the classic Bucky Fuller dome), who in turn suggests the best material for zomes is the hacked out top of a car, which is a curious material, since its continued availability is dependent on some poor bloke being forever chained to the assembly line in Detroit that makes the car that supplies the top for the house that Steve built. So much for alternative life styles for the masses.

"Downtown: Culture, Commerce, Government" rightly criticizes institutions for their monolithic size and bureaucracy, but sees the alternatives merely in terms of smaller size, with ad hoc, or nonexistent organizational structures, and heavy popular participation, all of which is hard to argue with, but equally hard to imagine producing much of more than common interest.

"Make it or Break it," ostensibly about the...
Since 1950 Granco has provided a complete line of steel decking for floors and roofs. We've been known for quality and performance. You probably recognize some of our trade names as standards of the industry.

And now to perform more efficiently for you, we've made some new moves.

Like building a new East Coast plant to increase production capacity and cut shipping costs to our Eastern customers. And moving our corporate headquarters to Houston. Where we've already more than tripled our research and development staff, increased our engineering capability and added more computer design capability.

Granco is moving. To provide you with construction products that perform. And service to get your order there on time. Write Granco, P. O. Box 40526, Houston, Texas 77040.
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Granco
Building products that perform

Registered Trademarks

If you're looking for Proven Performance, Granco's your kind of place.
professional architect, is really a reprise of the counterculture's most mindlessly confrontational stance, circa 1968. "Can it be, then, that the greatest architects of our age are not those celebrated in the histories—Le Corbusier, Mies, Groupius, those of the Bauhaus, the CIAM, the engineers, and the formgivers—but rather the architects of Algiers, who created holes where buildings had been, and terror in the heart of complacency?" During the salad days of the revolution, such a statement might have stirred the hearts of the many. Today, such a statement would seem tired and trite, were it not that the inheritors of "the revolution"—the Palestinian guerrillas—continue to hijack and destroy people and planes for their own purpose. That Kurtz would actually pose such a question seriously shows the degree to which he has become entrapped in the mechanics and the chic of dropping out.

In the end, it's hard to know just what Kurtz is providing the reader. His muckraging criticism is fascinating, but not persuasive; the how-to-do-it chapter on urban squatting is not really informative enough; for all the apparent specificity of each essay, the reader is left with little of lasting substance.

What the book does show, however, are the ways people react to a popular movement like the counterculture (or the current interest in para-psychology). For some, the counterculture has been an objective thing, like a bar of soap to be bought, a set of answers to be learned, a way to be absorbed; for these people (and for the architects among them) the new consciousness has meant little more than a move from one comment to another. For other people, the counterculture has been a genuinely cathartic device, a chance to renew, or modify, or change one's vision and commitment and relationship in a personal, subjective, and unique way, rather than by rote. It is the vacillation between these two poles in Mr. Kurtz's own personal struggles, and the seriousness and intelligence of that struggle that make this at least an interesting book to read.

—Richard Oliver

Mr. Oliver, an architect who works in New York, has taught in the architecture schools of the University of Texas and UCLA.

Also Received


This new book is designed to be a reference work, with rapid-scanning page headlines, a two-color format and an extensive glossary; six contributing authors, in addition to the editor, provide expertise from the legal and economic fields. Some of the subjects that are covered are: financing types, financing techniques, financing sources, organizing and obtaining financing and the resulting tax consequences.
OUR NEW LOOK

We're taking on a new "outside" look.

A lot of changes have been made inside Hillyard containers in our 67 years... new ingredients, better formulations, new products to meet new challenges.

Now we've changed the outside with a new trademark that symbolizes the most important concerns of our company: Research and development and quality control with which we will serve your future needs. Although the outside is changed, inside the Hillyard containers you'll find the same dependability and value you've always associated with the familiar checkerboard design.

Our new look is as contemporary as the ideas and products that will keep Hillyard the leader in floor care and environmental sanitation in the years ahead.
Disneyland Hotel Convention Center: CosalTron not only clears the air for groups up to 1,000 in the grand ballroom, and elsewhere, but reduced the conventional requirement of 100% outside air to a new low level of 15% outside air. Architects: Webber & Nicholson. Engineers: Maroko & Snyder Associates.

CLEAR THE AIR BETTER WITH LESS ENERGY.

Unique, patented Cosa/Tron® works in a revolutionary way to deliver air so clean that up to 95% of the conditioned room air can be recirculated. Cosa/Tron can easily pay for itself by reducing original refrigeration equipment requirements — and then pay you continuing monthly dividends in reduced operating costs.

Cosa/Tron works with all high efficiency filters, from 55% efficiency (NBS Dust Spot) to HEPA, in any standard air conditioning duct. Just mail the coupon for free illustrated literature explaining how Cosa/Tron can bring you smoke-free, odor-free air — with major, continuing savings.

Cosa/Tron components:
1) Unique electrodes, in air conditioning duct, change the electrical characteristics of air.
2) Power generator feeds the electrodes with two distinct energy sources: a pulsed positive d-c voltage with a-c ripple, and a radio frequency output with frequency below the Citizens Band.

CRS INDUSTRIES INC.
Contamination Reduction Systems
5405 W. Crenshaw Street/Tampa, Florida 33614
Phone: 813/886-1717

"Commit thy works unto the Lord, and thy thoughts shall be established." — Proverbs 16:3
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Whatever your plans for adding the charm of fireplaces—built-in, freestanding or wall-hanging—Preway prefabricated fireplaces fit right in. From the basic electric log model to the most authentic big woodburning built-in. For residential, commercial or professional buildings. For corners, walls or room centers. From the balcony to the basement, from the loft to the lobby... practically anywhere you want instant accent, charm and warmth. Our wood- or gas-burning built-ins are ideal for today's space-saving chase installations. Openings range in size from 28" to a big, impressive new 48" and right or left-hand end-open models are also available for high-styled applications. Preway's free-standing and wall-hanging models include all fuels, most popular sizes and styles. For ultimate fireplace flexibility, look for Preway in Sweet's Architectural File or Light Construction File.
Build a 10 story building with loadbearing masonry and get the 11th story free.

When you build with a modern loadbearing masonry system, you can save as much as 10% on construction costs. Because masonry lets you save on the two biggest expenses of building: Time and materials.

Instead of building separate structural systems and enclosure walls, you can have them both in one step. Masonry walls work together with roof and floor systems to create one solid structural shell. Complete with enclosure walls and inside partitions.

And you can begin finish work on each floor as soon as the masons begin erecting the floor above it. So your building is finished faster. And you can stop paying interim interest and start charging rent.

You save on maintenance costs too. Because masonry doesn’t warp, dent, bend, buckle or rot. It gives superior fireproofing and sound control. And with its inherent beauty, it never needs painting.

When you add all these savings up, you can save enough money to add that eleventh story. If that sounds like an interesting prospect to you, mail this coupon. We’ll send you the complete story.
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International Masonry Institute
Suite 1001 823 15th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

Send me information on the modern loadbearing masonry building system.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City State Zip
Nature of Business
Westinghouse ASD Group hikes employee efficiency at Fidelity Union Life.

Saves 30,000 square feet. Will return investment in 2-1/2 years.
Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company, Dallas, since moving to new quarters September 1, 1972, has experienced a noticeable hike in employee efficiency.

Improved communications, reduced floor space and low cost of change were prime factors that influenced Michael J. Collins, president, to choose open planning using the Westinghouse ASD Group office component system.

"We maximize the use of every available square foot by hanging files, cabinets and other components on vertical panels. This leaves more floor space available for other uses," reports Mr. Collins.

"With the open office plan, Fidelity Union has eliminated the need for expensive demolition and renovation. Already, we have reshaped entire departments over a weekend, with no disruption of work."

In 1972, Fidelity had over 400 employees. They had expanded to 80,000 square feet on twelve floors of two buildings. In their new ASD Group open offices, employees now live in 50,000 square feet on two adjacent floors, at an annualized savings of tens of thousands of dollars.

The total investment for ASD Group furniture, construction and renovation costs, in addition to other office equipment, will be returned in 2 1/2 years. Total cost for the entire move was $22.10 per square foot. ASD Group equipment cost $5.82 per square foot.

Consider Westinghouse ASD Group when you make your next office move. Write for detailed case-study on Fidelity Union Life.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation Architectural Systems Department 4300 36th Street, S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508. Telephone 616 949-1050

"This secretary has immediate accessibility to all files for instant retrieval."

"Vinyl umbilical connections transmit communications and computer coaxial cable to unique power panel."

"Girls work comfortably at files. Work flows from person to person, work station to work station."

"Westinghouse helps make it happen"
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The night we ran an airline on diesel power.

Heat is a year-round resident of Central Texas. But in summer its presence is awesome. It stretches its sweaty arms across the barren countryside and wraps them around every city and town.

In Dallas, the population retreats to isolated nooks and crannies where frustrated fans and air conditioners work overtime to help conquer the heat. However, twice in recent years the heat has won... the power drain has resulted in silent darkness.

But not at Braniff International's $15,000,000.00 computer installation. Here, despite the lack of electricity elsewhere in the city, Braniff's blinking network of computers continued to coordinate schedules, seating, baggage, meals, passengers and flight crews.

Continuous electrical power is provided by a fail-safe power system called UPS (uninterrupted power supply) developed for Braniff through the skill and cooperation of the Detroit Diesel Allison distributor in Houston. The intricate system consists of three static inverters, a bank of heavy-duty batteries and two 1,000 KW generators, each with a pair of 12V-149 Detroit Diesels.

Why were Detroit Diesels chosen for the job? Three reasons: (1) These engines have proven their reliability in countless hours of the toughest kind of work. (2) They are basically simple engines, easy to maintain. (3) And, most important, the Detroit Diesel Allison distributor had the know-how to handle the entire job, from start to finish.

Each time the local power failed, UPS took over. And to provide instant emergency reaction and service during any future crisis, both engines (only one of which is actually needed to handle the power load of the three computers) are tested weekly.

Throughout the country, people in the air, in factories, in offices and in hospitals are depending on Detroit Diesel engines. If part of your job is finding and specifying power people can depend on, you should know more about Detroit Diesel Powered Electric Sets.

Check with your nearest Detroit Diesel Allison distributor. He'll work with you. He'll actually help custom build an electric set for your particular job. Any job, whether it's standby power for emergency use or prime power for an entire community.

To find out more, just clip this coupon and we'll send you the latest catalog on Detroit Diesel Powered Electric Sets.

Detroit Diesel Powered Electric Sets

Now you're talking power.
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The Recordlift is an automated, selective vertical conveyor. It rapidly moves mail, records, books and supplies in office buildings, libraries, hospitals.

Pre-addressed trays, moving at speeds up to twelve per minute, may be received by or sent from every floor.

Seven tons of material—or more, depending upon the Recordlift model and tray size—may be dispatched from a single station in just one hour.

Each Recordlift station is quietly independent, with its own drive motors and solid-state control pack. There is no mechanical linkage with the main drive chain.

Pads dampen vibration. Tray cars move in and out on small wheels, synchronized by silent proximity switches in the shaftway.

At the bottom, a large maple take-up guides the chain smoothly around the bend.

We tell the whole Recordlift story in our new eight-page brochure. Write Standard Conveyor Co., 815 No. Second St., North St. Paul, MN 55109. Or call (612) 777-8171.

Ties the floors together.
interested in Energy Savings through efficient architectural lighting.

see page 72

Send us this coupon, and we'll send you this folder. It will tell you about all our commercial floors.

FREE

Name
Company
City
State
Zip
Armstrong Cork Co.
111 Rock Street
Lancaster, PA 17604

Arms

“Weathering” for sale . . .

Cabot’s BLEACHING OIL


Samuel Cabot Inc.
One Union St., Dept. 39, Boston, Mass. 02108

Send information on Cabot’s Bleaching Oil
Send Cabot’s handbook on wood stains.

The unique "driftwood" look, usually found only in seacoast areas after years of exposure to sea air, may now be attained anywhere in a matter of months. Cabot’s #0241 Bleaching Oil, when applied to new wood, provides a delicate gray tone that weathers gradually to a beautiful, natural driftwood gray. Suitable for all untreated exterior wood surfaces, any type of lumber. Everybody talks about the weather . . . Cabot’s has done something about it.
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The Gloss Company puts quality and safety where you need to see it.

And where people need it to see. After all, we know you can’t afford to use less than the best when it comes to lighting glass. Because people do notice the difference. In case of fire. ASG glass panels won’t burn—or melt and drop to the floor, causing other fires. Or release toxic fumes. Unlike plastic. ASG panels always look new. They stay cleaner longer and are quick and easy to care for. ASG panels don’t warp, sag, turn yellow or scratch. They diffuse light with unsurpassed efficiency.

ASG-112 is a prismatic lighting glass developed especially for the speculative office building market. ASG-112 offers quality unique to its price range, with an octagonal and square indented prism structure, and light, neutral color composition that combine to produce a truly comfortable visual environment.

ASG Crystal includes panels with hexagonal, square or linear prisms. You can choose tempered crystal for added strength, safety and thermal shock resistance. Plus special ceramic coatings for radio interference shielding, glare reduction and color correction.

Alba-Lite®, a light opal glass, provides soft, diffused light transmission and excellent lamp image hiding power. It’s a superior lighting panel for reducing glare.

Write for ASG’s Lighting Catalog. It contains details on these and other quality lighting products to help you see just what we’re talking about.
THIS PHONE COSTS YOU MONEY.

Money you pay for equipment rental every month. Month, after month. But that's just the beginning. The way your phone system's designed can cost you half an hour or more of every employee's time, every day. And time is money. Money spent on call-backs—every time a person's cut off... or can't be found... or on another, less-important call... or needs to check the facts. Money wasted by embarrassments—every time a conversation's accidentally interrupted... or a person that's "out" picks up the phone. Money lost by lost sales—waiting on "hold" forever... switched to a person who hasn't been briefed. Money lost by disasters—when a confidential call is overheard...

ECON-O-PHONE SAVES YOU MONEY.

Meet ECON-O-PHONE™ A total business communications system that does just what its name implies: saves money. Starting with your phone bill every month. But what it saves in employee effort and aggravation is even more impressive.

ECON-O-PHONE's unique combination of advanced telephone, intercom and public-address capabilities reduce or eliminate time-wasting problems, while building customer goodwill.

Call-backs? Accidental cutoffs are virtually eliminated with automatic pushbutton restoration. Private, zone or all-call paging locates key personnel fast. Multi-path intercom keeps employees in constant touch with one another. And identified call-waiting gets priority calls through fast. Embarrassments? Things of the past. With automatic privacy conversations can't be interrupted or overheard unless you want them to be. And music-on-hold gives your customers' company while they wait, assuring them they haven't been deserted.


THIS COUPON TELLS YOU HOW.

Please send me more information about ECON-O-PHONE.

NAME ________________________________
TITLE ________________________________
COMPANY ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ___________ ZIP ___________
NUMBER OF TELEPHONE LINES ___________ NUMBER OF EXTENSIONS ___________

40 Warshaw Place, Stamford, Conn 06902. (203) 327-4800 Cable: TIE Stamford Conn Telex: 965851
TIE/COMMUNICATIONS, INC. THE BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS EXPERTS

©1974, TIE/COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
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Architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, New York, N.Y.

Structural Engineers: Paul Weidlinger, New York, N.Y.
Weiskopf & Pickworth, New York, N.Y.

General Contractor: Turner Construction Co., New York, N.Y.

Structural Steel Fabricator/Erector:
American Bridge Division, United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Exterior Structural Steel Fabricator/Erector:
Soule Architectural Products Division, Soule Steel Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.
Flame shielding concept proves feasible in exposed steel high-rise building.

To prove that flame-shielding works, tests were conducted on a full-scale mock-up.

There's a new, economical way to fire protect exposed steel. It's called flame-shielding and it eliminates the need to cover exterior surfaces with fireproofing material.

This new concept was utilized in a high-rise office building for the first time in the One Liberty Plaza Building, New York City.

Months of elaborate testing resulted in the “Board of Standards and Appeals of the City of New York” granting special permission to use exposed steel without conventional fire protection. The tests convinced them that flame-shielding really works.

The flame shields, attached to the flanges of the spandrel girders, deflect flame outward—away from the girders—preventing it from curling back onto the exposed steel surfaces.

Spanning 47’6”, these spandrel members consist of 70-inch-deep built-up steel girders with 14 gage steel sheet flange shielding. The girder, as a structural member, supports cladding, frames for fixed and vertically pivoted windows and a portion of the floor construction. Cladding for the column and flame shielding for the spandrel flange is galvanized sheet steel while the spandrel girder steel is ASTM A36.

Spandrel girders, cladding and sash are weather-protected by a three-coat paint system.

**New ideas invited!**

A vast research program preceded the design of One Liberty Plaza. The architects were encouraged to delve into any aspect of architecture which excited them. The result is a building which incorporates many new concepts—and a fund of ideas for future use.

One aspect of the research covered internal wind bracing. Four schemes were evaluated to determine the best possible combination of internal and external bracing. The resulting pattern produced an optimum framing system for the 54 story building—and cut the steel weight to 25 lbs. per sq. ft., with no columns in the perimeter office space.

**Rental space increased by 10%**

A Split Core with central corridor was selected in place of a Perimeter Corridor System. Choice of this system increased rental space by 10%.

Spaciousness results from an entirely column-free interior. This allows completely flexible arrangement of office space in which a modular partition system can create walls at will.

One Liberty Plaza is an imaginative example of how architecture and structure can blend to produce a building that makes economic sense, functions well and is pleasing to look at.

---

“Nine new looks at office buildings”

This fascinating report on the nine research programs that preceded the design of One Liberty Plaza, shows in detail how the best systems for this building were arrived at. For a copy of this report or for any other details, call our nearest sales office and ask for a USS Construction Marketing Representative. Or write U.S. Steel, Box 86, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.
What elevator company did you say, sir?

Armor Elevator Company. New? Hardly. We’ve been around more than 40 years.

And right now we’re growing faster than ever. Offering a complete line of geared, gearless and hydraulic elevators. For buildings of all types, sizes and heights—including high-rises. With a variety of controls, simple or sophisticated. Plus the sleekest, smoothest-riding escalators you’ll find in any building anywhere.

And a lot more. Like a brand new test tower that punishes elevators far worse than people do. Research facilities that just won’t quit. And contract maintenance plans tailored to meet any needs.

All that, plus a new, challenging spirit. An eagerness to joust with your problems. Maybe you haven’t heard of us yet. But you will.

The Holophane Designer Ceiling System.

Elegant design. Superb engineering. Advanced lighting options. Now one ceiling system offers you all three.

The Holophane Designer Ceiling System opens up the full potential of suspended ceilings. It's the first to integrate all the important benefits of ceiling systems, and give you the design flexibility you need to create the ceiling you want.

Elegant design. Our contemporary 5'x5' module offers you a choice of dramatic pyramidal shape or the clean, open look of a totally seamless, flat square.

Pyramidal and seamless flat modules.

There are several acoustical panel surface textures to choose from. And for further design freedom, both modules accept many different luminaire sizes and shapes, with a variety of clear and subtly tinted lenses.

Superb engineering. We designed our system to go up in minimum time. At minimum cost. The easy-to-assemble Snap-Track™ runners, for example, greatly reduce the number of man-hours it takes to get the job done.

Slots along the center of the runners make it possible to conceal air handling boots anywhere on the 5'x5' grid. These runners also mate with moveable partitions, giving the designer great flexibility in organizing work space.

Advanced lighting options. Now for the big news about the system—a range of luminaires and lenses that offers you real lighting flexibility.

For example, there's our H.I.D. (High Intensity Discharge) luminaire, Mercu-Lume™, the preferred, modern choice. Holophane engineers have tamed the powerful mercury and metal halide light sources and made them as comfortable as conventional fluorescents.

Which brings us to the Refractive Grid™ Controlens®. You can use this remarkable new low-brightness lens with our H.I.D. or fluorescent luminaires to reduce high-angle brightness by as much as 70% as compared with conventional lenses—while actually increasing the amount of useful light.

If you've been using coffered modules to hide bright, conventional lenses, you can now use Refractive Grid with our economical seamless flat modules and achieve the same high level of visual comfort.

Our system also offers you Percepta™, the revolutionary fluorescent luminaire that enables you to design offices, classrooms, and other working areas that are virtually free of veiling reflections (reflected glare).

Percepta, for better seeing and energy conservation.

Percepta makes printed tasks easier to read. And, surprisingly, it actually helps conserve energy and cut the electric bill, too. Lighting options that give you real flexibility. Engineering that gets your ceiling up faster. Elegant styling designed to let you vary the mood.

Ask your local Holophane representative for details. Or write Dept. AR-3, Holophane, A Johns-Manville Division, Greenwood Plaza, Denver, Colorado 80217.

For more data, circle 49 on inquiry card
Square D solid state adjustable speed pump control delivers water on demand for U.S. Steel.

The dramatic new United States Steel building in Pittsburgh is equipped with Square D solid state adjustable speed pump controls. Four 100 HP squirrel cage motors drive the house water pumps to maintain constant pressure—from the 64th floor on down, regardless of the water demand. This pumping system is the most advanced and reliable system available.

Solid state design throughout the pump control system assures years of dependable service. Printed circuit boards and monitoring lights eliminate the conventional mechanical, hydraulic and electrical maintenance associated with this type equipment.

If you're faced with a pumping problem, be it pressure or level control, the versatile solid state system from Square D can be your answer. For specific engineering data, contact your nearby Square D field office. Or write Square D Company, Dept. SA, Sumter Highway, Columbia, S.C. 29209.
Organization for professional business development


This book is not afraid to call business development by its right name, marketing—and marketing by its right name selling. It is full of practical information and is written in an eminently readable style that pulls no punches while it avoids the usual language of "courses in salesmanship." A sampling of Mr. Jones' broad knowledge has appeared in this department before and has found its way with appropriate amplification into his book. The January 1973 article on how to approach government agencies and the April 1973 article on the standard government form 251 are examples.

Mr. Jones spends appropriately brief pages on historical background and principles of marketing and comes quickly to Chapter 3 on "Getting Organized" followed by practical and well-researched sections on where to find prospects, promotional tools of the trade, presentation techniques and many other items in a well-indexed 16 chapters. One of the timely chapters is a candid one on political action which not only reports on some of the news in this field but puts serious analysis of lobbying and political contributions into perspective.

Following is a direct extract from introductory pages of Chapter 3 on getting organized. This material is backed up in the book by suggested forms for work sheets and prospect data files of various kinds.

Getting organized

"The odds are that the reader’s interest in the subject of business development is occasioned by one of the following three conditions:

1. Up to this point his firm has had no formalized approach to new client acquisition; perhaps he has become disenchanted with the results from chasing leads obtained from purely social contacts and he is looking for a business-like approach to getting business.
2. He has had a halfhearted, basically hit-and-miss business development program which intensifies with the completion of current work, but tends to slack off when his staff gets busy. The peaks and valleys caused by this on-again, off-again pursuit of clients distresses both his associates and his accountant, not to mention his creditors.
3. His firm has had a reasonably successful business development program over the years and has enjoyed a moderate-to-good annual growth rate as a result. However, he cannot shake the feeling that his present approach needs a long, hard look, probably some pruning and touching up, and possibly even a complete overhaul. He would like to know what other firms are doing in this field and is receptive to picking up suggestions for improving his own efforts.

Know your firm

"Whichever category a firm falls under at this particular time, there are a few initial steps indicated before any meaningful decisions can be made about the intensity and complexity of its new or revised business development program. These steps may be loosely classified as internal investigations, under the heading Know Your Firm.

1. Know your principals (partners and associates); your professional, technical and office staffs, and their present and potential capabilities and specialties. It goes almost without saying that you should be equally aware of their drawbacks and limitations.
2. Know your general practice mix and—of equal importance—what is missing from it.
3. Establish realistic profit goals and attainable growth rates for the foreseeable future.
5. Establish a desirable geographic coverage for your firm’s operations. If expansion is indicated determine the best method of achieving it, e.g., purchase of other established firms or setting up your own branch offices; going into a new area "cold" or waiting until you have a major job in the desired city, either on your own or with an associate.

"Only after a genuinely objective and introspective look has been taken at a firm as it now exists and operates, coupled with an analysis of its goals for ten, fifteen, even twenty-five years from now, is one ready to embark upon an aggressive, effective, and professional program of business development. The short-range scatter-shot, hit-or-miss approach to client development is not nearly so productive in the long run as the reasoned, planned, and organized attack.

"The principals may want to consider retaining an outside management consultant for all or part of this self investigation. Many professional firms do bring in outside consultants, with no particular relation to the design firm's size. The sad history of many such surveys is that the client heeds only what he believed or wanted to hear in the first place and ignores or denigrates the sections of the report which run counter to his preconceived ideas.

"No matter whether the decision is to establish one’s own investigative task force or hire a management consultant, the principals should be prepared to accept and act upon most, if not all, of the findings and recommendations for getting their own house and ideas in order.

Market research

"Other types of surveys may be helpful to future planning. Marketing studies, for example, can analyze client needs and thinking, quality, prospects, and measure the degree to which a firm is known by prospective clients and the general public. In mid-1971 a large Midwestern firm of architects, engineers, and planners commissioned a marketing survey by mail among past and present clients scattered across the United States. The sponsoring architectural firm was not identified and the questionnaires were returned unsigned by the respondents. Among the results turned up by the study were these:

1. About two-thirds of the respondents indicated their organizations would require design and planning services in the next twelve months. (A 49-percent response was obtained from some 500 questionnaires sent out.)
2. Respondents were asked to rate seven considerations for selecting an architectural firm. The order in which the seven factors finished is interesting in that it seems to explode a myth or two about how and why clients select their architects. The seven factors and their ranking:
   Total-service capability
   Engineering know-how
   Design creativity
   Past projects of the firm
   Post-construction follow-up
   Proximity of the firm to the project
   National prestige of the firm.
3. A question on client preference for the staff size of an architectural firm left the respondents almost evenly divided between "under 50," "51-99," "100 and over," and "No Answer." Each category accounted for approximately one-quarter of the replies.

"In a summary of their report, the market research firm that conducted the survey commented:

... the respondents provided what we believe are valuable guidelines for new business activity. The survey confirmed that your strengths are important to them and that your firm is better known than any other. It also provides a scale of importance that can be used to fine-tune marketing activities and to guide you in adopting a posture that might be varied to..."
fit the needs and desires of different prospects. One type of prospect, for instance, may prefer
one offering, another the other. And the larger size
of your firm is perhaps something to underplay
in some cases. In other words, the results of this
study may help you to ‘give them what
they want.’

"After all, research is a marketing tool
which should be used to supplement executive
judgement; it’s an advisory function that can
be instrumental in business success if the data
provided is useful to management.

The director of business development
“It is hoped that some of these studies and sur-
veys will turn up one or two individuals among
a firm’s principals with an organi-
zational bent. Regardless of how large or re-
stricted the client acquisition efforts will be,
one person must be assigned the primary re-
ponsibility for making it work. His job will be
to coordinate all efforts, make assignments of
principals and other staff where and when in-
dicated, review promotion materials and presen-
tations, maintain contact records, and fol-
low up on all prospects. There should be a
clear understanding with the rest of the staff
members about their continuing obligations in
obtaining new business, but every army re-
quires a commander if it is to accomplish its
mission.

“It is probable, except in the largest of
firms, that the person in charge of business de-
velopment will be able to devote only part of
his time to such efforts. For this and other obvi-
ous reasons it is vitally important that he be
backed up in his work by an above-average
secretary-assistant. Thoroughness, accuracy,
conscientiousness, awareness, imagination,
and alertness are some of the necessary attri-
butes of this assistant.

“A few of the larger practices have sepa-
rate departments for business development
headed by a vice president or similarly titled
executive. The staff, all full-time, of these
departments varies from one to a dozen or
more specialists.”

Recruiting and budgeting for sales
Mr. Jones offers many hard facts and figures
about the job descriptions and compensations
to be expected in manning a business develop-
ment department. One of the job descriptions
is in the form of an executive circular several
pages long describing more than a dozen qual-
ifications for the director of business develop-
ment. The list is a formidable array of talents,
and the starting salary was $28,000 plus an an-
nual bonus. It is pointed out that many salaries
for these positions in larger firms are from
$35,000 to $50,000, often related to perform-
ance of the marketing endeavor as reflected by
growth in billings. In the case cited, the execu-
tive’s first year’s compensations of about $32,-
000 represented less than four-tenths of one
per cent of his firm’s total billings of over $8
million for that period. The following section
on budgeting for marketing costs is typical of
factual guidance to be found in this book.

“Since promotion budgets of design pro-
essionals are seldom made public, one must
interpolate, interpret, and adapt to come up
with specifics on the subject. The American
Management Association says an average fig-
ure for sales or marketing expense is around 10
per cent, and includes the time of partners and
other principals spent on business activities.

“In one recent seminar on marketing pro-
essional services the participants said their
firms budgeted or spent on business develop-
ment amounts ranging from 10 to 20 per cent
of annual billings. The largest figure was for a
highly specialized consulting firm.

“As a base point for setting up a budget for
sales efforts, business development, promo-
tion—whatever the activity is called—a figure
of between 5 and 8 per cent of annual billings
has been suggested. On $1 million in pro-
ected billings for the year, a tentative budget
range might be $50,000 to $80,000.

“This is probably the most logical manner
in which to arrive at a budget for business de-
velopment. With the total amount in mind, the
number of man-hours it will pay for and make
available for new business efforts can be com-
puted easily.

“An alternate way is to decide in advance
which staff members are to be assigned to
business development, estimate the time each
may spend, multiply this by man-hour costs,
and thus arrive at the total figure. If the 5-to-8-
per cent guideline has been exceeded by this
method, a cutback may be in order.”

Planning for Growth
“As to the practice mix—the second con-
ideration in the internal investigation—it is
surely obvious that a firm makes more profit
from one $40 million project than it does from
twenty $2 million jobs, everything else being
equal.

“One firm’s principals decided that an
average of $.25 million in new work was re-
quired each week to maintain the rate of an-
nual growth established over the previous five
or six years. While all of the principals had
generally been aware of the fact that a certain
amount of new business was required each
year to fuel their fairly large firm, no one had
ever bothered to break it down to this precise
weekly need. The general state of shock in the
firm induced initially almost convinced the ac-
countant that his calculations—or at least the
announcement of them—had been a mistake.

“He was able to ease the blow somewhat
by pointing out that two or three $10 and $20
million jobs took care of a number of weeks,
but for some period following the disclosure of
the $.25 million weekly requirement the man-
aging partner was observed muttering ‘$.25
million a week!’ all the while shaking his head
as in utter disbelief. In spite of this one account-
ant’s experience, it is prudent and advisable
for firms to have a similar check run on their
own billings.

“The arithmetic is not involved. One
method of arriving at a weekly or yearly re-
quired input of new work may be to calculate
what the firm will actually be earning in the next
douze months, we determine that almost $.28
million in new billings, in addition to the assured
$800,000, will be needed next year to main-
tain the 15-per cent growth rate. Using an
average fee of 5 per cent, the $.28 million
translates into some $.55 million in new work
required to earn the necessary billings. This
can then be broken down into monthly or
weekly goals for the business development
office.”

In considering the importance of the prac-
tice mix of job variety in building types and
sizes, Mr. Jones points out that many firms who
are financially successful discover the balance
of their practices more or less after the fact.
One of the firms he talks about made an anal-
ysis showing that their jobs were about equally
divided between public and private projects
and that over 70 per cent of its work came from
past clients. While this did reflect favorable
client reaction, it also pointed out the fact that
failure to develop new clients could result in a
falling off of repeat business eventually.

One of the devices for developing busi-
ness in special lines of expertise, says Mr.
Jones, is to have staff experts publish articles or
books in the special area. This book is cer-
tainly an example of this method.

About the author
Cerre L. Jones knows how to market professional de-
sign services. His career as market develop-
elementive for several national firms developed out
of early experience in public relations specializing in
architectural firms. He is now vice-president of a
Washington, D.C. firm, Caio Associates Ltd., whose
building industry development services division
publishes a current-jobbeter called b. i. d. s. and
is co-sponsor with ARCHITECTURAL RECORD on a
series of professional marketing workshops for archi-
tects, engineers and related professional consultants.
The seminars, for which this book is included among
work materials, are held on a monthly basis in
various cities as shown on page 244.
Insulating glass units made with LP polysulfide polymer base sealants are conserving energy and cutting HVAC operational expenses in buildings everywhere. Double-hung units—with one of the two panes made of metalized coated glass—reduce the 1.09 heat transfer coefficient (U value) of single-pane glass dramatically by 56 percent down to 0.50. This is not too far from the 0.27 U value of the most efficient (but dehumanizing) solid masonry wall.

In the past 15 years, over 80% of all organically sealed insulating glass window units used LP polysulfide base sealants, delivering strong, flexible, long-lasting airtight bonds between glass and frame. Although LP sealed units may cost less than other organically sealed units, they will perform trouble-free for years and years.

Because replacement of only one or two insulating glass units can be very costly, you should seriously consider the outstanding, long term, proven performance of polysulfide base sealants. The present integrity, beauty and economical practicality of curtain wall construction can thus be extended through the innovative use of properly sealed insulating glass units.

Specify—and demand—insulating glass with an LP polysulfide polymer base sealant to see your way clearly through the energy crisis of today—and through whatever tomorrow may bring. For more information and help in solving your insulating glass problems, contact Thiokol/Chemical Division, P.O. Box 1296, Trenton, N.J. 08607, or phone 609-396-4001.
Static-tician

At Dow Badische, he'll guarantee that any carpet carrying our Zefstat™ anti-shock carpet label won't generate a shock for the useful life of the carpet or for 5 years, whichever is sooner.

When you specify carpet for an installation, chances are you'll ask if the carpet is static-controlled. And chances are, the manufacturer will tell you "yes." We'd like to give you a tip. Ask for how long. It could save you a lot of static later.

Most fiber and yarn producers have static control systems of varying degrees of effectiveness. But at Dow Badische our "Static-ticians" specially engineer our carpet products for permanent and safe shock control. Then we guarantee the certified carpets made of those products against shock — for the useful life of the carpet or for five years, whichever is sooner.

Our unique anti-shock carpet guarantee—Zefstat™—is the only anti-static guarantee in the market. You'll find it on carpets made of our acrylic,nylons and blends.

Look for the Zefstat label next time you specify contract carpet. It's your only guarantee against static now—and later.

Dow Badische Company
Williamsburg, Va. 23185
(804) 887-6573

Zefstat™ is a trademark of Dow Badische Company.
Let's define construction management

George T. Heery, president of the Atlanta-based firm of Heery & Heery, has long been an articulate protagonist of time and cost control management in support of the architect's primary design role. His book, "Time, Cost and Architecture" is scheduled for publication by McGraw-Hill in November of this year. The following definition by George Heery is not so much a direct quotation from the book as it is a commentary on the recognized need for understanding at this time.

The term construction management may be following in the footsteps of too many other perfectly good terms toward ambiguity and misunderstanding. For one thing, there are many different ideas, some in conflict with others, as to what construction management is. A major reason for this myriad of definitions is this: Many people who think of "Construction Management" are really thinking only of one small sector of the broad field.

So to start off right, let's begin by defining the whole of Construction Management:

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT is that group of management activities over and above normal architectural and engineering services related to a construction program, carried out during the pre-design, design, and construction phases, that contributes to the control of time and cost in the construction of a new facility.

The professional construction manager, then, is the individual or firm who ties himself to an owner in a professional arrangement and applies the proper combination of management activities to a construction project to achieve time and control.

As a practical matter, professional construction management services do not include the direction of work within a contract or subcontract, but are concerned with the planning for and manipulation of those contracts. If the construction management plan for a given project involves a series of eight separate contracts awarded in phases, it is neither the responsibility, nor the proper function of the construction manager to undertake the contractual responsibilities of supervision, direction, and coordination of any of the work within any one of the eight contracts. This is an area of confusion among some who have not done their homework on the emerging professional service of construction management.

There is a school of thought, which is quite common today, that construction management is limited to the process in which the general contractor is eliminated and the construction manager administers a series of separate contracts under a professional fee arrangement with an owner. Of course, this arrangement has become common and can certainly work well in some situations. But it ignores, or at least minimizes attention to the fundamental fact that the greatest savings in time and cost in a construction program can be achieved during the design phase. It is during the design phase that the quantity and quality of the building are established, the systems which will affect construction procedures are selected, the start time for construction is determined. These activities almost invariably have more control over time and cost than management activities not instigated until during construction.

Another school of thought says the construction management means phasing of design and construction, overlapping the two functions to shorten total time. This "fast track" system has also been shown to work. But in many situations it has distinct shortcomings including the fact that the owner cannot be assured of a final construction cost on a completed set of documents; that is, he can't be certain just what he is going to get for his money, or for that matter, how much he will be required to spend.

Are these two approaches really Construction Management as identified by the term? Certainly they can be a part of it. But each approach is only one of many ways in which a project can be accomplished, and at best, each offers only part of the control construction managers should be attempting to provide.

In order to be most effective, the construction manager should always be involved before or during the design phase to assure that the emerging design can be constructed within the budgeted time and cost. The CM will provide pre-design programming and budgeting, cost analysis and value engineering, scheduling, along with guidance on materials and construction methods, and make recommendations regarding the way in which the construction contract package should be arranged, and should generally determine the plan of construction. He will manage bidding and negotiations, and handle contract awards.

Although there are any number of possible construction management plans for the construction phase, most will fall into one of four basic formats:

1. A single-responsibility general contract, ob-
HOFFMEISTER PICKS A COATING THEY CAN BE PROUD OF. DURANAR® 200 FROM PPG.

As a manufacturer of custom enclosures for buildings, Hofmeister Company knows the importance of coatings.

So it's no coincidence that the metal on their new plant/office building in Niles, Illinois, is coated with DURANAR 200, the super fluoropolymer color coating from PPG.

Says M. H. Hofmeister, president of the firm: "We wanted to show our customers more than an average building. We wanted the building to reinforce the feeling that our products are beautiful, strong, and serviceable."

The DURANAR 200 on ALCOA® BOLD RIB® industrial siding helps do all three. First, it offered Hofmeister Company the color they wanted—a dusky Mayan bronze to blend with a multi-colored brick.

As for strength, DURANAR 200 color finishes will last for years and years. And DURANAR 200 coatings have the built-in properties to resist intense sunlight and industrial chemicals, not to mention wind, rain, sleet and snow.

Want a building finish you can be proud of? See DURANAR 200 coatings in Sweet's Architectural or Industrial Construction File 9.10/PPG. Or contact the Market Manager, Coil Coatings, PPG INDUSTRIES, Inc., Dept. 4-6, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

For more data, circle 53 on inquiry card.

pany the use of this catchy jargon.) Under this format, the separate prime contracts might include the major parts of the project such as mechanical work, electrical work, structural work, systems components, special equipment, site work, and general construction.

There is a variation to this format which is often found useful. The owner and construction manager may determine that the majority of the construction work should be included in a single, "general" contract, but that one or more later separate contracts should be awarded for items such as carpeting, food service equipment, laboratory equipment, graphics and signing, or landscaping. Usually this plan is best during projects with long construction times which dictate that the items mentioned cannot be realistically priced during the general contract bidding period (due to their purchase and installation occurring late in the construction period).

4. **Direct management of separate trade contracts and field crews.** A separate trade contract is a contract for a portion as large as the major parts of the project such as the construction manager is to control time and cost in the construction of the project may be obtained in ways other than a single-responsibility construction contract or multiple contracts. Once again: **CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT IS that group of management activities over and above normal architectural and engineering services related to a construction program, carried out during the pre-design, design, and construction phases, that contributes to the control of time and cost in the construction of a new facility.**

Has a moneyman ever given your project the psffft?

You've designed some outstanding projects which now stand as confirmation of your abilities.

Yet how many times in the past has it been necessary to greatly modify or perhaps entirely eliminate the very essence of your plans for the sake of obtaining mortgage monies... each time to the true disappointment of both yourself and your client?

At Conco, we respect the "stay with the proven formula" financing guidelines of the past, but we feel strongly that old limitations and restrictions must be tempered by an understanding of the new values of the present and the future.

Human factors... more creative aesthetics... ecological concerns... precise planning. These will be tomorrow's proven formulas, important to you and to Conco now.

Our business is lending money. We're different. And we're strong. And our strength lies not only in our vast financial resources, but in our ability and our desire to work and plan with professionals... and only professionals. Like you. Conco means money for better ideas. If your clients include developers, professional developers, who think in 7 and 8 figure terms, and who understand your better ideas... you should both know Conco.

We understand.

**We should have a conversation.**

Atlanta (404) 255-1562
Burlingame (415) 692-3304
Chicago (312) 654-8700
Dallas (214) 620-2861

For more data, circle 54 on inquiry card
Would you believe...
...that the energy consumption of this beautiful Pericline Contemporary is only one watt of energy for 55 sq. ft. of excellent illumination?*

Would you believe...
...that no other area lighting luminaire can match this energy efficiency?
...that only the Pericline Contemporary produces this efficient illumination without the glare that destroys night vision?
...that the lighting uniformity ratio is a far superior 2:1?
...that you can get all this from an architecturally conceived product where decorative lighting and warmth in design is an environmental tool, working day and night?

In our recent 2 page spread headlined "Some Hard Facts About Outdoor Lighting, Visibility and Energy Consumption," the beautiful Pericline Contemporary clearly has the answers to help in energy conservation without the sacrifice of architectural considerations.

Test data is available upon request, that compares spacing and illumination levels of a broad range of area lighting luminaires.

* Based on a 400W High Pressure Sodium lamp with 27 ft. mounting height, 170” x 130”, staggered spacing, producing .55 footcandle at the least illuminated point in the area.

The Night Time Environment People
MOLDCAST LIGHTING
Division of Well-McLain Co. Inc.
164 Delancy Street, Newark, N. J. 07105

For more data, circle 43 on inquiry card
Costs of indoor tennis courts

Indoor tennis courts, seem to be experiencing the same boom that hit the bowling alley business in the fifties. The typical tennis court contains between three and six courts. As an added inducement there is usually a pro shop, sauna and massage room and a shower and lounge. There is often separate space for a tennis pro who also serves as manager.

The tennis courts are constructed on an asphalt base, typically six inches thick, which costs from $3.00 to $6.00 a square yard depending upon soil conditions. A playing surface is applied to the asphalt which is either an acrylic paint, an emulsified product or a urethane or neoprene material placed on an epoxy bed. The cheapest and least durable surface is the acrylic paint finish which costs approximately 40¢ per sq ft to apply, followed by the emulsified surface which costs about 65¢ per sq ft then the urethane, neoprene surfaces which range in price from $1.50 to $2.20 per sq ft and are by far the most popular playing surface for the indoor courts.

Generally, indoor tennis courts range in size from 20 to 30,000 square feet. Pre-engineered steel buildings are the most economical to construct and seem to have a wide acceptance in this field. Costs of the finished structure range from $9.50 to $23.00 per sq ft depending upon the quality of the interior finish and the supplemental facilities.

John H. Farley, senior editor
Dodge Building Cost Services

INDEXES: March 1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metropolitan area</th>
<th>Cost differential</th>
<th>non-res.</th>
<th>residential</th>
<th>masonry</th>
<th>steel</th>
<th>% change last 12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Average</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>439.7</td>
<td>413.0</td>
<td>430.3</td>
<td>420.1</td>
<td>+11.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>553.4</td>
<td>521.8</td>
<td>545.1</td>
<td>529.7</td>
<td>+9.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>485.5</td>
<td>456.6</td>
<td>473.4</td>
<td>460.1</td>
<td>+13.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>409.2</td>
<td>389.7</td>
<td>394.9</td>
<td>392.8</td>
<td>+12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>445.4</td>
<td>421.0</td>
<td>439.2</td>
<td>426.4</td>
<td>+11.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>478.5</td>
<td>449.5</td>
<td>470.2</td>
<td>457.1</td>
<td>+10.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>517.7</td>
<td>492.3</td>
<td>499.2</td>
<td>491.0</td>
<td>+14.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>470.4</td>
<td>442.7</td>
<td>457.3</td>
<td>463.5</td>
<td>+12.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>470.6</td>
<td>442.9</td>
<td>459.7</td>
<td>449.3</td>
<td>+7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus, Ohio</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>453.7</td>
<td>426.1</td>
<td>441.4</td>
<td>432.4</td>
<td>+9.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>442.3</td>
<td>427.3</td>
<td>431.7</td>
<td>423.4</td>
<td>+12.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>468.0</td>
<td>440.4</td>
<td>459.9</td>
<td>445.4</td>
<td>+11.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>508.0</td>
<td>484.5</td>
<td>511.4</td>
<td>491.8</td>
<td>+15.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>439.7</td>
<td>413.8</td>
<td>427.8</td>
<td>411.7</td>
<td>+16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>398.4</td>
<td>374.2</td>
<td>389.2</td>
<td>380.1</td>
<td>+9.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>413.0</td>
<td>390.3</td>
<td>403.6</td>
<td>393.3</td>
<td>+10.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>517.3</td>
<td>473.0</td>
<td>501.7</td>
<td>491.3</td>
<td>+18.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>437.6</td>
<td>411.1</td>
<td>427.1</td>
<td>416.0</td>
<td>+11.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>414.2</td>
<td>388.7</td>
<td>417.4</td>
<td>411.7</td>
<td>+16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>454.5</td>
<td>431.1</td>
<td>440.7</td>
<td>431.8</td>
<td>+10.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>479.9</td>
<td>450.7</td>
<td>469.9</td>
<td>456.2</td>
<td>+8.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>463.1</td>
<td>435.8</td>
<td>454.7</td>
<td>444.7</td>
<td>+10.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>420.8</td>
<td>395.2</td>
<td>413.2</td>
<td>405.3</td>
<td>+10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>427.9</td>
<td>404.0</td>
<td>421.6</td>
<td>419.4</td>
<td>+13.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>498.4</td>
<td>461.6</td>
<td>486.3</td>
<td>474.6</td>
<td>+15.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>492.4</td>
<td>469.2</td>
<td>487.8</td>
<td>476.4</td>
<td>+15.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix (1947 = 100)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>252.2</td>
<td>236.4</td>
<td>244.1</td>
<td>240.0</td>
<td>+12.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>437.0</td>
<td>405.6</td>
<td>425.9</td>
<td>412.9</td>
<td>+11.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>451.9</td>
<td>426.6</td>
<td>444.5</td>
<td>434.4</td>
<td>+10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (1960 = 100)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>168.1</td>
<td>152.0</td>
<td>156.5</td>
<td>151.4</td>
<td>+6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego (1960 = 100)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>182.0</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>178.0</td>
<td>174.4</td>
<td>+7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>648.3</td>
<td>592.8</td>
<td>624.8</td>
<td>622.6</td>
<td>+6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>437.3</td>
<td>391.6</td>
<td>432.4</td>
<td>416.4</td>
<td>+14.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>407.6</td>
<td>382.8</td>
<td>395.4</td>
<td>386.9</td>
<td>+8.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost differentials compare current local costs, not indexes.

Costs in a given city for a certain period may be compared with costs in another period by dividing one index into the other; if the index for a city for one period (200.0) divided by the index for a second period (150.0) equals 133%, the costs in the other period are 33% higher than the costs in the other. Also, second period costs are 25% greater in those first periods (150.0 = 200.0 = 75%) or they are 25% lower in the second period.
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Nature, the most versatile artist of all, creates the unique patterns and textures that make every Townsend wall plank an original. To enhance nature's artistry, random widths and lengths of Townsend wall planks are carefully prefinished, highlighting their rich, natural beauty. Original, attractive, unequaled for quality—Townsend solid hardwood planks.

Create your own Townsend originals: write today for color catalog, or send $3.00 for Designer's Kit with 13 sample species of solid hardwoods in a variety of textures and finishes.
Where we’ve been: regional roundup

The February article on this “Building Activity” page charted the behavior of construction markets in the nation during 1973. We saw that sharp gains in nonresidential and nonbuilding contracts more than compensated for a sagging housing market, to push the nation’s construction industry to its third consecutive yearly gain of 10 per cent or more. This month, we are focusing on the major regions of the country, to see whether they conformed last year to the national patterns of activity, or marched off in other directions.

Sorting out the data for strengths and weaknesses, we find that two regions, the South and Midwest, bettered the national trend by surging ahead more than 10 per cent. But, it was the Midwest, with all three major construction categories gaining 10 per cent or better, that turned in the best all-round record.

The strong pace of general economic growth throughout 1973 kept industrial and commercial contracting in the region moving along at a rapid rate. It was a prime reason why total nonresidential building, ahead by nearly 20 per cent, was the strongest category in the Midwest. But, nonresidential building was not the real key to the region’s strong overall performance. This category posted even higher gains in both the South and West. The resilience of the Midwestern housing market was the prime factor behind 1973’s strength.

Residential building in the nation officially peaked in 1973’s first quarter, tracing a general downward pattern throughout the remainder of the year. But that pattern was followed faithfully in only two regions—the Northeast and South. The West actually stayed strong in the region once we look at the store component of investment. This plus the housing decline, which was not until the closing months of 1973 that occurred, meant that the West was able to get by with a 10 per cent contracting gain, while both the Northeast and West dropped below 1972 levels, and the South managed a slight four per cent gain.

It’s really not surprising that housing stayed strong in the region once we look at the economics of the situation. The heavily industrialized Midwest always tends to fare better than the rest during a period of strong economic growth like 1973. The major economic measure of “prosperity to the people”—personal income—recorded the sharpest increase in the Midwest last year, giving the region’s residents the means to purchase more in the way of goods and services. And the demand for new housing was there as well. While not the lowest in the nation, Midwestern vacancy rates for both single- and multi-family dwellings moved consistently downward through most of 1973. In addition, Midwestern savings and loan associations experienced a proportionally greater rate of savings inflows than the national average. And effective mortgage terms stayed below the national average for most of the year.

At the other end of the spectrum, the Northeast squeezed out a slim three per cent contracting gain in 1973—a gain that was solely dependent on the strong performance of nonbuilding, or heavy engineering work. Huge gains in highway contracting, sewer and water facilities and utilities kept the region’s construction market buoyant last year while the building categories were hard pressed to stay even with 1972 levels.

The region’s housing market followed the national pattern, and for most of the same reasons—scarce credit, localized overbuilding, and the housing subsidy freeze. Conversely, nonresidential building in the Northeast deviated sharply from the pattern of activity in the rest of the regions. It just managed to stay abreast of 1972, while gains averaging close to 25 per cent prevailed in the other regions.

Breaking the data down, the region’s nonresidential building market had two significant areas of weakness. The store component of industrial and commercial building, a high flyer in the Northeast over the recent past, ended the year 4 per cent below 1972 levels. In contrast, store building gains in the other regions averaged close to 30 per cent. Growth in personal income lagged behind the other regions last year, trimming retail sales below expectations. This plus the housing decline, which generally leads store building, account for most of the weakness.

The other major trouble spot in the region last year was the hospital and health facility contracting. The Northeast has become more heavily dependent on Federal funds for the rehabilitation and expansion of older general hospitals in the core areas of its major cities in recent years. Its hospital construction program was hampered by the on-again-off-again status of the Federal Hill-Burton hospital construction program, which interfered with the flow of funds. This was reinforced by the generally tight credit situation that prevailed throughout last year’s second half.

A summary of the regional trends is outlined in the table above.

In total, at least, every construction category recorded a gain in contracting activity last year. Our 1974 construction outlook (an update of which will be featured next month) calls for little or no change in the 1974 total of contracting over 1973. For the regions, comparisons will be made not so much on the basis of who gained more than whom—rather, they will hinge on who managed to edge above 1973’s performance, and who fell below it. There’s little doubt that housing will be down in every region this year. The region that manages to beat the national average will be the one that normally constructs a lot of industrial plants, electrical generating plants, sewer and water facilities and other heavy engineering works. Don’t be surprised if the Midwest has a slight edge again.

James E. Carlson, Manager, Economic Research
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total construction contract value: Percent change, 1972-1973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonresidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commercial and manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total nonresidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one &amp; two family houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apartments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other (nonhousekeeping)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streets, highways, bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total nonbuilding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total construction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Steel and nature blend at Wellesley Office Park

Aesthetics, environmental concern, construction speed, and economy were key factors influencing the design of this 140,000 sq ft building in Wellesley, Massachusetts.

Known as Wellesley Office Park's Building 5, this four-level "Weathering Steel" project is the fifth and largest office building to be constructed on the 25-acre, woodland site. A sixth and slightly larger structure is in the planning stages.

The project was designed by Pietro Belluchsi and Jung/Brannen Associates, Inc. of Boston, Architects in joint venture. The two firms also designed Building 4, which won a 1970 Architectural Award of Excellence from the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC).

According to Mr. Robert Brannen, "Great effort was made to retain the park-like setting of the site. We turned to a Weathering Steel exterior, since its matured, natural earthy brown color would blend with the landscape.

"From a practical standpoint Weathering Steel was beneficial for other reasons. Being readily weldable, extraneous connection material could be eliminated, making possible a weathertight building that requires virtually no paint maintenance.

"Construction speed and economy were also important considerations. Once dollars are committed, owners want their building as soon as possible. That's one of the main reasons we selected structural steel framing. We estimate that by using steel Building 5 was completed about six months earlier than would have been possible with other framing materials."

Steel is a natural for speed, ease, and economy of construction. And it can be beautiful, too! For more information get in touch with the sales engineer at your nearest Bethlehem sales office.
An open atrium provides a feeling of spaciousness in the court area. Maximum flexibility of plan and ease of convertibility were design "musts" for this all-rental office.

"We, at Wellesley Office Park, are extremely proud of our newest building," reports Mr. Edward D. Cochran, building manager for the owners. "We have experienced absolutely no problems with the Weathering Steel process, the coloring, or the maintenance. We have received nothing but compliments from the occupants, as well as from visitors who have come to the park just to observe the building."

The 4-level structure is owned by Wellesley Office Park Associates, a joint venture of Beacon Construction Company and State Mutual Life Assurance Company of America. Architects are Pietro Belluchi and Jung/Brannen Associates, Inc., in joint venture. Weidlinger Associates is the structural engineer. Babcock-Davis Associates, Inc. fabricated and erected the Mayaric R Weathering Steel exterior. The structural steel frame was fabricated and erected by Thames Valley Steel Company. Beacon Construction Co., Inc. is the general contractor. Bethlehem furnished all of the ASTM A36 structural shapes and Mayaric R Weathering Steel plate for the project.
Next time someone says you must sacrifice overhead beauty if you want a functional ceiling—or vice versa—you can answer with one word. The word is Celotex. And it makes the very notion of an either/or choice between looks and utility seem old-fashioned. Start with that name, and you can choose a ceiling system with wide design possibilities. Without giving up beauty. Perhaps a non-directional patterned Celotex ceiling tile for a monolithic effect; or a Celotex reveal-edge lay-in panel for a bold contrast; or a design tile for that special interior.

The same reliable name will help you satisfy noise control requirements, because Celotex ceiling products can deliver Noise Reduction Coefficients to .90. Time rated ceiling assemblies? You can get U.L. time ratings of one, two or three hours with Celotex.
beauty and performance.

Where the plan calls for complete environmental control, check Celotex Vari-Tec™ systems—sound control, lighting and air handling all provided for in one beautiful, integrated ceiling system.

Which brings you back to where we started: beauty. Your Celotex ceiling can be beautiful as well as functional. Our success in delivering this valuable combination has made Celotex as popular with architects as with contractors, building owners and managers.

Consult the Celotex Acoustical System catalog. You'll find it in Sweet's Architectural and Industrial Construction Files. Or, contact your Celotex commercial ceilings representative.

Celotex™ BUILDING PRODUCTS
The Celotex Corporation, Tampa, Florida 33622
a Jim Walter company
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Brunslon® and Brunsmet® are the Number One static-control system in carpet.

It didn’t happen overnight, 'cause it doesn’t happen overnight.

It takes years to develop a fully effective static-control system. Years of pioneering research, followed by day-in, day-out on the job performance. This kind of performance has made Brunslon and Brunsmet the sales leader in static control. The World’s Number One system.

Brunslon and Brunsmet are on the job today in over 90 million sq. yds. of carpet. And used by over 80 major carpet manufacturers in over 360 lines of carpet. No other system gives you better sales performance, technical superiority, flexibility. Brunslon and Brunsmet are easily incorporated into carpet of every fiber, construction, color, design.

Our proven system created the demand, and we've got the supply to meet it. In fact, we've recently opened another new plant—in Westborough, Massachusetts—that will keep carpet manufacturers fully supplied.

Insist on the Number One static-control system. The one that has earned its success with dealers, distributors, and manufacturers.

The Number One System is available right now.
Introducing the GAF 180 Diazoprinter:

How would you like to just reach over from your desk or drafting board and run off a copy (or copies) of your original? And how would you like those copies to be crisp and clear?

Discover the GAF® 180 Diazoprinter and it will happen...every time!

First, it needs no venting! That means it goes any place you work...by your desk...alongside your drafting table...wherever you do your thing.

The GAF 180 has only 3 operating controls making it easy to use. An exclusive instant on/off demand system allows the GAF 180 to start up—pronto—when you insert paper, and turn off after the paper goes through.

The big 11x54 inch feedboard makes an ample work area, and there's a handy compartment to store a 50-yard roll of diazo paper. The GAF 180 is the only fluorescent printer that will take originals up to 48 inches wide (120 cm)—which means you can meet international requirements and the current demand for metric system standards.

Add to these features a solid state electronic drive system for accurate speed, two high-output 120 watt lamps, versatility to use a broad range of repro materials, like blue lines, black lines and intermediates, and you've got a diazo printer that's going to be hard to beat!

Rediscover Diazol with the GAF 180 Diazoprinter. First step is to mail the coupon...today.

GAF Corporation
Office Systems Division, Dept. 666-034
140 West 51st Street
New York, New York 10020

Gentlemen: I'm for rediscovering Diazo!

☐ Have a salesman call me to arrange for a demonstration.
☐ Please send literature on the GAF 180 Diazoprinter.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE (AREA CODE)

STATE

ZIP
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Entangles adhesive and makes carpet glue-down really work

Only Jute among no-pad carpet backings can make that claim. Because only Jute has the interstices and fibrous pores that accept and retain adhesive, bonding carpets securely to any subfloor or old hard-surface flooring.

Specify Jute backing to realize the many benefits of no-pad carpet glue-down. Among them are seam security under heaviest traffic, easy mobility for casters and wheels, lower cost than same carpet plus padding or cushion-backed carpet with equal pile.

- Jute, over twice as thick as other no-pad backings, prevents cracks in old flooring from being felt or outlined.
- When carpet is rolled out, some floor adhesive penetrates Jute to the primary backing, for additional tuft bind and delamination protection.

JUTE CARPET BACKING COUNCIL, INC. 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020

WRITE FOR ARCHITECTURAL GUIDE SPECIFICATION & CASE HISTORIES

Latter includes 8-year record at Ford Motor Co.
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STEEL JOISTS SPEED ERECTION, SAVE SPACE, PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY AND ECONOMY IN NEW APARTMENT

Here's a dream of gracious living come true: the Highland Tower Apartment in Pittsburgh. The 23-story, 164-unit tower is surrounded by 640 acres of park, reservoir and recreation areas — a sylvan setting which still commands a dramatic view of the city. With the structure lifted on columns 20 feet above the ground, even first-floor residents enjoy a panoramic vista of beauty and excitement.

Open web steel joists were used in this luxurious new high-rise apartment. Why? In the words of architect Tasso Katselas, "For speed of erection, the ability to thread piping and ductwork through the open webs, flexibility for future remodeling, and assurance of staying comfortably within the budget."

These are just some of the many benefits offered by strong, lightweight, economical and versatile open web steel joists. The full story is contained in the current Specifications and Load Tables for Open Web Steel Joists, Longspan Steel Joists and Deep Longspan Steel Joists. Send for your free copy today.
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Get the drop on redrawing drudgery.

Shortcuts with Kodagraph materials can turn drafting hours into minutes.

Nobody likes to retrace a whole drawing just because a few revisions are necessary. You don't have to if you make a second original on Kodagraph wash-off film. Simply wet-erase what you don't want—using plain water and a soft eraser—draw in the new details and the job is done.

If on the other hand, you're faced with repetitive details, draw them once. And then order as many Kodagraph film or paper reproductions as you need. Cut them out, tape down on drawing form, rephotograph and you have a new original.

When you need to restore a battered, old drawing, have a reproduction made on Kodagraph film. Stains virtually disappear. Weak lines come back strong. And you end up with a crisp, legible black-on-white print.

Get the details.

Write for information on how you can reduce drafting time with photoreproduction techniques. Eastman Kodak Company, Business Systems Markets Division, Dept. DP743, Rochester, N.Y. 14650

Kodak products for drawing reproduction.
New ecl 2200—an exit control lock with horn alarm, for the security you want with the safety you need. Always operable for emergency exit. Can be locked to unauthorized entrance. Four variations let you pick and set the security level you want—from total exit/entrance freedom to alarm-exit/no-entry even with key. After exit, security is always restored to your chosen level automatically by unique dead-locking latchbolt. Attractively styled, Detex's ecl 2200 has wide application flexibility, including system interface. Conforms to OSHA requirements; UL listed. Send today for details on how the ecl 2200 can help protect your interests.

Detex Corporation • 4147 N. Ravenswood Ave. • Chicago, Ill. 60613 • (312) 348-3377
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You can talk to a lot of different people about a lot of different waterproofing systems.
Or you can talk to us about it all.

Think of all the advantages there are to having one source for all your waterproofing needs — convenience, assured system compatibility and one overall responsibility for keeping your building dry. Rather than 3 or 4 competing sources, you work with just one. Tremco's representative assists you with specifications, information and service from drawing board to job site instruction. And wherever you need waterproofing — below, on or above grade — there's a Tremco system that will do the job effectively.

Two systems for keeping water out at the ground level.
TREMproof™ liquid polymers form a monolithic seamless blanket. They are adaptable to insulated or non-insulated applications, exhibit excellent cold weather flexibility and elongation properties, and will withstand continuous water immersion. These properties make them perfect for use with either of the following waterproofing systems.

If you're considering a decorative plaza, deck or terrace, you should consider pavers. Our KingPin™ pedestal gives you design freedom, a level paver surface and uniform open joints between pavers. The KingPin supports the paver surface above the structural slab waterproofed with TREMproof. Water runs through the open joints in the paver surface and down the drains at the structural slab level.

Two systems for keeping water out at the ground level.
TREMproof™ liquid polymers form a monolithic seamless blanket. They are adaptable to insulated or non-insulated applications, exhibit excellent cold weather flexibility and elongation properties, and will withstand continuous water immersion. These properties make them perfect for use with either of the following waterproofing systems.

If you're considering a decorative plaza, deck or terrace, you should consider pavers. Our KingPin™ pedestal gives you design freedom, a level paver surface and uniform open joints between pavers. The KingPin supports the paver surface above the structural slab waterproofed with TREMproof. Water runs through the open joints in the paver surface and down the drains at the structural slab level.
If you're designing a poured concrete wearing slab, our unique All-Level Drain used with TREMproof assures positive drainage on all levels. Water is taken off the traffic surfaces, the insulation layer, the percolation layer, and the waterproofing layer itself.

Of course TREMproof liquid polymers can be used for the waterproofing of foundations, planters, reflecting pools, etc. They're self-adhering and become an integral part of the structure. Their superior adhesive quality prevents any lateral movement of water between the substrate and waterproofing blanket.

**Systems to waterproof traffic-bearing surfaces.** TREMproof Systems also come in a decorative, moisture-curing liquid polymer for the traffic-bearing surface of plazas, balconies, terraces, interior floors, etc. It cures to a flexible, seamless blanket and becomes an integral part of the structure. It's easy to use and has excellent resistance to abrasion, chemical spillage and ponded water.

**Systems for interior waterproofing.** For those difficult interior waterproofing jobs such as washrooms, and mechanical equipment rooms, TREMproof Systems make for easy, labor saving application in single- or twin-slab construction.

**A variety of masonry preservatives.** To complete the waterproofing job, Tremco can provide you with a wide variety of preservatives to keep water out of masonry walls. You can select from heavy-bodied decorative preservatives available in architectural colors. Or, choose from our clear, transparent preservatives that retain the natural beauty of the masonry.

**A complete system, one source.** Is there any reason why Tremco shouldn't be your one source for waterproofing?

We've waterproofed some of the world's largest buildings. For over 45 years, we've been providing top quality leak proof systems and products, such as our job proven sealants MONO®, DYmeric® and Lasto-Meric®, and our roof-edging system, Tremline™.

The Tremco Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio 44104. Toronto, Ontario.

---
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New TEXTONE® tweeds mix or match to suit any room.

Now, TEXTONE Decorative Vinyl-faced Gypsum Panels come in new tweeds and solids to spark up interiors. Mix or match them with our collection of 21 other solid or woodgrain colors and textures to create exciting new effects. These are the panels made of tough, wash-and-wear vinyl prelaminated to fire-resistant SHEETROCK® Gypsum Panels. They’re designed to work perfectly with U.S.G. wall systems, including USG® Demountable Partitions and Ultrawall® Partitions. And matching moldings are available for that professional finishing touch. See your U.S.G. Representative for a copy of our TEXTONE brochure. Or write to us on your letterhead for sample swatches. 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AR-34.
The design opportunity of the year: it's as big as all indoors.

There are lots of things you do to design lasting quality into your houses, apartments and other projects. Unfortunately, some of these things cannot be seen by your clients. But one kind of quality that is visible is wood panel and louver doors—inside and out. They’re a symbol of your careful thought and planning. And an indication of the quality that makes your work a worthwhile investment for the client. That’s why so many architects specify wood panel entrance doors. But there’s no reason to stop there.

Panel doors add character to every room. Good doors are like good furniture—they bring character to each room. No matter what the decor, carefully sculptured wood panel doors will enhance the beauty of any room. Not only at the front entrance, but all through the house.

For instance, French doors can change a dining room from just a place to eat into an elegant dining experience. With deep sculptured bi-fold doors, a closet becomes a design accent instead of a hole in the wall. Swinging cafe doors give kitchens a light, perky touch. Even the utility room brightens up with an attractive (and practical) louver door.

And, of course, sliding wood patio doors do an excellent job of tying indoors and outdoors together. (Their greater insulation quality means less heat loss than with metal patio doors, too. That’s an important consideration with the current need for energy conservation.)

Wood panel doors keep a design theme going. Whether you’re designing traditional, colonial, Spanish, modern or something else, you’ll find the right wood panel doors.

They help you keep the design theme going from the front door to every room. The panel and louver doors pictured here are just a few examples of the dozens of types and styles that you can use to tie every room into the total design.

Consumers prefer wood panel doors. In three major surveys conducted in 1968, 1970 and
1972, consumers in 39 states reported what they want most in doors, what kind of door they prefer—wood panel or flush—and why. The results clearly indicate that preference for flush doors has fallen while panel door preference is increasing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% who prefer panel or flush doors for exteriors</th>
<th>Front, Main Entrance</th>
<th>Rear, Other Entrance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Doors</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flush Doors</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preference</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% who prefer panel or flush doors for interiors</th>
<th>1968</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>1972</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panel Doors</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flush Doors</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Preference</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wood panel doors meet consumer needs. And yours. Before you specify the doors in your next project, consider the facts. Our research shows that consumers say appearance and durability are the qualities they want most from their doors. And they rate panel doors better than flush doors in both instances.

From your side, wood panel and louver doors offer great flexibility in design. So you can actually design with the doors, instead of around them. It’s a happy match of consumer preference and architectural advantage.

Send for your free copy of our survey report.
We think you should have a report on the major findings of five years and $40,000 worth of research—"The consumer of the 70’s: a report on his housing plans and preferences." It reveals consumers' preferences for doors and windows as well as their plans for moving and remodeling. It’s an important study that can help you know your market a little better and maybe even make you a little more effective in anticipating client needs. Send in the coupon today.

Mail to:
Ponderosa Pine Woodwork
Department A-2
1500 Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon 97204
A member of the American Wood Council.
Send me a copy of your research report.

Name: ________________________
Position: _____________________
Organization: __________________
Address: _____________________
City: ________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
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If our salesmen could carry samples,  
You'd always specify BILCO.

When all you have to go by are the pictures on the catalog pages, one brand of horizontal doors looks pretty much like another. But if our sales representatives could carry samples you would immediately recognize the advantages of Bilco Doors.

ROOF SCUTTLES
Standard sizes for personnel access; special sizes in single and double leaf types for equipment access.

FLOOR and PIT DOORS
Four standard types in a variety of sizes for every interior and exterior requirement. Special sizes on order.

FIRE VENTS
The finest in fire protection equipment. Eight standard sizes with UL and FM labels. Special sizes on order.

The BILCO Company, Dept.AR-34  
New Haven, Connecticut 06505
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A NEW IDEA FROM MERCHANT & EVANS

The first and only formed batten available for mansard roof construction. The batten is manufactured from the same pre-finished Kynar 500® or baked enamel on aluminum for absolute uniformity of finish, reduced costs and positive deliveries.

MANSARD SYSTEMS • FASCIA PANELS • GRAVEL STOP  
COPING • SOFFIT • PLASTIC FASCIA • FORMED BATTENS

MERCHAND & EVANS COMPANY
suppliers of architectural products since 1866

2035 WASHINGTON AVE., PHILA., PENNA. 19146
215 51 5-0820
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Incandescent, Fluorescent Dimmer Switches from Ideal.

14 models of incandescent and fluorescent dimmer switches to handle virtually every requirement. Voltage compensated, solid-state circuitry. Complete, self-contained units. From economy units to attractive Decorator Styled designs. Send for your FREE dimmer switch reference file.

IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC., 1329-C Becker Pl., Sycamore, III. 60178
In Canada: IDI Electric (Canada) Ltd., Ontario
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Before you pull the padding out from under another rug, read this.

Whenever your carpeting budget is up against the wall, the first thing you're tempted to do is pull out the cushion. Before you do, consider the underlying contributions carpet cushion can make to your next installation.

1. A carpet cushion more than doubles a carpet's acoustical properties. A carpet with cushion makes a room even more quiet. In tests to measure impact noise reduction, carpet only received a +14 rating, while carpet over cushion had a +25 rating. In a similar acoustical test measurements were taken for noise reduction. A carpet by itself measured a noise reduction coefficient of only 0.25, while the coefficient for a carpet over cushion was more than twice as great, 0.65.

2. Separate cushion makes a carpet seem thicker and more luxurious. It upgrades the carpet's underfoot feel and simply makes it feel better. Cushion also adds to the carpet's ability to lower the peak impact force when an object, such as a foot, hits it abruptly. In a quantitative drop test, cushion reduces the impact exerted on the floor covering by one-half when compared to carpet alone.

3. Carpet cushion can help retain heat. Cushion improves the overall thermal insulation properties of the floor covering. The heat loss factor of a floor covered by a low pile carpet and a cushion is about one-third of what it would be with the same carpet alone.

4. The initial cost of a cushioned carpet need not be more expensive. Instead of putting money into a sub-floor, you can put it into a cushion. A cushion plus carpet can mask surface irregularities so that a lower-grade, less costly finish on sub-floors can be specified. In addition, a lighter weight, less expensive carpet can be used since the more expensive face yarns aren't needed to provide cushioning. And there are no expensive labor costs involved in the removal of an old carpet, as there can be with glue-down installations.

5. Separate cushion makes a carpet easier to maintain. It lowers the maximum forces acting on the fibers, thereby reducing the pile crushing and the grinding action of imbedded dirt that can cut and fray fibers. That means a cushioned carpet—given a fixed maintenance cost—will look better for a longer period of time than a non-cushioned carpet.

6.78. and more reasons why carpet cushion will add life, and cost less to install, can be found in our new brochure. For your free copy of "The Supporting Facts about Carpet Cushion," write: Carpet Cushion Council, P.O. Box 2048, Dalton, Georgia 30720 (404) 278-3176.

Alleluia Cushion Co., Inc. • Allen Industries, Inc. • Chris Craft Industries, NAFI Div. • Dixie Manufacturing Co. • E.I. Du Pont Co., Inc. • The Fairmont Corp. • General Felt Industries • General Tire & Rubber Co. • B.F. Goodrich General Products Co. • Leewood Corp. • Ludlow Corp. • Carpet Cushion Div. • Olin Corp. • Ozite Corp. • Scotted Corp. • Sponge-Cushion, Inc. • Uniroyal, Inc.
When smudge-free high capacity air movement and modular interchangeability are a must...

you need MULTI-VENT engineered air diffusion

Time was, when ceiling smudges around the air diffuser were reluctantly considered the penalty for having good air movement. Today, thanks to Multi-Vent High Capacity Modular Air Diffusers, ceiling smudge is a relic of the past.

Unique angular air throw keeps ceiling clean.
Multi-Vent diffusers won't make dirty air clean, but they will disperse the air so that it doesn't discolor or stain the adjacent ceiling. If dirt is in the air stream, it will at worst eventually smudge the air diffuser, which is quite easy to clean. The diffuser panel snaps out. With an extra diffuser panel available, one climb of a ladder permits exchange. A great saver on maintenance.

Modular units for every ceiling type.
From 12"x12" to 24"x48", you have intermediate modular options to satisfy any air volume requirement. In addition, Multi-Vent High Capacity Units are easily installed in ceilings composed of lay-in tile, spline tile, metal pan, radiant metal pan or plaster.

Fast, effortless installation and system balancing.
Multi-Vent High Capacity Air Diffusers are attached to primary duct work with flexible tubing. This not only speeds installation but eliminates the need for quarter-inch accuracy in the layout of primary duct work. If interior layouts change, the modular diffusers are easily rearranged to suit new occupancy needs.

The "unnoticed" air diffuser.
Certainly not the least of the reasons for specifying Multi-Vent High Capacity Air Diffusers is that they are completely unobtrusive. They blend beautifully with their surroundings.

Assistance available.
To learn more about these High Capacity Modular Air Diffusers, send for Bulletins 679 and 688. When you're ready to start designing, we'll be glad to provide engineering assistance as well as our experience.

Write:
MULTI-VENT PRODUCTS DIVISION
Dynamics Corporation of America
188 Industrial Drive
Elmhurst, Illinois 60123
Phone: 312/833-8803
Caribbean ceramic tile. 
Bright, bold and beautiful.

Need a brilliant idea for an interior wall? Look at Aruba Red shown. At Sunrise Orange. At Sunset Orange. At Panama Yellow, Jamaican Green, Montego Blue. At Surf White and Ebony Black. Look at the bright crackled glaze of new Caribbean ceramic tile. These 3" x 6" tiles will fire your imagination and dazzle your clients.

Caribbean tile in tropical colors. It’s the natural thing to use.

*Product of Pomona Tile Company, a division of American Olean Tile Company
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Laurentian Commons Condominiums, a fifty unit development of two-story townhouses in Flint, Michigan, is comfortable, carefree condominium living in a rustic, natural setting. The architecture of each home is varied with design changes in windows, balconies, roof slopes and staggered pavement. Yet, each home is compatible with the adjoining one through expert use of quality exterior materials. Because the rustic quality of the architect’s design suggested the need for a variety of wood windows, he selected Andersen Wood Casement Windows and Gliding Doors. The architect was familiar with Andersen quality construction and warm wood detail. Andersen Wood Casements bring the charm, character and elegance of wood to interior and exterior trim that can be painted or stained to match any decor . . . making condominium living carefree and beautiful.
Hilltop Place, the new condominium residences for adults in New London, New Hampshire, brings modern, maintenance-free condominium living to the relaxed, friendly environment of a small New England college town. When completed, Hilltop Place will consist of six clusters, each with approximately twenty-five residences of individual character and design. Because the architect wanted buildings that are as maintenance-free as possible, Andersen Perma-Shield Casement Windows and Gliding Doors were a natural choice.

All the exposed portions of these Perma-Shield units are enclosed in a sheath of tough, durable, attractive vinyl that does not rust, pit or corrode, and won’t need painting.

Andersen double-pane insulating glass does away with storm windows, cuts cleaning chores in half. Used singly, in pairs, in rows, in bow windows or with fixed windows, Andersen Windows will fit almost any design.

Fire safety is a major factor to consider when you're choosing carpet for an office building. At CCC, we know all about fire safety. In fact, we've become experts because we've installed millions of yards of carpet in offices, hospitals, schools and stores.

Since the danger of fire always exists, and since fire safety standards are becoming more and more stringent, we've introduced a fire retardant sponge-bonded carpet called NATURALWEAVE FLAMEGARD. It has a Class "A" flamespread rating—25 or less in the Steiner Tunnel Test—and meets all governmental flamespread standards.

NATURALWEAVE FLAMEGARD is an addition to our heavy duty Densylon carpet series. It has a five-year wear guarantee and is made of tightly-twisted, densely-packed ANSO nylon bonded to B. F. Goodrich fire-retardant sponge rubber cushioning. This built-in cushion extends the carpet's wear-life by one-third compared to carpet without padding. It's guaranteed not to lose its resiliency, enhances the carpet's appearance retention, reduces leg fatigue and increases floor safety. Among its other benefits, NATURALWEAVE contains a static control system, is easy to clean and keep clean, helps cut maintenance costs, and fosters bacteria control.

But you get more than just superior carpet from CCC. We're the largest manufacturer of commercial and institutional carpet systems in the country. With a CCC System you get SINGLE SOURCE RESPONSIBILITY for every aspect of your carpet program, starting with product selection and guaranteed installation, and including our line of heavy duty maintenance chemicals that help you get maximum carpet wear-life at minimum life cycle cost.

We even know how to effectively integrate carpet with subfloor access systems and can show you how it's done with trench header ducts and hand-hole covers. No matter what your flooring needs we have a system that's right for you.

For more information, just fill out the coupon below. CCC's NATURALWEAVE FLAMEGARD...THE SPONGEBONDED CARPET WITH A CLASS "A" FLAMESPREAD RATING.
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The Mansards, Griffith, Indiana

"The whole idea of "The Mansards" is to provide gracious living accommodations in a natural setting of trees and water. The convenience of city living is combined with the graciousness of country living here. We have put top quality into "The Mansards" and that extends to our coin-operated laundry equipment. We chose Speed Queen for one simple over-riding reason—it's the best we could get."

Duane J. Hicks, Jr., General Manager

Lake Point Tower, Chicago, Illinois

"Lake Point Tower represents a new kind of urban life—a completely self-contained city at the edge of Lake Michigan. We appeal to individuals and families of middle and upper income. They expect and get the best at Lake Point Tower. That's why we chose Speed Queen equipment for our laundry facility. Speed Queen represents quality which will be on the job—not out of order. And I understand the Stainless Steel feature is a real plus when laundering durable press fabrics."

Robert E. DeCeltes, Building Manager

“We chose Speed Queen laundry equipment for one simple reason—it's the best we could get.”

Let SPEED QUEEN and your SPEED QUEEN COMMERCIAL ROUTE OPERATOR help you plan coin-operated laundry facilities

SPEED QUEEN®
Ripon, Wisconsin 54971
a McGraw-Edison Company Division
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FORM NO. 5541C
Weldwood Fire Doors.
A lifetime of beauty. An hour of protection.

Weldwood® Fire Doors offer a substantial margin of safety by reducing fire spread and providing a low rate of heat transmission.

For instance, even after an hour’s exposure in a test furnace reaching 1700°F, the temperature of the unexposed side of our 1 hour rated door is low enough not to harm anyone passing by it. (The unexposed side of some hollow metal doors will reach as high as 1000°F in only 30 minutes of test.)

Weldwood Fire Doors are more than fire barriers; they’re a handsome addition to any interior. They can be faced beautifully with rich, hardwood veneers or beautifully colored with plastic laminates.

All Weldwood Fire Doors carry a UL label. Maintenance is minimal. Unlike metal fire doors they don’t rust or dent; or under extreme conditions they won’t buckle into an inoperable position.

To find out more about our full line of 1/2, 3/4, 1 and 1 1/2 hour Weldwood Fire Doors, contact your local U.S. Plywood Branch Office. Or, send for our new detailed brochure.

U.S. Plywood
777 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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As you travel around the country these days, you get (at least I get) a sinking feeling that our housing is developing a kind of sameness. With rare exceptions, our housing seems to be designed and built to a standard—designed and built for some average family with average tastes and average aspirations.

I mean you can't sell anything too extreme, right? Or too contemporary? Everyone knows that. Every developer also knows that anything new—like terrace housing or irregular forms (see photo)—is too expensive to build.

Well, a lot of European architects designing for-sale and for-rent housing—for families of all sizes and all incomes—don't seem to know any such things. And they seem to find sponsors and lenders who don't know any such things either.

As I wrote in an earlier editorial (RECORD, August 1973) I had an opportunity not long ago to tour a variety of housing projects in Germany and France. The tour—sponsored by TICOR, Owens-Corning Fiberglas, PPG Industries, Westinghouse, and Arthur Goldman & Associates, a consulting firm—gave our group of builders, lenders, developers, planners, and architects a lot of fresh insights. Some were impressed by the commitment of the governments (and the labor unions, who invest heavily in low- and middle-income housing) to build housing. Some were impressed by the land-use planning and control. We saw a great deal of housing which, in varying degrees, impressed us a great deal or which we didn't like at all.

But the thing that impressed me most was the variety. We saw all kinds of housing—from high-rises that would look perfectly normal on the fringes of any U.S. city to some work that by any measure would be called extreme. The point is the variety—a buyer or renter in the cities we visited has, it seems to me, far more options in his style and way of living than we offer.

The projects shown on the next 13 pages were chosen, of course, to make my point. I make no pretense that they are typical. If some are expensive, they are not outside the framework of costs common in this country—and some are very inexpensive. None involve any gee-whiz European industrialized technology; but some are developed under "social housing" schemes that help a great deal with the financing. The rooms are smaller than U.S. standard and some of the densities are extraordinary—but, again, the European architects and developers seem to be willing to explore variations from the norm—and the people who live there have clearly accepted compromises in one direction for advantages in another. Different people, different housing, different life styles.

Perhaps, in different places around this broad country, there are places for the same kind of experimentation—for more options?—Walter F. Wagner Jr.
Some of the housing in Europe is thoroughly contemporary, but fits the vernacular of its traditional setting.
La Colle-sur-Loup

... is one of 50 “family vacation villages” built for low- and moderate-income families in all areas of France—some in farmland, some in the mountains where they are heavily used by skiers, and some near the sea. La Colle-sur-Loup is near St.-Paul-de-Vence, 14 miles from Cannes, about six miles from the beach via shuttle bus.

This project, designed by architects Michel and Nichole Autheman, is not as daring in design as some of those on the following pages, but it is strikingly handsome in form and plan and finish of both buildings and plantings—and closely related despite its clearly contemporary spirit to the architecture of the region.

La Colle-sur-Loup has 1600 beds in 119 freestanding houses without kitchens, 98 with; 72 apartments in six buildings, and two small "hotel" units of 17 and 30 units. The buildings, from one to three stories, are sited over a 60-acre rolling site (plan above). The core of the project is a handsome plaza (photos opposite and right) with places for sitting in sun and shade and quiet games, and set off by its own Calder. Ringing the plaza are the reception building, the restaurant, a day-care center, and both enclosed and open-walled recreation rooms adjacent to a heated swimming pool. Tennis courts and riding stables are within walking distance of the center.

The bungalows are sited in a relaxed manner through the site—some in quite dense patterns (photos right and below) near the plaza; others a longer walk into the wooded site.

The project was built by SCIC (Société Centrale Immobilière de la Caisse des Dépôts) under a unique financing scheme. Fifty per cent of the cost (about $3000 per bed) was financed with low interest loans from the French government; 25 per cent by low interest loans from the central bank of which SCIC is a building subsidiary, and 25 per cent by loans from French companies and industries which, by helping to capitalize these villages, assure their workers a certain number of guaranteed reservations through the year—a unique employee benefit. With this building subsidy (but no operating subsidy), rents—including all recreation facilities—are held to $8 or $9 per person in season, $6 off season with restaurant meals; less than $2 per person without meals. Off-season visitors are mostly retirees who can stay up to three months.
In the U.S., terrace housing gets only as far as preliminary drawings—in Europe, it gets built.

Wohnanlage Tapachstrasse

...in Stuttgart comes close to what still seems an American dream—housing with terraced apartments open to the sun, with gardens of flowers and greenery trailing over to the terrace below. It works beautifully—the relatively small apartments (a two-bedroom unit in this building has 810 square feet of enclosed space) are opened dramatically by the 225-square-foot terrace; and because of the slope the terraces have complete privacy—you cannot look into the terrace below without unseemly gymnastics.

The "underside" of the building (photos below) was not yet completed when the photos were taken. But near the base of the building, where these undercover terraces are deep, the space is used for parking. Mid-height terraces are broad enough for play areas, though, of course, they are shady much of the day. The narrower spaces near the top of the building are used merely as outside corridors.

The building—partly pre-cast, partly poured-in-place—is given color by the plantings and bright sunshades and umbrellas.

There are 80 units in the six-story building, which overlooks 19 units of single-story, one-family housing with private gardens at its base. There are two-, three-, and (in duplex units at the top of the building) four-bedroom units, with 1,243 square feet of enclosed space and 356 square feet of terrace.

Rents range from $213 to $324, but most of the residents of this project are government workers, whose rent is subsidized 40 per cent.

The terrace building has a total of 76,245 square feet of enclosed space with 17,324 square feet of terraces; cost $2,100,000 three years ago. Architects are Peter Faller and Helmut Schröder.
Neugereut

... is another terrace housing project by Faller and Schröder in Stuttgart, and it has attracted young families. There are 112 units in the four-story buildings shown below. The section shows the parking below grade, large first floor apartments with on-grade gardens in front, smaller apartments with terraces above, and duplexes with terrace on top. Most interesting in this project is the transition from public space to private—at the right in the section is a broad pedestrian mall leading through the project and connecting with the 580-unit high-rise in the background. Up a few steps is a narrower walk which is used primarily by the residents. Beyond that—and well fenced—are the gardens with the terrace gardens above.

As in most European housing, the units are small in area—but here the gardens, terraces, and bright colors create a forceful and festive environment.
Student housing

... at the University of Munich takes yet another form of terrace design. Assembled from precast wall, floor, and planter units (which act as interlocks in the system), this “apartment hill” complex has a direct structural pattern which reads clearly from the outside (see top photo, for example). As seen from the street, the project has an incredible quality of abstract sculpture. Well-established planting softens the hard edges, and lends color to the stark whiteness; and—in a rolling green meadow setting—the effect is stunning. Again the terraces formed by stepping back to smaller units creates handsome and usable outdoor spaces opening to the apartment interiors through walls of sliding glass.

A children’s playground at the rear of the project echoes—in simple wooden shapes—the same sculptural quality as the building.

This housing, designed by architect Ebert, was donated to the University for use of Fulbright Scholars by Volkswagen.
The Olympic Village

... in Munich is a unique grouping of terrace housing—surely the most extensive and most urban, and perhaps the most exciting anywhere. To many, it is too dense, "too cold"—and the units have not sold well since the Olympics; but it is an extraordinary experience to walk the handsome planted pedestrian ways between the buildings, under a trellis of brightly painted service lines (photos below left) that double as directional signing throughout the project. There are extra surprises for pe-

destrians—bright and abstract fountains (bottom photos) are everywhere.

The units shown here are what were the male athletes' quarters, now available as luxury housing to Münchner. The women's quarters (not shown) were low-rise projects built at the base of this high-rise work, now used for student housing.

As the section above and the photos show, each apartment in the terraced high-rises has an outdoor space open to the sky and sun (all buildings face south)—and privacy is assured by deep planting troughs. Since the north faces of the buildings are essentially vertical, the apartments are obviously bigger on the lower floors, and this space is used for extra bedrooms. Some of the narrower spaces on top are combined into duplexes.

There are 2000 units, with eight plan variants, in this terrace housing, designed by Heine, Wischer & Partner. The Village also includes 500 units in conventional high-rise (which includes three floors of hotel rooms), 1800 units of student housing—all on about 100 acres. At the core, there is a non-denominational church, the village center and shopping area, schools, and office space. A subway will soon whisk residents to downtown in about ten minutes. The views, of course, are to the athletic area, which today provides residents with, needless to say, extraordinary recreational facilities.
On the Riviera, the answer to the question "why?" is sometimes just "why not?"

Marina Baie des Anges

... is surely not everyone's cup of tea. But this immensely strong composition—like the totally different confection opposite—makes the point again: we see here a design variety and choice of ways of living that simply does not exist in the United States. Some might see these sinuous hills of concrete as appropriate only to Miami Beach, or, say, the Riviera; but for any warm place it is a functional design and the "side of the hill" apartments—with 33- by 48-foot terraces—offer a kind of outdoor living that is perhaps unique.

The buildings—two are now complete of a projected four—are only one apartment deep, assuring cross ventilation and views not just of the sea but of the hills behind the site from the rooms, from the balconies, and from the outdoor corridors. Within the complex, architect André Minangoy has provided two-, three- and four-bedroom units. Apartments are separated by 12-inch-thick walls, and floors are a sandwich of 10-inch concrete with 6 inches of sand, felt and tile flooring creating complete sound-proofing.

Finishes are superb: for example, the bedrooms are carpeted, but staircases, landings, and outdoor corridors, as well as halls and living rooms have travertine floors. Ah, why not?
Cité Marine de Port La Galère

... is surely another "why not." To some it seems whimsical. It is certainly not economical. But, clinging to the side of a cliff overlooking the Mediterranean near Cannes, Port La Galère seems almost alive. And that was clearly just the purpose of architect Jacques Couelle. The site plan suggests a scheme less complex than the reality—while the houses do indeed sit in narrow clusters along the serpentine road, the photos better explain the character of the place—houses of infinitely varied shapes and fanciful form and handcrafted decoration—cement hand troweled onto carefully laid block walls. The units are separated by seemingly random but carefully planned gardens and paths and changing views of the rocks and sea beyond. The houses, which all have terraces with 180-degree views of the water, vary from one to three stories, two to six rooms, 700 to 2000 square feet. In total, 400 houses cling to the 60-acre site. A central clubhouse offers a restaurant, library, discotheque, and swimming pool; and the winding road leads at its base to a 180-slip marina. Off the quay of the marina are a small number of shops and boutiques, another restaurant, and—mandatory for any French Mediterranean harbor—a bistrot. Ah . . . why not?
Now that Saint-Tropez is too crowded, the French are calmly building to meet the market for the picturesque
Port Grimaud

... is in fact only five miles from the old town (color photo below), and even though the project is still under construction—about 1,000 of an ultimate 1700 houses are completed and sold—it already has an extraordinary character of its own. The project began with the dredging of a swamp at the base of the Golfe de Saint Tropez in 1966—and yet the village already looks as if it had been there forever.

And that is exactly what architect François Spoerry had in mind from the start, and he wields an iron design hand in accomplishing it. The dredging created fingers of land, now lined on both sides with houses separated only by narrow, meandering ways with cobbledstone paving, planting and gardens. These are primarily pedestrian ways because the residents, by a kind of mutual understanding, drive their cars to their houses only when they have a heavy load of vacation equipment, or a week's load of groceries.

The alternate they use is a small ferry which leaves the parking area on the land side of the project and meanders through the waterways which serve every house.

On the lagoon side, every house has a small garden behind the sea wall; and boats up to ocean racing size can use the whole lagoon.

The construction of the houses is quite mechanized; giant cranes swing concrete roof sections and floor planks into space. There are eight plan options—two- and three-story. But beyond those disciplines, architect Spoerry's personal and total control creates the "old world" ambience that is Port Grimaud. He insists on control of the massing of adjacent units; and works with the client in the development of the facades and choice of materials and color. Cement blocks are painted in appealing combinations of color; bricks are used, varied wooden balconies and terrace sun shades help create a random, hand-crafted character which is, of course, very controlled.

Inside, the rooms are smaller than American standard, but again, the spaces—finished in stuccos and brick and handmade tile and hand-hewn wood—seem appropriate to the place.

The best piece of land in the lagoon was used for the community center and for a handsome church. "When the church was finished," says Spoerry, "Port Grimaud became a real village."
Marines de Cogolin

...is a second new neighbor of Saint-Tropez on the gulf—with a very different character, but as strong a character as Port Grimaud. It too is a yachting-oriented community, built around a series of basins which open to a protected harbor and in turn to the sea.

The housing (see photo right and section) is separated from the basins by a broad quay, which in season will have the bustle and color one associates with seaports anywhere along the Mediterranean. Opening to this broad public way are the commercial spaces—post office, a bank, restaurants, clothing and furniture shops, a movie house, and everyday stores. Broad stairs lead up from this public level to narrow pedestrian ways which work like double-loaded corridors—with some houses on the water side that are reached through walled gardens, other houses (below) which reach up for the view and are entered by curving stairs. From this second-level promenade, residents are offered occasional surprise views of the harbor and mountains beyond (photo, below right).

With this ingenious and compact multi-level scheme, architect Jean Dimitrijovic is managing to fit 1000 units and “maisonettes” around the harbor—a dense and urban solution which is nonetheless festive and fun. The design is contemporary—yet the softness of the edges (stucco over concrete block) and the handsome roof tiles and the color and the spare but effective planting make Marines de Cogolin a comfortable, familiar place.

The units are small—most are under 1000 square feet—appropriate to their mostly vacation-house use. Interior finishes are stucco with traditional tile floors, beamed ceilings, and arched windows—but set back into the broad terraces and decks are thoroughly contemporary walls of sliding glass that open to the breeze and views. Prices vary widely, but $40,000 might be average, including a mooring along the quay or one of the many finger piers extending into the harbor. Automobiles are confined to parking spaces away from the houses and the water—and the residents seem not only to accept this “inconvenience”—but to point it out as a benefit.
Cap-d'Agde

... is a new community being built along the seacoast near Montpelier. Begun in 1969, it now has 1200 units, mostly in the dense complex shown here along the harbor. Eventually, 60,000 people will live on the 1500-acre site—some in high-rises on the hills behind the harbor.

This is a much lower-priced area than the Saint-Tropez complexes on the previous pages—two-bedroom apartments, again with much smaller rooms than would suit the American market, are in the $15,000 to $20,000 range. Construction is stucco over block, with some use made of precast units in floor decks and walls.

The broad quay opens along its length to plazas (below) where a variety of stores, shops and restaurants are located. Despite the relatively lower cost, a group of 12 architects under the direction of architect Jean Le Courtier is creating a most handsome and carefully planned city—the scale, whether from the water side or in the narrow pedestrian streets (above), is most pleasant. And great attention has been paid to detailing—to the choice of colors, the patterns of paving underfoot, outdoor lighting, and the spare but effective use of wood in doors and window frames and trim.

So—a third new Saint-Tropez; a third design option and the most contemporary.

Which, with the other projects shown on these pages, made me wonder why the French and Germans seem to be able to offer their renters and homebuyers—from hourly paid workers to the very well-to-do—more design options; to be able to build complexes that we would think “too expensive to build.” They offer, to my mind at least, some very pleasant alternates in the way of living. Ah, why oh why can’t we?

—W.W.
High-density design for undergraduate science at land-starved Harvard

Back in April 1959, the Harvard Alumni Bulletin accused the University and the City of Cambridge of being slow in solving their problems because of their reluctance to accept their urban status.

Harvard thinks of itself as a residential college, much more like Princeton and Dartmouth than Columbia and Chicago. It is understandable, but it just isn't so. Harvard University is an urban university, sitting right in the middle of a busy metropolis. On the other hand, many Cambridge citizens do not think of Cambridge as a city. For them it is much more like Princeton or Williamstown than it is like New Haven or Morningside Heights. This is understandable, but it just isn't so. Cambridge is a functional part of metropolitan Boston. . . .

Fortunately, at that time this criticism was made it was no longer valid—if it ever had been. In 1960 the Harvard University Planning Office brought forth an inventory for planning which for the first time defined the future growth of Harvard in a city and regional context, in what was to become the language of urban design. It called for the intensive use—in terms of building volume and density—of Harvard's available land and at the same time urged the continuation and strengthening of the university's open space network of quadrangles and pedestrian paths and their linkage with the open space systems of Cambridge and Boston. Jose Luis Sert was then Dean of the Faculty of the Graduate School of Design, Professor of Architecture and consultant to the planning office. He was soon to begin to design a series of major buildings for Harvard (page 118) which were to be shaped by the planning criteria of the 1960 report. The Undergraduate Science Center by Sert, Jackson and Associates is the latest of these and it is as stern and tough-minded as its predecessors. Again the consistent Sert has worked rigorously with the ideas which interest him most. Once more he has seized the opportunity to transform a portion of the Harvard campus into his vision of what the modern city should be.

—Mildred F. Schmertz
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"An urban campus is a cultural center within a city, and should set an example of good planning and good design for the city. It is, in a way, a micro-city, and its urbanity is the expression of a better, more civilized way of life."
—Jose Luis Sert

The challenge of size and complexity
Harvard's new $15.06 million Undergraduate Science Center, which has been combined with a $5.3 million chilled water plant, is a mammoth addition to the Harvard campus. As the plot plan (below) indicates, it completely fills a full city block to the north of Harvard Yard. This plot of land now holds 291,000 square feet of facilities for chemistry, biology and geology, physics, mathematics, statistics and astronomy, as well as four large lecture theaters, a cafe, three libraries and administrative offices. The chilled water plant which serves nearby and projected campus buildings occupies another 58,000 square feet. This combined laboratory, library, classroom-administrative structure and power plant, in its density of use and complexity of function, is indeed a micro-city rather than a building. Its inner network and the massing of its elements relate to Harvard's circulation system and the scale and massing of the buildings in the Yard. By extension the design of the Science Center is an integral part of the City of Cambridge and its surrounding region.

Extending and improving the site
The Harvard University Planning Office, prior to the construction of the Science Center, recommended that the University in agreement with the City of Cambridge turn a portion of Cambridge Street into a vehicular underpass with a park on top. Additional land for building was acquired by eliminating the intersection of Kirkland Street and Cambridge Street (see site plan right). Even more importantly, by paying
The Science Center consists of five basic elements: the laboratory wing at the rear of the site; the six-tiered classroom wing for the mathematics department; the three-story library and the one-story administration wing. Lower elements face Harvard Yard across a new park created by depressing Cambridge Street (see site plan opposite). The steel and cable space frame supports the roof of the fan-shaped lecture hall.
to sink the road. Harvard created a pedestrian connection linking the northern campus to Harvard Yard. This connection can be seen in the photo (page 112), taken through one of the gates from the Yard. As the Harvard campus plan (page 111) indicates, this little park extends the network of pedestrian paths, quadrangles and well-scaled open spaces northwest from the Harvard Business School, across the Charles River, through Holyoke Center and the Yard to the principal entrance of the Science Center.

Reinforcing the circulation pattern and humanizing the scale
Sert has often pointed out that in all human settlements, the patterns of circulation are the most ancient. Buildings disappear or their uses change with the passage of time. A network of trails, however, may become a pattern of streets within an overlay of boulevards—all developed from increasing intensity of use rather than change of function.

Since in Sert's hierarchy of architectural values circulation comes first, it should surprise no one that the Science Center is organized about two skylit interior passages (see cover) at right angles to each other, one heading northwest and the other northeast to eventually link up with existing or projected pedestrian networks—green fingers which will extend as far as the Harvard Observatory in one direction and the Divinity School in another.

Having created this T-shaped pedestrian spine as the basic given, Sert and his team began to organize the elements called for by the program. He was undaunted by the University's request that he find a way to tuck in the chilled water plant since he enjoys resolving intricate spatial and functional puzzles. For him the most important problem was posed by the fact that volumetrically the building would be a monster. How could it be sized and massed so as not to overpower the buildings of the Yard, or the people who use them?

The architects elected to keep the massing as low as possible on the side of the building which faces the Yard and the new little park. The lecture hall element was designed as a pivot to turn the corner of the site as the orientation of the Cambridge Street geometry changes. To give it as little apparent bulk as possible, much of its volume is below ground and its roof is hung from an exposed space frame made of weathering steel and marine cables. The classroom wing for the mathematics department steps down in a series of terraces which end one story above the roof of the three-story library. The latter element has been scaled to harmonize with the Yard buildings directly across the park. The laboratory wing with its penthouse cooling towers and exhaust ducts has the most combined height and bulk and is therefore set farthest back. Within the complex is a small courtyard, one side of which is contained by the low administrative wing. The lower elements of the Science Center give the little park a definite edge. In combination with the adjacent Harvard buildings, they transform the park into a new quadrangle rather than an amorphous open space.
Devising a precast system for fast assembly

Sert has long been interested in rapid assembly methods and, in the case of the Science Center, this interest coincided with the desire of the University to move ahead quickly. Since the structural system and construction process for this building has already been described in some detail (RECORD, February 1972), it will be discussed only briefly here. The laboratory wing is a totally precast system with 3-foot, 8-inch deep, 60-foot long reinforced concrete girders—perforated for utilities—spanning between “ladder” columns on one side of the building and post-tensioned, U-shaped concrete shafts on the other. The girders which cantilever 7 feet over the single corridor, are used in pairs (7 feet apart) on 24-foot centers. For economic reasons, all the girders were made the same and therefore each has the maximum number of penetrations which could be permitted structurally, although many are not utilized.

The three-story-high ladder columns have haunches at each floor to carry the perforated girders. The wind loads on the laboratory wing are taken entirely by the post-tensioned concrete shafts and no rigid frame action has been employed.

The Science Center laboratory wing has 15 mechanical shafts, 24 feet apart, with 6- by 8-foot interior dimensions, running from the basement to the mechanical floor. Mainly they are used for ducts for fume hood exhaust, but they also carry plumbing and electrical risers.

The structure for the 60- by 400-foot laboratory wing was erected in seven months, due mainly to the choice of the precast framing system. Precast concrete was used everywhere except in the lecture hall wing which is framed in steel, and the special basins and supporting structures for the rooftop cooling towers which are poured-in-place concrete.

Throughout the entire complex, structural concrete members are exposed on exterior walls. Infill panels are of precast concrete with an exposed local aggregate of purplish hue which is normally used only in foundation concrete. Both grey and clear glass are used in the painted aluminum windows. The sunshades on the building’s south elevation, which permit the use of large windows in the library, are also fabricated of painted aluminum. The interior finishes are austere. Wherever possible the final floor finish is sealed concrete and the finished ceiling is painted concrete plank. Partitions are of painted gypsum board in the laboratory wing.

The main stair (above and right) is located at the intersection of the two principal corridors or interior streets. It inhabits a dramatic and handsome skylit space which connects the main floor with the supermarket and other services in the basement.

All services to the laboratory benches (left) are delivered from exposed piping in the ceiling which passes through perforations in the precast structural girders. The exhaust ducts at the rear of the laboratory wing (right) are five-stories high. At this point in-line fans expel the fumes. Ten of the 15 shafts are heavily used and five lightly.
The work of Sert, Jackson and Associates at Harvard and in the Cambridge/Boston area is instantly recognizable as theirs. It is characterized by an unrepentant urban scale and density which at the same time acknowledges humbler neighboring buildings and modest human needs such as those of the pedestrian (below). The facades appear to be almost random in their projections, fenestration and terracing, making explicit the functions within. Boldly expressive, the work avoids the false picturesqueness perpetrated by those who deliberately seek it. The buildings make honest use of readily available and economical materials and rapid systems of assembly, without being in any sense ugly. Sert himself does not appear to have waivered in his belief in the basic tenets of the modern movement and such single-minded consistency is cheering if only because it is so rare these days.
SNOWBIRD: IN SCALE WITH THE MOUNTAINS
Snowbird provides a good instance of planning that knows when to be timid and when to be bold. Nearly a decade ago Ted Johnson, a skier who is now president of Snowbird Corporation, began acquiring old mining claims in Little Cottonwood Canyon in the Wasatch Mountains near Salt Lake City; his goal was to use the land (together with additional land leased from the United States Forest Service) to make what Snowbird has been called by some, the finest ski resort in America. By 1966, the initial master plan and architectural concepts—based on lengthy studies of the natural qualities of the canyon, including the patterns of its avalanches—had been developed by Brixen & Christopher, architects, and by the firm of Bliss & Campbell and John R. Smith, architectural consultants; the Office of Dan Kiley acted as site planning consultant. "From the beginning," Smith says, "we wanted something in suitable physical scale—not necessarily human scale. We felt that Snowbird should be a strong, bold, high-density, very studiously 'American' resort." In the continuing development of the master plan (which is now being carried on by Enteleki Architecture, Planning, Research, a firm of which Smith is a principal) the designers have managed to stick to these original goals with an admirable consistency.

The plan (above) is composed of an integrated series of multi-level structures that provide lodging and commercial space. These are set low in the site and their roofs are covered with sod to minimize their visual impact when they are seen from roadways or from other buildings above. The planners were anxious to avoid the piecemeal multiplication of small chalets across the site, and so no private land has been offered for sale. Instead, the necessary residential accommodations are provided in relatively few buildings. In doing one set of things that they thought desirable (not covering much land, preserving as many trees as possible, and minimizing water runoff), the planners were also able to provide buildings of sufficient size to be in scale with the rugged setting. They do not sprawl across the mountainous terrain as hundreds of individual houses would have; instead they stand in partnership with the steep mountains around them. All of the major lodge buildings are organized in a linear fashion that follows the strike of the natural contours and allows an easy flow of pedestrians, services and utilities along generally level lines, rather than across the steep land on either side. Thus a pedestrian
can move—usually under cover, an important consideration here since the annual average snowfall is 450 inches—between most buildings and to the central plaza without inconvenience.

Ultimately the greater Snowbird development is planned to provide overnight accommodations for 6,500 people in the base village and in three satellite villages, and the lift and trail capacity will be close to 10,000 skiers a day by 1980. Even though the designers of the resort manifested from the beginning an unusual respect for the ecology of the mountains, they are encountering pressure from some citizens in the Salt Lake City area who would like to see the development of Cottonwood Canyon (which supplies about a quarter of Salt Lake City’s water) more strictly limited. It is not yet completely clear how much effect the proposed development would have on the water supply, or how that effect could be minimized. But, as John Smith admits, “We are—and rightly so—having to come up with more and deeper answers to many environmental problems.” Judging from the way the Snowbird planners have dealt with such delicate issues in the past, the possibility of finding solutions seems hopeful, and desirable as well.

—Gerald Allen
The first public facilities for Snowbird were built at the Base Village, and they are a terminal for the 120-passenger jibback tramway, a base plaza with commercial facilities and, below it, more commercial space, offices and restaurants. This is the village center for skiers and for other pedestrians. The three-level building provides vehicular access, and some parking, on the first level, on the second the commercial spaces begin (plan right) and on the top is the plaza (seen to the left of the tram terminal in the above drawing). The tram machinery, which looks like a set of parts lifted from some outsize Swiss watch, is enclosed by glass walls and on one level surrounded by a bar, the better to charm the eyes of weary imbibers. The building is designed eventually to provide integral connection, both above and below ground, to the collection of lodges built around it.

The Lodge at Snowbird (above and on the left in the opposite drawing) takes its form from the linear principles of the overall land planning. It is a 160-unit condominium hotel, and the units vary from singles to studio apartments to three-bedroom apartments with kitchens. These are arranged along single-loaded corridors (plan right) so that they all have the advantage of facing the sun and the ski runs. This was the first full-scale illustration at Snowbird of the principles of high-density residential units large enough to be a presence in the landscape, but with sufficiently low site coverage to avoid destroying it. The 140,000 square feet cover only about a half acre, and, according to Snowbird officials, only four evergreen trees had to be removed to put it there. Though it successfully manages to signal its presence by force of its size, the Lodge, with its cantilevered balconies, seems somewhat less continent and less bold than some of the other buildings that have been built more recently at the resort.

The Cliff Lodge at Snowbird, unlike the first lodge near the Base Village Plaza, is a conventional rather than a condominium hotel. It is a 12-story reinforced concrete building with 162 rooms, restaurant, saunas, swimming pool, library, lounge and bar. The plan of the lodge is skewed from rectangle to parallelogram in order to attain longer views up and down the canyon—though the structural grid manages without apparent strain to remain orthogonal (plans right). The first three floors contain on the whole public spaces, including the double-volume lounge and dining area. The remaining nine floors consist entirely of guest rooms. The folding together of structural and programmatic concerns, as well as those of siting and massing, seem comfortably appropriate. There is little here that screams for attention, but much that seems altogether fitting for the occasion.

Mid Gad Valley Restaurant is located approximately halfway between the bottom and the top of the ski runs. It can warm and feed about 200 skiers at a time (and also resist 125 mile an hour winds, and earthquakes, if necessary). The building is a 10,000 square foot structure of laminated wood beams and glass. Point load columns at the corners support the entire structure fifteen feet above the ground. The structural system consists of a series of interlocking laminated wood trusses with steel gusset plates. The transparent framework of the building affords panoramic views of the mountains and the village below. At the center of the building, where the truss members come together to form an inverted pyramid, there is an open fireplace which is the visual focus of the interior. A part of the square plan is eroded (site plan, right) to provide an outdoor terrace as well, where skiers can, on bright days, relax in the sun. Overall, the building is remarkable for the clarity which it manages to maintain while meeting the functional requirements of an unusual site.

Lodges IV and V are the most recent designs for Snowbird by Enteleki Architecture, Planning, Research, and they show that firm's continuing interest in accommodating the varieties and nuances of a building's program within a clear and rational building system. Lodge IV (above) is, like the first lodge at Snowbird, a linear structure, and it is built parallel to the main access road (see site plan, pages 120-121); it is a 74-unit condominium hotel. Lodge V (right) is a condominium hotel with 69 units, and it is just next to the Base Village plaza (see drawing on page 122) and will be linked to it on two levels by a plaza extension. There are five basic types of apartments ranging from a one-module studio unit through two-, three- and four-module apartments with interior balconies. The configuration of various module units is shown in the axonometric drawing, far right.

SNOWBIRD LODGES IV AND V. Architects: Enteleki Architecture, Planning, Research. Engineers: Joseph Joseph Patrick (structural); Rollins, Brown & Gunnell, Inc. (foundation for Lodge IV); Bridgers & Paxton Consulting Engineers, Inc. (mechanical); Nielsen Engineering (electrical). Consultants: Reed, Jones Christoffersen, Ltd. (consulting structural engineer for Lodge V); Richins Organization (interiors for Lodge IV). General contractor: Henry C. Beck Company.

Illustration credits: Enteleki Architecture, Planning, Research—pages 119, 122, and 126; P. Kent Fairbanks—page 121; Patrick King—pages 122 and 123; Gordon Peery—pages 124 and 125.
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Designing and engineering computer controlled acoustic flexibility for a multiple-use theater

by George C. Izenour

Theater consultant George C. Izenour is Professor of Theater Design and Technology and Director of the Electro-Mechanical Laboratory at the Yale University School of Drama. This article is abstracted from the text and illustrations of a forthcoming book, Theater Design, by Professor Izenour to be published by McGraw-Hill, Inc. in October 1975.

The Edwin Thomas Performing Arts Hall at the University of Akron (Ohio), could well be the most sophisticated multiple-use building for the performing arts in the world. For me, it is a culmination of a long-range program (over two decades and some 20 odd other multiple-use theater designs) that set out to achieve ultimate environmental control over the auditorium and stage, where seating geometry, auditorium volume, and acoustics are integral with the architecture—not in opposition to it. This is a room where acoustical dynamics are a literal manifestation of Wallace Clement Sabine's reverberation equation (which states the reverberation time is directly proportional to volume and inversely proportional to absorption) and John Scott Russell's sightline criteria for auditorium seating. The theories of these men are integral to my auditorium and stage systems engineering design.

The building program was derived by an unusually happy conjunction of adventurous minds. The client—the University of Akron, the architects—Caudill Rowlett Scott and Flynn, Dalton, Van Dijk, the engineer—R. M. Gensert, the acoustical consultant—Dr. V. O. Knudsen, and the contractors pulled it off together within a modest budget. Function for function, this multi-use theater does as well or better than any other single-use building of equal size and architectural sophistication (see cost analysis page 148).

The program: seating, sightlines and acoustics

After 15 years of collaboration, Knudsen and I were by this time able to read each other's minds and with full authority from the client and cooperation of the architects we exercised complete control over the auditorium acoustical and seating geometry respectively. A 30

1 See Sabine: "Collected papers on acoustics" (New York: Dover) and the essay entitled "Elementary consideration of some principles in the construction of buildings designed to accommodate spectators," by John Scott Russell (Proceedings of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts).
degree auditorium in plan (figure 1) and section (figures, 4, 5, 6) was chosen from the start as acoustically practical and as being the most efficient seating scheme. It provides for the division of auditorium space into a shallow orchestra section seating 800-900, with good vision from every row to an extended stage configuration. The scheme provides a shallow flying balcony seating 600 over a deep grand tier seating 1500; both with every other row vision to a proscenium stage configuration. The seating in all three divisions is continental, with 39 in. back-to-back spacing. These seating divisions, maximizing vertical and horizontally staggered sightlines, room volumes and seating capacities, are compatible with the complex movable ceiling geometry. The ceiling takes variable positions to form a concert hall (figures 4, 7, 8), opera/musical comedy theater (figures 5, 10) and intimate drama theater (figures 6, 11). The maximum sightline distances from the stage are as follows: intimate theater and recital—70 feet (proscenium), 54 feet (apron); opera/musical comedy—130 feet; concert—130 feet.

The theater building: structure and form

The primary structure is a massive poured-in-place reinforced concrete system of walls, beams, and folded plates. In over-all plan, the building consists of the auditorium, lobbies, plazas, and an underground parking structure wrapped around a parallelogram-shaped stage house (figure 1) on a hillside site adjacent to a downtown railroad cut. Both sides of the auditorium are enveloped by a glazed lobby terminated at the rear by a buttressed great wall. This wall serves as one of two structural supports (the stage tower is the other) for spanning the lobbies and the auditorium. The roof is a reinforced concrete, post-stressed cable, valley beam and folded plate structural system. The secondary inside auditorium wall structure is a combined block masonry, steel-framed lath and plastered system from lobby-orchestra floor to roof. A series of catenary cables are restrained at either end by steel frames and suspend 3600 acoustically dampened steel plates (figure 2). These constitute in the aggregate an auditorium ceiling system which is hung by still another cable supporting system from a steel interfacing structure connected to the primary roof.  

---

2 A flying balcony unlike the usual kind is here forward of the rear wall of the auditorium to permit acoustical energy circulation around it. Precedent for this design belongs to Dankmar Adler, who first used it in his design for the Chicago Auditorium-Theater in 1889.

3 A catenary curve is described as the sag due to gravity of a cable or chain restrained at both ends. The degree of restraint and/or sag for these catenaries was determined by Knudsen from acoustical studies and verified by his three-dimensional acoustical model testing.

4 The advantage of hindsight is instructive. Had the primary structure over the auditorium been a steel truss system instead of the post-stressed reinforced concrete system, the complex interfacing structural steel system required for resolving the torsional forces of the ceiling cable suspension system into the valley beams of the roof would not have been necessary. In general, structural concrete roof systems have not, in the experience of this consultant, worked to advantage in theater construction for either auditorium or stage house.
ual and acoustical ceiling for the auditorium. The ceiling, originally designed to be executed in non-specular acoustically dampened stainless steel, is instead, due to a budget cut, fabricated in epoxy painted, acoustically dampened, mild steel. The stage house is a monolithic in situ reinforced concrete box (figure 12). It contains a suspended steel gridiron, a storage truss for the acoustical shell ceiling (figures 5, 6) a single purchase counterweight stage rigging system, a full slip stage wing on stage right, and a fully automated dampened steel acoustical shell.

The sound reflecting steel auditorium ceiling and matching stage acoustical steel shell ceiling (figure 2) float free of the walls. These are of woven in situ trans-sondent steel exposed to view. In the auditorium, behind this steel mesh but invisible are hard plaster, convex, splayed, sound reflecting walls. On the stage, the acoustical shell consists of dampened steel sound reflecting walls. Between the woven steel and sound reflecting surfaces is interposed 12,000 square feet of programmed absorption (figure 3). The movable ceiling weighs 44 tons and utilizes six closed loop, clew stabilized, electro-motive winch drives connected to 27 lead filled chrome plated steel cylinders (counterweights weighing approximately 47 tons) hung in the main lobby as a tension sculpture (figures 3, 17).

Auditorium lighting for the concert hall and opera/musical comedy theater configurations is indirect except for downlights in the shell ceiling, grand tier and flying balcony soffits. The uplight incandescent quartz iodine lighting fixtures, directed through louvers at the ceiling, are installed in the flying balcony rails, front and rear, and the front of the grand tier. The intimate drama theater configuration is separately illuminated by a series of small optical downlights installed in the voids between individual panels in the warped trapezoidal framed ceiling section immediately forward of the auditorium ceiling lightbridge.

Designing, fabricating, erecting and rigging the acoustical system
From the first, Knudsen and I considered room dynamics as a kinetic space where a movable automated auditorium ceiling structure, movable automated stage acoustical shell, and a variable absorption system were to be controlled by a multiple programmed analogue computer activated from a remote control console (figure 13). The fabrication, erection and rigging of this auditorium ceiling and stage acoustical shell structure was most complex.

The individual steel ceiling panels (in seven shapes randomly displaced) that make up the ceiling acoustical surface, are arranged in four rectilinear and 12 mitered arrays (figure 2) and constitute a complicated geometry which we solved in three dimensions by a 

---

5 The materials used in construction of this auditorium (steel and plaster) shatter the ancient acoustical myth of wood being the only suitable material for auditoria; as expressed in the often quoted jingle “Sound is round and only wood is good.” To this, my response is “NONSENSE!”

6 Fabrication, erection and rigging was executed by: Mid States Ornamental Iron Works of Kansas City, Missouri, and I. R. Clancy of Syracuse, New York, respectively.
scale working model which also served Knudsen as a three-dimensional live acoustical energy test model. In addition to its acoustical and lighting functions, the total ceiling has also to provide 11 per cent over-all transparency for passage of air from supply ducts above the movable ceiling to a negative air plenum in the auditorium floor. The total visual effect of the ceiling is that of a continuous geometrically abstract mosaic-like drapery hung in slightly overlapping mitered catenary folds (figures 2, 7). The movable panel ceiling sections are grouped in arrays, group counterweighted and electro-motively driven linearly up and down as well as radially displaced.

Movement of the entire structure is synchronized by means of analogue and differential amplifiers directing interfacing and interlocking switching logic and finally motor reversing contractors. The amplifier system and its mechanically linked interfacing control elements are designed to sense linear and/or angular displacement between adjacent sections of the ceiling. Each array operates within fixed preset electronic limits as well as mechanically set and fixed ultimate and operating limits. This control network also transmits commands to other interfacing and interlocking switching logic, insuring that the separate drives during movement do not ever get out of step with each other. This insures balance between separate drives and in the event that a mechanical or electrical fault develops during a given duty cycle, the control system, sensing the fault condition, issues the proper command and shuts the system down until the fault condition is corrected and movement can again be initiated. A system of tally lights arranged to suit the three ceiling positions gives the operator at the console a visual check and indication of ceiling operation and position (figure 13). Figures 14 and 15 show from a position in the grand tier the intimate theater ceiling movement cycle at two stages: 50 per cent and completion.

In concert position, the movable ceiling catenary panel arrays articulate between the fixed catenary panel arrays over the flying balcony at the rear of the auditorium and the fixed ceiling arrays within the acoustical shell, itself pre-erected within the stage house (figure 9), yielding a series of convex modulations that direct evenly diffused first energy reflections over an auditorium seating 3008 (figure 4). Angular displacement of the group of three mitered catenaries directly ahead of the flying balcony, with stage acoustical shell stored and with either full- or small-sized orchestra pit, yields an opera/musical comedy theater seating 2400 (figure 5). The six sections immediately forward of the proscenium, including the lightbridge (also with stage acoustical shell stored) when angularly displaced and lowered 15 feet at the proscenium and 48 feet to the grand tier balcony rail, yield an intimate drama theater with or without an apron stage and/or orchestra pit, or, with small stage acoustical shell erected, a recital hall seating 850-900 (figure 6). Separate angular articulation of the single trapezoidal ceiling leaf on the stage side of the lightbridge opens the ceiling in front of the bridge for front lighting the opera/musical comedy theater mode (figure 10).
A system of manually-operated proscenium pull-out panels articulates with the proscenium teaser (the section of the movable ceiling adjacent to the stage) in the intimate theater mode and reduces the scale of the proscenium from the 58-foot-wide by 40-foot-high concert opening to a 48-by 25-foot theater opening. This opening is reduced still further by motor-driven onstage steel framed teaser and tormentors to a minimum opening of 36 feet wide by 18 feet high. When the lifts are in stage position, manually operated pivoting caliper panels open up on the forestage at the auditorium sidewalls for actors making entrances before the proscenium and for side lighting. The two pit/apron lifts provide either a shallow or massive apron projecting forward into the auditorium ten or eighteen feet. This flexible proscenium system is shown in plan and elevation (figure 16).

Acoustical flexibility, in addition to the volumetric control provided by the movable ceiling, is achieved by a system of 37 individual motor-operated absorption drives between the woven steel trans-sendent mesh and hard plaster reflecting convex splayed side and rear auditorium walls. Each is programmed for five preset conditions (figure 3). In addition, there is a roll-up cut-off absorption curtain in line with the flying balcony rail that when lowered prevents rear wall reflected energy from coupling back into the used portion of the auditorium in the opera/musical comedy theater mode. These absorption drive controls determine not only the selection among drives but the position of each individual drive for each condition, as well. These conditions range from all hard concert hall surfaces to maximum absorption for intimate theater, with intermediate conditions for opera/musical comedy, recital and lecture. The system accommodates a lecture hall in any one of three sizes (900, 2600, and 3008) with the central loudspeaker cluster and sound reinforcement system in use.

Cost analysis: does computer-controlled acoustic flexibility cost too much? Some explanation is essential to understanding the figures in the budget analysis (overleaf). Mechanical and structural flexibility for the convertibility feature of this multiple-use facility is represented in the budget by: (1) pit/apron lifts ($62,000); (2) rigging ($300,000); (3) special steel ($320,000). But these also include amounts not spent for the conversion equipment. Deleting $100,000 of the amount for special steel for a fixed ceiling (required in any case) and $100,000 from the rigging budget for regular theatrical stage running rigging, the total budget for conversion equipment comes to $482,000—less than ¼ the cost (at today’s prices) of a similarly equipped separate 900-seat proscenium theater (not to mention the cost of the intermediate sized opera/musical comedy theater).

During the past two decades it has taken to perfect these theater engineering techniques there has been much unsubstantiated talk, originating with academics, architects, stage designers and assorted critics, to the effect that the unwarranted cost of massive mechanized conversion of the kind necessary for multiple-
use theater design as advocated by me was for all practical purposes as expensive as another theater building. The cost figures displayed here show that nothing is further from the fact. What costs money in a theater building, no matter how you cut or slice the budget, is still the building itself—and not stage machinery or the requisites of essential flexibility for successful multiple-use theater design and acoustical function.

Direct building costs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General construction</td>
<td>$5,180,000</td>
<td>57.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning</td>
<td>$1,315,000</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical wiring</td>
<td>$809,000</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td>$484,000</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger elevators</td>
<td>$115,000</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditorium seating</td>
<td>$172,000</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnishings</td>
<td>$188,000</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchestra pit/apron lifts</td>
<td>$62,000</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage lighting</td>
<td>$93,000</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage and auditorium special steel</td>
<td>$320,000</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage and auditorium rigging</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound reinforcement system</td>
<td>$44,000</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total direct building costs</strong></td>
<td>$9,082,000</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indirect costs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parking deck</td>
<td>$2,187,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site cost</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site development</td>
<td>$97,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees</td>
<td>$910,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total indirect costs</strong></td>
<td>$3,518,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total cost:** $12,600,000

△Parking deck deleted

*Includes orchestra shell and auditorium ceiling.

*Includes orchestra shell and auditorium ceiling rigging.

Figure 16 Plan and elevation—flexible proscenium system

Figure 17 Lobby and tension sculpture

Figure 18 Over-all view of the auditorium with all house lights on, showing the movable ceiling from the rear in the intimate drama theater configuration. Cut-off of the remaining volume of the auditorium demonstrates conclusively how the continental seating system of side aisle access only (with all houselights behind lowered portions of the ceiling turned off) allows the auditorium to be reduced in size without the audience being aware either during ingress, egress, or when seated in the auditorium or moving about in the lobbies that the reduction in size is at all a makeshift architectural arrangement.
Shower valves guaranteed for $83\frac{1}{3}$ years.

We guarantee our Bradtrol and Pos-I-Pak shower valves for 83\frac{1}{3} years... an even 1000 months. If either valve leaks or drips during that time, we furnish replacement parts free of charge. We can give you a guarantee like this because our Bradtrol permanently lubricated single control valve has just one moving part. No washers, O-rings, springs or seals. Nothing to wear out or corrode. And the Pos-I-Pak valve for hot and cold or tempered water. No washers here either. No seats, threads or packing. So no leaking.

You can specify either for any shower we make. For Column showers that serve from 2 to 6 people with a single set of connections, For Panelon® Econo-wall® Wall-saver® and Corner showers that put every inch of floor and wall space to use. Showers that save money during installation and afterwards. Ask your Bradley washroom systems specialist for complete guarantee details. And write for latest literature. Or call (414) 251-6000. Telex 2-6751. Bradley Corporation, 9109 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051.


Conwed® Rock Face...the ceiling family with beauty, character, and stamina.

Over a thousand ceilings ranging from locker rooms to executive offices, from corridors to lounges, prove Rock Face ceilings are more than abuse resistant. This one-of-a-kind ultra hard ceiling has a surface texture that’s handsome and natural. It stays that way during installation, when removing panels for plenum access and when there are unexpected bumps and jars.

Now a choice of 10 types and sizes including U.L. labeled fire rated formulations make up the Rock Face family for ceiling design variety. Reveal Panels... 24" x 24" and 24" x 48" Lay-in Panels... Concealed Tiles. Each ready to give its own characteristic to the particular design. All maintaining surface texture continuity and abuse resistance.

You can have ceiling beauty and toughness too! Rock Face ceilings have proved it. Write Conwed for Rock Face family data or refer to Sweets Catalog 9.1 /Co.
Interior Painting Time:
6 rooms in 4 hours with
Hide-A-Spray® Flat Latex Paint

This 5,000 home development of the LaMonte-Shimberg Corporation near Tampa, Florida, proved once again how Hide-A-Spray Flat Latex Paint can save home builders time and money.

Rossiter Painting, Inc., the painting contractor working with the PPG Paint Center manager, programmed the interior painting of this giant complex to meet an airtight schedule—profitably.

Hide-A-Spray Flat Latex Paint was used. With it, one spray man and a helper masked off, prepared the surfaces, and painted walls, trim, ceilings and doors in each 3 bedroom home in about 4 hours time. That included kitchen, bath, living room, playroom and closets. All with ONE coat. Compare that with the 8 to 10 hours it previously required two men to brush and roll one coat of a two coat painting job!

This remarkable Hide-A-Spray Flat Latex Paint can be laid on at 10 mils wet paint film and hide taped joints without showing the fuzz. Raised wood grain on trim is also completely covered. And when dry, the paint film has outstanding washability and stain resistance. Touch up is easy.

The Hide-A-Spray way can avoid the costly delay in moving occupants into your buildings. For all the details send for complete literature. PPG Industries, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG Paint Center Manager, Bert Snydeman (left), and Harold L. Rossiter, President of Rossiter Painting, Inc., Tampa, watch Richard Davis and Ray Bean as they put finishing touches to the exterior of one of the homes with an exterior Pittsburgh paint.

PPG: a Concern for the Future
PITTSBURGH® PAINTS

For more data, circle 75 on inquiry card
Bally Walk-Ins belong where feeding must be fast for the hurried and harried.

Bally Walk-In Coolers and Freezers belong everywhere mass feeding takes place. They can be assembled in any size for indoor or outdoor use from standard panels insulated with four inches of foamed-in-place urethane, UL 25 low flame spread rated and Factory Mutual research approved. Choice of stainless steel, aluminum or galvanized. Easy to enlarge... easy to relocate. Refrigeration systems from 35°F. cooling to minus 40°F. freezing. Subject to fast depreciation and investment tax credit. (Ask your accountant.) Write for 28-page book and urethane sample. Bally Case & Cooler, Inc., Bally, Penna. 19503.
New headquarters carpet of Antron on
You don’t put down nineteen acres of carpeting without a great deal of certainty.

In the case of the new corporate headquarters building at 1221 Avenue of the Americas, Rockefeller Center, New York, the carpet specifications were rigid: it must be a custom carpet of unusual style, having the durability and resilience of nylon, be easy to care for, be soil-hiding by virtue of its pile fiber and color.

It was to be installed throughout most of the building, including offices, corridors, bookstore, library, storage, printing and graphic areas. The final selection: a woven cut/uncut construction with pile of Antron® nylon.

“Antron” scored high because of its unique hollow filament structure which optically screens out much of the appearance of soil. Instead of appearing as spots, soil concentrations tend to blend in with the overall color and texture of the carpet.

“Antron” also has exceptional durability (see stair edge test) and resiliency. This, together with its superior soil-hiding, keeps carpet of “Antron” looking fresh longer.

And maintenance costs with carpet of “Antron” are minimized by the need for fewer wet cleanings than with carpets of other fibers.

Specify “Antron” for high-traffic commercial carpet. It has no equal in long-term appearance retention.

For further information and a list of mill resources, write: Du Pont, Contract Specialists, Room 108/AR, Centre Road Building, Wilmington, Delaware 19898.

How “Antron” hides soil. Its filament structure is unique, as shown in this magnified (650 ×) cross-section. The four precisely-placed holes in each filament scatter light like the facets of a diamond to minimize the dulling effect of soil, while helping to retain color clarity and luster.

*Du Pont registered trademark. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets.

For more data, circle 77 on inquiry card.
for top verifiable building market coverage there's ONE architectural magazine

Architectural Record. Its architect and engineer paid subscribers are responsible for over 90 per cent of the total dollar volume of all architect-planned building, nonresidential and residential, large and small.

A fact documented by Dodge Reports. With the aid of Dodge Reports, Architectural Record maintains an up-to-date file of the planning activity of the individual architectural offices throughout the U.S. by type of project and dollar volume. Continuing checks of the data against subscriber galleys provides the strongest assurance that your advertising is reaching the active factors in the marketplace.

Architectural Record's top market coverage stems from the unequalled quality and quantity of its editorial service to architects and engineers who have consistently voted it their preferred publication in 247 out of 266 studies sponsored by building product manufacturers and their agencies. Not surprisingly, far more architects and engineers in building subscribe to the Record than to any other architectural magazine...at the highest subscription price by far.

Advertisers are impressed. More building product advertisers place more advertising pages in Architectural Record than in any other magazine in the world!

When one magazine is strongly preferred by the readers you must reach and the companies you must compete with—shouldn’t you do the best possible advertising job in THAT ONE?

When one advertising value leads to another...and another...and another...you've located the leader.
Four new models added to company's fountain line

For use with the company's line of packaged chillers or for direct connection to cold water lines, the models shown are of seamless 18 gauge stainless steel. Clockwise from upper left are: a compact fully exposed wall-mounted unit that can be installed at any height. Next is a fully recessed unit with generous headroom, recommended for areas requiring unobstructed passage. A specially designed wheelchair model extends 21 in., and the semi-recessed unit adjacent extends 6 1/2 in. • Oasis, Columbus, Ohio.

Circle 300 on inquiry card

Heating-cooling unit for apartments

A self-contained heating-cooling unit is said to eliminate the need for a furnace room. The all-electric Hi-Riser is compact, measuring 14 in. wide by 37 in. deep by 90 in. high. It needs no pipe chases for fuel or refrigeration lines; it is offered in cooling capacities up to 23,000 Btuh. • Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, Ill.

Circle 302 on inquiry card

Cantilevered wall system includes lighting

The system is said by the company to group lighting, storage, and display elements in one unified sculptured entity. It is composed of 23 modular elements that include shelves, drawer, door, open and bar cabinets, as well as electrical components, graphic displays, mirrors, etc. Each unit is approximately 24 in. square. The cabinets and shelves are cast in one piece of Durometer plastic, an anti-static, sound-absorbent material that is said to be an excellent insulator. All units are finished in satin-like urethane enamel which is washable. Colors are white, black and silver. The wall units install a few inches in front of existing walls. The wiring is concealed and there is no need to remove moldings. The company claims the system can be installed floor to ceiling and wall to wall, or groups of units can be combined and hung as wall murals. The system is recommended for homes, offices, conference rooms, display areas, lobbies, restaurants, stores and showrooms. One architect is said to be recommending the system's use in several Chicago barbershops. • Harvey Probber Inc., New York City.

Circle 303 on inquiry card

Emergency lighting with architectural design

This clean-line compact unit is offered in one size, one shape, one beam pattern and supplies a power source for all applications. It measures 9 in. square by 4 in. deep and affords an all-around 172 degree beam spread, free of glare. Available in oyster white, the unit contains a high-efficiency Quartz-Halogen capsule producing a white light. The rechargeable battery is said to offer more than 11/2 hours of light. Rated life of the unit is 300 hours, sufficient for 20 years of emergency lighting operation. The unit uses a constant current, solid-state charging circuit designed to recharge the battery to UL stand-ards in 12 hours. • Chloride Systems (USA), Inc., North Haven, Ct.

Circle 301 on inquiry card
Buildings of the 21st Century use Aerofin Coils for Comfort Control

The highest buildings ever erected by man depend on Aerofin Heat Transfer Coils for balanced environment.

In structural system, these buildings offer new advances in skyscraper design and technology. The WORLD TRADE CENTER's 1350 ft. exterior wall serves as the load-bearing wall. The world's tallest 1450 ft. SEARS TOWER employs the "bundle tube" design concept. And the 1136 ft. STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) building's tube principle utilizes an outside wall of vertical triangles that act as conduits for mechanical services.

Future structural systems may erupt. But the very tall 21st century buildings will most likely use a form of "tube" frame. Mechanical equipment rooms may be located within the hollow center, in a continuous vertical shaft, or in customary through-floor systems. In any event the built-up reliable fan/coil system promises to be part of these futuristic vertical cities—and you can count on Aerofin Coils scaling those heights, too.

Aerofin Heat Transfer Coils score high marks because they deliver high-rated exchange coefficients — no matter how high up or hot or cold outside. They have earned the respect of the most ingenious, innovative designers due to minimal space demands, sensible installation schedules, and optimized operational costs over the long haul. For your next important commercial / industrial / institutional job get the total involvement of Aerofin's sales/engineering team. Some of our credentials are on this page.

PROFESSIONALS AT WORK
WORLD TRADE CENTER: Architects, Minoru Yamasaki & Associates; Associated Architects, Emery Roth & Sons; Mechanical Engineers, Jaros, Baum & Bolles • SEARS TOWER: Architect, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Consulting Engineer, Jaros, Baum & Bolles • STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA): Associated Architects, Edward Durell Stone & Associates and The Perkins & Will Corp.; Mechanical Engineer, Cosentini Associates, Inc.

Aerofin is noted for every kind of fan/coil system heating, cooling, air conditioning, process, energy.
CHICAGO Building, Planning, and Urban Technology  
Carl W. Condit

In these two well-illustrated volumes, Carl W. Condit examines the continuing evolution of the city while simultaneously evaluating how well its building achievements have answered the needs of those who have worked and lived in the city.

Volume I, 1910-29  
1973 xiv, 354 pages illus. Cloth $12.50

1974 xvi, 351 pages illus. Cloth $12.50

THE CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE  
A History of Commercial and Public Building in the Chicago Area, 1875-1925  
Carl W. Condit

Traces the history of the Chicago school of architecture from its beginnings with the functional innovations of William Le Baron to their imaginative development. By Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. Cloth $10.75.  
1973 xii, 238 pages. Paper $4.50

CHICAGO  
Growth of a Metropolis  
Harold M. Mayer and Richard C. Wade

Over 1,000 beautifully reproduced photographs and absorbing text show how Chicago grew from a frontier outpost to one of the great cities of the world. Cloth $22.00.  
1973, x, 519 pages illus. Paper $8.95

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE WELL-TEMPERED ENVIRONMENT  
Reynier Banham

The author reviews modern architectural developments and assesses the impact of environmental engineering on the design of buildings and on the minds of architects. Cloth $15.00.  
1973 296 pages illus. paper $5.95

THE SENSE OF UNITY  
The Soft Tradition in Persian Architecture  
Nader Ardalan and Laleh Bakhtiar

In this handsomely-illustrated volume leading Persian architect, Nader Ardalan, and Laleh Bakhtiar examine the architecture of Persia as a manifestation of Islamic tradition.  
1973 xx, 152 pages illus. Cloth $17.50

ARCHITECTURE FOR THE POOR  
Hassan Fathy

Explains how with an appropriate and attractive architectural design, and with someone to show the people in each country how to use their native materials, even the poorest people could have inexpensive housing that they could construct and that would be socially and aesthetically satisfying.  
1973 xviii, 236 pages + 112 pages of illus. Cloth $10.95

For more information, circle numbers on Readers Service Inquiry Card pages 251-252.

INSULATING CONCRETE  
A new four-page brochure covering perlite insulating concrete contains tables showing "U" values for different thickness slabs, thermal conductivity and compressive strength as well as comparisons with similar systems including expanded slag, shale or clay and sand and gravel.  
Perlite Institute Inc., New York, N.Y.

Circle 400 on inquiry card

ROOFING  
The 24-page booklet features color photographs, asphalt shingle color guide, and tips on the selection and application of asphalt shingles for both reroofing and new construction. There is also a useful glossary of roofing terms plus suggestions on roof maintenance.  

Circle 401 on inquiry card

DUMBWAITERS  
The manufacturer of custom and automated dumbwaiters announces its 1974 new-product brochure. It offers complete specifications, plans, and elevations to facilitate the work of the architect, engineer and elevator constructor according to the company.  

Circle 402 on inquiry card

ROLLING METAL DOORS  
The 1974 edition of the company's catalog, presents architectural details on a line of rolling metal doors and fire doors, rolling grilles, rolling pass window shutters in standard and packaged units, fire shutters and sliding grilles made of galvanized steel, aluminum and stainless steel. All products are available in a wide range of sizes.  

Circle 403 on inquiry card

REDWOOD PLYWOOD  
Rus-sawn redwood plywood and the new Rus-sawn 316 textured MDO plywood is featured in an eight-page sidings brochure emphasizing end use of the products, ranging from a single-family residence to an apartment project. Two pages are devoted to architectural details of various structures, including window wall treatment, fascia and soffit, cross-banding, and othernew ideas effectively employed by architects and builders in the projects shown.  
Simpson Timber Co., Seattle, Wash.

Circle 404 on inquiry card

ACCESS FLOORING  
In addition to specification information, a 10-page brochure describes the strength of pedestals and panels, the wear qualities of the company's Micarta surfaces, and optional accessories such as panel carpeting, under-floor air conditioning and movable office partitions. Full color installation photos are included.  

Circle 405 on inquiry card

CARPET CUSHIONING  
The company's eight-page catalog on the carpet cushioning material, polyester pneumacel, is being distributed to architects and interior designers as part of the Sweet's Architectural File. The catalog will be included under Index 9.29/Du. Detailed in the Performance Characteristics section are load/compression figures, thermal insulation properties, mildew and chemical resistance, dimensional stability, durability and flammability, and acoustical properties. Both Bellevue 3000, the pneumacel style recommended for heavy traffic, commercial areas, and Lansdown 5000, recommended for luxury installations are covered.  
DuPont Co., New York, N.Y.

Circle 406 on inquiry card

TRAFFIC DOORS  
Insulated traffic doors designed to save heating/refrigeration costs and engineered to meet OSHA requirements for safety are detailed in the four-page 1974 condensed catalog. Over 28 styles of drive-through doors are offered for use in warehouses, industrial facilities, stores, hospitals, food operations such as meat, fishery, produce, and dairy plants, textile manufacturing and commercial buildings. Special items are outlined as are several of the special designs. In addition, summary specifications and ordering information are supplied.  

Circle 407 on inquiry card

GYPSUM PARTITIONS  
The design flexibility claimed by today's gypsum partition systems is illustrated in a series of color brochures. Information is provided on fire resistance and sound control, as well as aluminum door frames and glazing extrusions. Complete details and specifications are available.  
Vaughan Walls, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal.

Circle 408 on inquiry card

GRILLEs AND DIFFUSERS  
The catalog contains a complete line of commercial and residential steel and extruded aluminum registers, grilles and diffusers, including adjustable and stationary models for ceiling, sidewall and floor applications.  
Environmental Air Products, Inc., Tucson, Ariz.

Circle 409 on inquiry card

SHOWER HEADS  
Four "Rotary Message" shower bath heads are described in a four-page, full-color catalog now available. All four of these patented shower heads have an inner nozzle which rotates rapidly in an oscillating orbit, discharging streams of swirling water.  
Rain Jet Corp., Burbank, Cal.

Circle 410 on inquiry card

DESIGNING WITH GLULAM  
A 36-page brochure on designing with structural glued laminated timber systems is designed to provide technical information for architects and engineers; the brochure contains stress tables, section properties tables, and preliminary beam design and arch design tables. It also provides examples of typical construction details and information on decking systems. In addition to technical information, the brochure contains more than 35 color photos of completed glulam projects.  
AITC, Englewood, Colo.

Circle 411 on inquiry card

LIGHTING PRODUCTS  
A 44-page catalog featuring a line of Tiffany style, stained-glass lamps is now available. Among the new fixtures is a replica of the original Coca-Cola lamp. The leaded, stained-glass lamps are offered in a full spectrum of colors and combinations of color.  
Gramercy Park Lighting Co., Bronx, N.Y.

Circle 412 on inquiry card

DESIGNING FOR DISASTER  
The proceedings of a conference, "Designing to Survive Disaster," have been published by IIT Research Institute. Experts on various hazards such as flood, earthquake, wind and fire were able to exchange views and technical information. Considerable attention was given to people survivability which may or may not relate to the criteria normally used for building survival. Non-structural elements also received considerable attention. The proceedings of the conference are available in soft cover book form at $15.00 per copy from IIT Research Institute, Box 4963, Chicago, Ill. 60680.

Circle 413 on inquiry card
This 15 year old ZINC coat on our power plant is good for 25 more CARE-FREE years

We just measured the zinc remaining on the galvanized steel siding and found that it averages 1.4 mils thick—enough to keep our power plant at Monaca, Pa. good-looking without maintenance until 1998. Even then, there will be enough zinc left to serve as an excellent primer, with minimal surface preparation, for a paint topcoat. Since we practice what we preach about the protective power of zinc, we specified in 1958 that the siding have a galvanized coating which met the Seal of Quality specs of 2 ounces of zinc per sq. ft. In the semi-industrial environment of our power plant, the galvanized coating thickness has been reduced less than one-third in 15 years of exposure. Zinc's ability to keep galvanized steel maintenance-free for 20 to 40 years has been proven beyond question. For your building, specify galvanized steel with the 2 ounce Seal of Quality.
When you start to plan, coordinate, or install medical service walls and piping systems... start with Ohio.

If you're planning hospital construction or renovation, call on Ohio's exclusive full service planning department. For information and assistance on the most comprehensive medical gasses, vacuum piping and Multi-Wall® modular medical service systems in the industry.

Our specialists will assist architects and engineers in planning the most efficient systems for your specific project. Our design staff reviews over 800 hospital projects each year. This keeps us current on all aspects of hospital planning and design. And our 60 years of experience enables us to recommend the right medical life support system to meet your needs.

Look to Ohio for help in developing a coordinated, compatible system which offers maximum efficiency for the hospital staff.

Call your nearest Ohio representative. Or write for a packet of literature.

Ohio Medical Products
P.O. Box 1319 Dept. AR
3030 Airco Drive
Madison, Wisconsin

For more data, circle 80 on inquiry card

THE PARKER FAMILY...

For more data, circle 81 on inquiry card

For the Modern Washroom.

The convenience and beauty of the modern washroom starts with the Parker Family of fine washroom equipment and accessories. It's a large family, engineered and designed for a functional, easy to maintain washroom, lavatory or comfort station.

There's a member of the Parker Family to specialize in service for every requirement. As in the typical office or restaurant washroom illustrated above, there are family members to dispense paper towels, facial tissues, liquid or lather soap and toilet tissue. There are family members which store used towels and tissues to help keep your washroom sanitary. The added convenience of mirrors is provided by another Parker Family member, and you'll really appreciate the long life our family is so proud of and the way each member cleans with ease.

SEE OUR FAMILY ALBUM IN SWEET’S ARCHITECTURAL FILE 10.16/Pa.
Specify Eberhard Faber-Boards and turn blank walls into communications walls.

More and more leading architects are specifying our Eberhard Faber-Board® panels for some of the biggest jobs going up today. Like the new Sears Tower and Standard Oil building in Chicago. And the World Trade Center in New York. They're versatile. Eberhard Faber-Boards are applicable for new or present construction or renovations. They're the visual aid panels that really aid communications. Because they're three communications areas in one. The surface lets you write with Eberhard Faber-Board color markers because it's white. Lets you project without distortion because it's lenticular. And lets you post or schedule without hang-ups because it has magnetic capability. For a kit with sample material, information on types, sizes and all specifications on the visual aid panels of the future, write today.

For more data, circle 82 on inquiry card.
An office is only as quiet as the plenum barriers.

Sound-rated walls are a complete waste of money if noise leaks out between the hung ceiling and the slab above.

To make office space more desirable in this buyers' market hang Acoustilead® (1/64" thin sheet lead) from the slab above to the top of the wall. No other material gives you so much noise protection with such little weight.

Acoustilead is dense, limp...a true sound barrier, while porous materials merely strain noise. It cuts easily around ducts and vents for an airtight seal.

Quiet offices make happy tenants. For our how-to booklet on plenum barriers, or name of an Acoustilead distributor, write our Sound Attenuation Department, Asarco, 120 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10005.

75 Years of Progress in Metals

For more data, circle 83 on inquiry card

High Rise/Life Safety Code Requirements

If you will be designing a multi-story building which must comply with the ICBO, BOCA or Southern Building Codes, Wasco Products can help you. Having worked very closely with the professionals in developing the smoke control provisions, Wasco is now able to provide the hardware that can meet them. For instance, we have completed or are now installing exterior wall smoke vents with remote release devices, similar to the drawing below, in eight multi-story buildings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top of vent above ceiling</th>
<th>Drop ceiling</th>
<th>Electric solenoid release connected to a central control panel or a product of combustion sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric solenoid release connected to a central control panel or a product of combustion sensor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These vents not only meet code requirements but allow the architect a wide range of choice of both exterior and interior panels or glazing.

Because Wasco has been so close to this life safety effort, we can also offer extensive design assistance.

For copies of the various code sections pertaining to life safety or for specific help on individual jobs, write Richard L. Swan, Wasco Products, Inc., Box 351, Sanford, Maine 04073, or call 207-324-8060.

For more data, circle 84 on inquiry card

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD March 1974
Weather changes never get ahead of Modine rooftop units.

Modine HVAC units offer uniform comfort at all times, in all seasons or regions, in all parts of your building. Our Multizone and Singlezone rooftop units adjust instantaneously to outside...and inside...variables. They do it quietly, economically. Sizes up to 60 tons. Learn more about Modine rooftop HVAC. Write to Modine, 1510 DeKoven Ave., Racine, Wis. 53401.

For more data, circle 85 on inquiry card
SAFETY SURFACE / This line of patented rubber matting to protect children against playground falls is made from 1-in. thick chlorinated Butyl non-toxic rubber, molded into interlocking sections. Suitable for indoor or outdoor use, it has a smooth upper surface that is nonslip, wet or dry, and a double honeycomb pattern on the underside that won't bottom out on impact. Safety Surface can be assembled into any size with dimensions divisible by two feet. • Game Time Inc., Litchfield, Mich. Circle 314 on inquiry card

CONCRETE ADMIXTURES / A new additive for concrete uses a patented combination of ingredients to chemically control the interaction between portland cement and water in the formation of concrete. Through "hydration control" higher compressive strengths and greater flexural strength can be developed in concrete, along with improved finishability, according to the company. The company claims that concrete produced with the admixture is often more than 10 percent stronger than concrete with competing admixtures. • W. R. Grace & Co., Cambridge, Mass. Circle 315 on inquiry card

CARPET AND FABRIC / Metropolis, a new Wilton weave carpet, is said to provide the feeling of understated movement in its multi-toned prismatic design. The scale of the design is 72 in. with a one-half drop repeat, and the carpet is jacquard woven of 100 percent wool. Turnabout covering. Helitac armchairs, is an oversized herringbone weave, enhanced by the designer's use of heavy slub yarns, and relates in color and design to Metropolis. • Jack Lenor Larson, Inc., New York, N.Y. Circle 316 on inquiry card

MOVABLE PARTITIONS / Constructed of steel, steel and glass, or all-glass as shown in this installation, Spacestyler partitions are available in 2'-8" and 3'-in. panel thickness, and in a full range of heights, from low railing to ceiling high. There is also a wide variety of accessories including storage shelves, counters, convener enclosures, clothes closets and steel ceilings. • Rockaway Metal Products Corp., Inwood, N.Y. Circle 317 on inquiry card

STATIC-CONDUCTIVE FLOORING / A seamless flooring system for hospital larynges and other critical areas requiring the dissipation of static electricity is offered in 3'-in square sections. Then all joints are grooved and filled with a heated polyvinyl bead that welds the sections together to form a permanent seamless surface. • Vinyl Plastics, Inc., Sheboygan, Wis. Circle 318 on inquiry card

ENERGY CONSERVING LAMP / A 150-watt high-pressure sodium lamp which operates on lower energy levels than the most efficient 175-watt mercury lamp is said by the company to produce 55 percent more light. The Unitlum lamp may be used in most instances by installing it in indoor or outdoor sockets where 175-watt mercury lamps are in use. The lamp is designed to operate in all burning positions. • GTE Sylvania Inc., Stamford, Conn. Circle 319 on inquiry card

WOVEN WOOD SHADES / Textured basswood slats finished in natural stains or colors feature interwoven yarns and cords that are said to resist sun and mildew. • Graber, Middleton, Wis. Circle 320 on inquiry card

for safer, more comfortable, more enjoyable living

TALK-A-PHONE HOME INTERCOM-RADIO SYSTEM

Fully Transistorized. Everyone in the family will enjoy the comfort, convenience and peace of mind this system provides. You can:
• Independently originate and receive calls to or from any other room.
• Answer outside doors from any room without opening doors to strangers.
• Enjoy radio in every room with the simple flick-of-a-switch.
• Listen-in on baby, children or sick room from any room; yet other rooms can have complete privacy.


Send 25 cents for catalogs. No charge to Trade or Professionals.

TALK-A-PHONE CO.,
5013 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Ill., 60625

For more data, circle 86 on inquiry card

INTERCOM FOR APARTMENT HOUSE. Provides instant and direct 2-way conversation between any apartment and vestibules - in buildings of any size. Greater performance with these exclusive Talk-A-Phone features
• Ample volume without "boom"
• Automatic privacy
• Individual volume selection for each apartment
• Built-in Buzzer

INTERCOM FOR OFFICE, INDUSTRY, INSTITUTIONS. Instant and direct 2-way conversation between any 2 points, saves thousands of man-hours, simplifies routine. Distinctively styled, ruggedly built for industrial day and night use From 2 to 100-station systems, you can do it better and more economically with Talk-A-Phone, Pays for itself many more times over.
Zonolite Thermo-Stud...an entirely new, simpler, continuous wall insulation system.

Here's a completely new, mechanical insulation system for masonry walls that are to be finished with gypsum wallboard or other interior treatments.

**ZONOLITE® THERMO-STUD®**

It eliminates insulation shorts, providing a permanent moisture-resistant barrier.

Yet, installed costs are competitive with other, less trouble-free insulation methods.

Lightweight ZONOLITE Styrene Foam Boards are butted together against masonry walls. They're held in place with serrated THERMO-STUD channels, which are mechanically fastened to the wall.

Troublesome adhesives are eliminated. Drywall can be applied immediately using self-tapping screws through the serrated channels.

Installation is so simple, yet trouble-free.

ZONOLITE THERMO-STUD meets or exceeds power company "U" value requirements of 0.10 or better for wall insulation. "R" values increase accordingly. Result: heating and cooling economies.

Get booklet SF-1 that tells everything you need to know about the ZONOLITE THERMO-STUD system. Contact the ZONOLITE sales office in your area, or write: W. R. Grace & Co., Construction Products Division, 62 Whittemore Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140. In Canada: 66 Hymus Road, Scarborough, Ontario.
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SHADOWLESS SURGICAL LIGHT / Source lighting is said to achieve its shadowless character through use of a central high intensity xenon lamp surrounded by a cylindrical lens. Since light is projected from all sides, shadows are eliminated. The xenon lamp cartridge is guaranteed to provide a minimum of 1000 hours service, with 85 per cent of its original output remaining at the end of this period. The light requires 7 amp service operating at 300 watts. • Pilling Co., Fort Washington, Pa.

Circle 321 on inquiry card

HEAT RECLAIMER / This simple, inexpensive unit, according to the company, is designed to reclaim from oil, coal and gas furnaces heat that is normally lost up the chimney. The unit can reduce fuel requirements perhaps as much as 30 per cent and is installed in the flue pipe. The unit has been tested and approved by the New York City Board of Standards and Appeals, and several states. • Dolin Metal Products, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Circle 322 on inquiry card

SHOWER ROOM CONTROL / A water- and energy-saving control is said to permit timed water shut-off and reset temperature adjustment from a remote control panel. The unit is recommended for renovation since it requires no major changes to existing systems. The unit assures that shower rooms are used only when needed and that each shower is shut off when not in use. • Powers Regulator Co., Skokie, Ill.

Circle 323 on inquiry card

EXPOSURE SPRINKLER / This UL-listed sprinkler is designed to be installed in deluge-type systems to provide protection for windows or glass walls against exposure fires. Unit is said to provide uniform coverage of the glass and supporting members with water which has downward velocity to overcome updrafts. • The Viking Corp., Hastings, Mich.

Circle 324 on inquiry card

EMERGENCY HEADS / For use on all the company's battery-powered emergency lighting units, the head contains a swivel which permits it to lie on top of the cabinet, or to be in front of the cabinet, completely concealing the swivel arm. The heads are finished in a light beige tone and are made of ABS for high strength. • Tork Time Controls, Inc., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Circle 325 on inquiry card
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The United States of America creates 70% of the solid waste produced in the world. Which is a lot of garbage. And garbage creates a lot of problems. Disposal problems. Collection problems. Sanitation problems. Esthetic problems.

ECI Air-Flyte pneumatic waste collection systems have solved these problems for many companies and communities. As the originators of the pneumatic waste disposal idea, we have the capability to engineer an efficient, flexible and safe waste disposal system for almost any installation.

The benefits of an Air-Flyte pneumatic system, both in operation and cost, are many. Its flexibility (trash can be moved up, down, around corners) offers tremendous advantages in the design of new buildings, be they residences (high rise apartments, multi-structure developments), industrial plants, hospitals—you name it. And centralized collection and compaction eliminate the accumulation and "display" of trash—inside or outside the building.

Ask your ECI representative for the whole story on Air-Flyte pneumatic trash collection systems. It's beautiful.
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"AIR-FLYTE" is a registered trademark
PAINTABLE GALVANIZED SHEET / The company has announced two steel sheet products: a green tinted galvanized sheet, and what is said to be the first paintable galvanized sheet. For roofing, siding, etc., the paintable product has a clear chromate-phosphate film to enhance good paint adherence, and the tinted sheet is said to withstand a wide range of forming operations.
• United States Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Circle J26 on inquiry card

QUICK SETTING CONCRETE / According to the company, the product’s immediate application is in highway and bridge deck repairs, because of sets in five to ten minutes and hardens in two hours. The product bonds to structural steel, old concrete, wood, glass and even paper.
• Republic Steel Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
Circle 327 on inquiry card

SIMPLIFIED PERSPECTIVE DRAWING / The product is identified as the Klok Perspective Drawing Board and comes complete with special T-squares, vanishing point pins and a fully illustrated instruction manual. Boards are offered in three professional models. All scales are said to be easily readable, and users of the product report that accurately-scaled drawings can be produced in 1/3 the time required under any other method.
• Fiberesin Plastics, Div. of United States Gypsum, Oconomowoc, Wis.
Circle J28 on inquiry card

LAUNDRY SYSTEMS / A complete line of washers and dryers in a variety of sizes features automatic dispensing and built-in programs to match user needs. Monitors on all models show cycling steps. Units are said to be vibration-free, and can be operated free standing without the necessary bolting down on most models. No foundation is required on certain models.
• Economics Laboratory, Inc., White Plains, N.Y.
Circle 329 on inquiry card

HOT BUFFET LINE / The portable cafeteria line is available in Formica finishes, and all component units are offered in either solid colors or wood-grains. Hot and cold service is featured on this unit.
• Duke Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Circle 330 on inquiry card

STAGE DIMMING DEVICE / This automated control allows pre-setting of all lights on three different scenes, with instant cuts or variable length fades between scenes. All units in the series operate on 20 volts and are completely portable, with modular construction. Lighting groups can be controlled with sub-masters.
• Hunt Electronics, Dallas, Tex.
Circle 331 on inquiry card

THE ENERGY CRISIS is news — KALWALL® isn’t!

but KALWALL is certainly timely!

Kalwall is a complete, translucent, insulating wall — or roof — system!

Kalwall lets you save heating and air conditioning energy — and use the sun’s energy to even greater advantage to save on artificial lighting, and even pick up solar heat in the cold months! (We call this our Kalwall Solar Control System.)

You can design your buildings with a choice of key ENERGY SAVING factors:

• It can have a variety of “U” Factors ranging between .06 and .40!
• It can have a light transmission value ranging between 3% and 75%!
• It can have Shading Coefficients from .50 to less than .10!

And Kalwall can be engineered for every building situation, every location, and every exposure!

PLUS — Kalwall buildings win design awards every year!

Write or phone Mr. Bruce Keller, Vice President, for complete information.

KALWALL CORPORATION
1111 Candia Road
Manchester, N. H. 03103
Phone 603-627-3861
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Exciting ideas from 60 different dream hideaways

A sparkling collection of architect-designed vacation houses for all climates and terrains—from a mountain-top chalet in British Columbia to a beach house in Florida. Selected by Architectural Record editors, these houses range in price from less than $5,000 for a very small two-room cottage to more than $100,000 for large structures. Each house is fully described with floor plans, site plans, photographs and construction details. For easy reference the book is divided into five sections: beach, mountain, lakeside, resort and country, weekend and summer homes.

256 pages 9 x 12 $9.95

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Please send me ______ copies of Architectural Record Book of Vacation Houses @ $9.95 each.

(Include payment and we'll pay postage.)

Name:

Address:

City:

State: Zip:

AR3-74
If It’s Worth Protecting, It Deserves A Raynor Door

There are good reasons why Raynor doors are appearing on more and more homes and apartments throughout the country. It’s largely due to the many extras that only Raynor offers. There’s a wide choice of materials, from wood to steel to fiberglass. And a choice of styles to blend with any architectural decor. Increasingly builders are looking to Raynor for the new and better idea — like the low-priced Rebel door that features rigid extruded aluminum rails so panels stay straight and true longer. There are extra quality touches, too. Springs are custom wound and all hardware is custom engineered to perfectly suit the characteristics of each door. It’s extra work to do it that way, but Raynor goes to the trouble so you won’t have trouble later. Whatever protective purpose you have in mind, it deserves a Raynor door.

Raynor
The Brand You Can Depend On

RAYNOR
The Brand You Can Depend On
RAYNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Dept. AR-3, Dixon, Illinois 61021

SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEET’S
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You can only get Westinghouse water cooler performance from Westinghouse.

You get instant cold... the Westinghouse innovation that delivers refreshing cold water the instant the bubbler is pressed. And instant hot, from a factory installed Hot Water Heater.

You get a full-width, fully recessed stainless steel foot pedal on all floor mounted models. For safety's sake.

The Sure Service symbol means prompt, complete, professional service by thousands of Westinghouse trained technicians anywhere the water cooler is installed in the U.S.A. Westinghouse water coolers work for you.

You get a time- and labor-saving full-size installation template with full instructions and dimensions. Just to make everything simpler.

You get a choice of 21 basic water cooler models. Plus a variety of types. A spectrum of colors and finishes. All for design versatility.

But you can only get it from Westinghouse. For people who specify quality. Westinghouse Electric Corporation Water Cooler Department Columbus, Ohio 43228.

Westinghouse

Performance certified in accordance with ARI standard 1010-71
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Can you apply modular rooftop heating/air conditioning concepts inside a multistory building?

Absolutely.
The unique Lennox DMS2 Multizone is the modular system designed for installation inside multistory buildings.

In the face of today's spiraling costs and energy squeeze, architects and engineers are turning to Lennox for the economy and flexibility owners/operators need to compete in the multistory market. Here's why:

Lennox interior multizone equipment has a low initial cost. DMS2 flexibility allows the owner/operator to occupy sections of the building as they are completed, or add units as space is rented by simply connecting and zoning each area with mixing boxes.

Saves valuable, rentable floor space...eliminates need for vertical shafts, thereby increasing the life-safety characteristic of a building. The DMS2, with horizontal distribution installed in accordance with NFPA Pamphlet 90A, provides excellent fire and smoke control.

Sections stack in many arrangements for Up-flo or Down-flo application.

Mixing damper section comes with 8 or 12 zone dampers. Unlimited zoning is possible with dual duct distribution and Lennox mixing boxes.

Heating section can contain exclusive, direct-fired, Duratube™ Heat Exchanger for gas (shown), or multi-stage electric heat elements, hot water or steam coils.

Lennox Power Saver™ option uses outdoor air for cooling whenever possible...cuts compressor operating time by many hours a year.

When installed with Lennox ZDB terminal air blenders, the system has interior heat reclaiming capabilities.

The DMS2 is factory assembled in separate, ready-to-operate sections. Plug-in controls save installation time, help prevent errors.

FOR MORE INFORMATION see your Lennox representative, or write Lennox Industries Inc., 469 S. 12th Ave., Marshalltown, Iowa 50158.

Nifty problem-solving ideas from Lennox.
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CRUSHED STONE AGGREGATE / Written for engineers, architects and concrete technicians, a 32-page publication discusses desirable properties for fresh and hardened cement concrete and describes the physical and chemical properties of crushed stone coarse aggregates and their effect on concrete. Information is also included on the use of “stone sand” as the fine aggregate. The brochure presents a nine-step mix design and proportioning procedure utilizing basic NCSA and ACI concepts. An up-to-date reference list and glossary of concrete terms is also featured. • National Crushed Stone Assn., Washington, D.C.

KENNELS / This new brochure explains the construction features of a modular kennel system for large animal-housing installations. Complete details are included. Featured also are two-way kennel doors, and other accessories. Design details and construction specifications are included. • Long Environmental Systems, Gambrills, Md.

ESTIMATING / A new time-saving process to preliminary design and estimating of its Versa-space commercial/industrial buildings is announced by the company. The Speed Design process offers the opportunity to compress the design and estimating time requirement down to a single hour and thus allows for as many as eight alternate solutions to be developed in a single man day. Speed Design provides complete engineering solutions for double-tees, beams and columns as well as solutions for the selection of column foundations. • Precast Systems, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

CORROSION CONTROL / A four-page technical bulletin provides installation procedures for the company’s light-duty, thin-film protective coating. Included are details for surface preparation of both steel and concrete; application coverage figures; mixing instructions; cure times; recommended methods for spray and brush-on application; equipment maintenance; testing and safety factors. • The Celcote Co., Berea, Ohio.

INDUSTRIAL FLOORS / This brochure describes and illustrates a floor surfacing that because of its formulation of high performance polymer resins and hardeners and specially blended powders produces a surface that is unharmed by spillage of solvents, oils, fat, acids and other types of destructive substances. • Stonhard, Inc., Maple Shade, N.J.

FOAM ROOFING / A new application and specification guide to aid the architectural and construction specifier in the use of rigid, lightweight, urethane foam insulation roofing panels contains comparative specification, physical property, thermal characteristics, and applications data required in the specification of built-up roofing systems. • Apache Foam Products, Linden, N.J.

SILICONE SEALANT / The sealant is a one-part, multipurpose, mildew-resistant product developed for interior applications such as sealing showers, tubs, rimless sinks, and kitchen and bathroom fixtures. It can be applied readily over a wide temperature range and it cures tack-free in one hour. • General Electric Co., Waterford, N.Y.
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Get the tough protection this little animal can give you.

It's yours when you specify carpeting of ANSO nylon, available from the following contract furnishers.

Angelus Carpets
8380 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90069
Mr. Ken Snyder
Tel: (213) 391-2730

John Bloesser Carpet Co.
1325 Channing St.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90021
Mr. Terry Welch
Tel: (213) 327-4738

J.L. Hudson Co.
Contract Division-13th floor
1206 Woodward Ave.
Detroit, Mich. 48226
Mr. Harry Foster
Tel: (313) 323-1632, 1379

Kinney Bernardi
4611 Malat St.
Oakland, Calif. 94601
Mr. William Kinney
Tel: (415) 351-3211

Orchard & Wilhelm
Commercial Interiors Inc.
8615 "F" St.
Omaha, Neb. 68127

John Randall
Tel: (402) 393-5000

The Slater Co.
300 W. Hubbard St.
Chicago, Ill. 60610
Mr. John Becker
Tel: (312) 467-7100

Thalhimers Industrial Sales Corp.
1925 Westmoreland Ave.
Richmond, Va. 23220
Mr. H.E. Glave
Tel: (804) 327-4211
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Anso Nylon’s five year carpet guarantee. It passes the school test with flying colors.

First one building. Then the second. Now the third building of this Educational Park for the Elkhart Community School System has Whipcord II carpet by Mohawk. It comes to more than 25,000 yards, all told.

Proof enough that this school community gives straight A’s to ANSO nylon. And to Guaranteeeth—the guarantee with teeth. Allied Chemical’s assurance that the carpet will not wear more than 10% in five years, or we’ll replace it, installation included.

Allied can make this promise because we test every carpet made of ANSO nylon—the second-generation soil-hiding nylon—ten different ways to be sure it will stand up. So look for the label with the fierce little animal who symbolizes our Guaranteeeth. And get the carpet with the five year wear guarantee.

For your free copy of our Contract Carpet Manual, write to: Allied Chemical Corporation, Fibers Division, Contact Dept. AR, One Times Sq., N.Y. 10036. Phone: (212) 736-7000.
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No-Passing Zone

It's pretty tough for temperatures on either side of these windows to pass through. They're C-E Polarpane “20” Gold Reflective Insulating Units. Installed in Denver's new Sherman Building.

Very little outside summer heat will pass in. Because these Polarpane units reject over 90% of infra-red solar energy. Shading coefficient is a low .16. This adds up to a total indoor heat gain of only 37 BTU/hr per square foot. Which helps to cut the initial HVAC investment and operating costs thereafter.

In winter, this no-passing zone helps keep most heat in . . . more than \( \frac{2}{3} \) of it, as a matter of fact. Thanks to the .31 “U” value offered by Polarpane Gold Reflective Insulating Units. Result is substantial savings on fuels and fuel costs, at a time when they’re needed more than ever. Especially in this electrically heated building.

Can't really blame a BTU for not getting through. Polarpane's no-passing zone hangs tough: A double-glazed insulating unit of plate or float . . . clear, bronze or gray. The inner or sealed surface of the exterior lite is permanently coated with thin, reflective metallic gold or silver. This lite is separated from a companion clear plate by a cushion of filtered and dehydrated air. A treated steel air space separator, double butyl seal and stainless steel edge channels hermetically seal the unit, assuring complete protection against condensation.

A strong 20 year performance warranty is also built in . . . a warranty backed by a company that will be here 20 years from now: Combustion Engineering, Inc., one of America's largest industrial firms.

Ask us for your free copy of the Polarpane “20” catalog. Or, consult a C-E Glass specialist. C-E Glass, 825 Hylton Road, Pennsauken, N.J. 08110, (609) 662-0400.

Architect: Chester L. Lindsey Architects, Seattle, Washington
Glazing Contractor: PPG Industries, Denver, Colorado
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Our New Metalatex will go largely undetected.


Use Metalatex on wood, masonry, steel, aluminum. It's available in five safety colors meeting OSHA regulations. As well as all federal, state and municipal environmental requirements.

And it's really tough stuff. Salt. Alkalies. People. Metalatex withstands them all. Keeps its gloss and color longer than even silicone alkyd paints.

You can apply Metalatex with a brush, roller or airless spray. It dries within an hour. Cleans up in no time with simple soap and water.

Metalatex Semi-Gloss. Available from your Sherwin-Williams representative in a wide range of eye-catching tints. All of which smell like nothing. Professional Coatings Div., 101 Prospect Ave., N. W. Cleveland, Ohio 44115

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS HELPS YOU DO IT ALL.
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Parabolume! Ahead of it's time in conserving energy while lighting with style & grace

The challenge of a controlled environment—you confront it directly with every building on your drawing board. One question: How do you provide the best lighting levels, increase visual comfort, assure even air distribution and truly conserve energy? The answer? It's PARABOLUME, pioneer energy-saving fluorescent luminaires for over a decade. Light is put on the task where you want it—not in your eyes. Maintains lighting levels at fewer watts per square foot and has VCP values that average 90%. And it keeps on working for life of the building, efficiently, economically; looks great with no maintenance. All standard sizes, static or air. Contact your Columbia Agent for the facts, or write us: then specify PARABOLUME. We have answers to low-energy lighting questions you've yet to ask.

COLUMBIA lighting, inc.
North 3808 Sullivan Rd. Terminal Annex Box 2787 Spokane, Washington 99220 Phone (509) 924-7000
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Vertical casings

A Clark exclusive that makes our doors an even better value.

Because a Clark Door is hung on a header supported by pre-drilled vertical casings, it goes up quickly and properly. Job-fitting is eliminated. And because the casings create a smooth, level plane for door closure, they assure an all-around tight seal while preventing the door from dragging against the wall.

Perhaps even more important, vertical casings relieve the wall of most of the weight of the door and operator.

But the casings and header aren’t our only exclusive advantages. Who else ships doors with all hardware already installed? Who else supplies drive track, door track, and power operator already attached to the header? Who else designs doors for minimum maintenance?

Isn’t it time you found out why Clark’s manual and power-operated designs are your best value in industrial, fire, and insulated doors?

Write today for free catalog.

Doorway specialists since 1878

CLARK

89 Myrtle Street
Cranford, N. J. 07016
(201) 272-5100 Telex 13-8268

“See us in Section 8, Sweet’s Catalog.”
Pre-finished means just that! No sanding, no touch-up, no finishing required. It’s ready for immediate installation. Saves you time and downtime. No dust . . . no dirt . . . furnishings and draperies need not be removed from room.

Thai-Teak costs no more than many custom vinyls, many wood floors, many wall-to-wall carpetings. Pre-finished Thai-Teak means less work, more resistance to termites, wear and decay, and more natural beauty than any other floor you may be considering now. Also available unfinished and with contrasting pickets.

Start off with our pre-finished floors and you’ll be far ahead at the finish.

Send today for FREE brochures on many new Thai-Teak patterns, technical data and prices.
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For space age insulation in cavity wall construction, specify Permalite perlite. It’s the material used more than any other in cryogenic installations to insulate rocket and other exotic fuels stored at temperatures as low as —400 degrees F.

Stays dry because it’s silicone treated. Out-performs other types of loose fills, but costs no more. Provides permanence; fire-proofness; freedom from rot, termites, vermin. Write for data and name of nearest processor. He can fill orders promptly! GREFCO, Inc., Building Products Division, 3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010
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The beauty of a communication plan is obvious.

The communications explosion is tough to judge. In the first place, how do you figure the number of new phones and exotic equipment coming soon? You can't. But you can get a good leg up on it. Put a Walkerduct Underfloor System in your building specs. It will help keep your rental outlook in good shape.

By running all the communication, power and signal requirements under the floor inside Walkerduct, you've got nothing to worry about. The building is safer, more efficient and able to handle any future needs quickly, easily and neatly. Without tearing up the floor. Without spending a small fortune.

Contact your nearby Walkerman for more information. Or write: Walkerduct, Parkersburg, West Virginia 26101. In Canada: Walkerduct of Canada.
JUST PUBLISHED

CAMPUS PLANNING AND DESIGN
Edited by: Mildred Schmertz, AIA
Senior Editor
Architectural Record

FOR ANYONE WITH A ROLE IN CAMPUS PLANNING AND DESIGN

This 266-page volume brings you practical data and creative ideas on handling such campus architecture problems as: designing well-scaled open space; dealing with existing architectural atmosphere; creating flexible prototypes for specialized buildings; planning expandible systems for an entire campus; organizing functional and aesthetic elements in relation to site and surroundings; integrating the building with interior space design, solving problems of architectural scale posed by the surrounding campus.

SIX SECTIONS:
• Designing the Single Building
• Designing the Library for the Campus
• The Single Building or Complex Designed as Part of the Campus Master Plan
• Architecture Which Gives the Campus the Unity of a Single Building
• Campus Performing Arts Centers
• Designing Campus Interiors

Photographs, drawings, specifications and text illustrate some of the best campus architecture throughout the country—there isn’t another single source that provides so much information and inspiration.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD BOOKS
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020

Please send me ....... copies of Campus Planning and Design @ $22.50 each, plus postage and handling. (Include payment and we’ll pay the postage and handling.)

Name
Street
City __________ State ______ Zip
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TRANS-LOGIC pneumatic tube systems deliver I-V bags, plasma bags, specimens, records, drugs or other normally hand-carried items with no delays. Solid State logic control routes all carriers via the most direct route. No central exchangers. 4' and 6' dia. carriers. Trans-Logic, the breakthrough system.

POWERS
Powers Regulator Co. Transitube Division
Skokie, Illinois 60076
For more data, circle 105 on inquiry card

All units built to 24" kitchen counter depth to fit flush with cabinets • Front & side panels to match your decor • Use wood, plastic, leather or other materials • 24", 30", 36", 48" wide models • Largest capacity home units manufactured • All refrigerator or all freezer or combination models • Freezer on bottom or side • Built-in ice makers • Individually tested for total performance

SEND 25¢ FOR BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION IDEAS TO
SUB-ZERO FREEZER CO., BOX 4130, MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711

Functional disguises in home refrigeration
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Georgia-Pacific Eternawall:
Resists fire. Looks great.
Made to last!

Eternawall.™
The only vinyl-surfaced
gypsumboard with a
UL Class A Flame
Spread Rating of 25.**

And that's just the beginning!
Specify Eternawall™ over G-P
Sound Deadening Board, and
you'll get a UL Class A flame
spread rating of 25, plus a one-
hour fire rating and, with insula-
tion, an STC of 50!

You'll get a wall that lasts, too.
Eternawall™ resists most bumps,
scratches and stains. And with 30
styles to choose from, you can
use it almost anywhere!

Write for our free Eternawall™
color swatch brochure. And
check your Sweet's catalog. Or
give your G-P man a call.

Then, make beautiful things
happen. With Eternawall!!

*Vinyl-surfaced gypsumboard.
**This flame spread rating available only
with Eternawall's 15 standard colors.

Georgia-Pacific
The Growth Company
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RECORD IMPRESSIONS
A new service offering reprints, reports and back issues.

RECENT LISTINGS
- THE YOUNG ARCHITECTS 56 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- RECORD HOUSES 1972 3.25 per copy
- RECORD INTERIORS of 1973 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT IN DEVELOPMENT HOUSING 16 pgs. 2-color 1.00 per copy
- PRODUCT REPORTS 1973 3.00 per copy
- MUSEUMS (JULY 1972) 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- AIRPORTS 18 pgs. B&W 1.00 per copy
- RECORD INTERIORS OF 1974 16 pg. 4-color 1.00 per copy

INTERIORS
- RECORD INTERIORS of 1971 20 pgs. 4-color .50 per copy
- SIX INTERIORS—AUGUST 1971 12 pgs. 4-color .50 per copy

BUILDING TYPE STUDIES
- MUSEUMS (JUNE 1969) 16 pgs. 4-color .50 per copy
- DESIGN FOR MERCHANDISING 16 pgs. 1.00 per copy
- AIRPORTS 16 pgs. B&W 1.00 per copy
- CORRECTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 16 pgs. 2-color .50 per copy
- CAMPUS DESIGN FOR SUCF—AN ANALYSIS OF EXCELLENCE 24 pgs. 2-color 1.00 per copy
- BUILDING FOR A BROAD SPECTRUM OF HEALTH CARE 16 pgs. B&W 1.00 per copy
- URBAN HOUSING: 30 pgs. 2-color 1.00 per copy
- LOW-INCOME HOUSING 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- 5 CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS 14 pgs. B&W .50 per copy
- DESIGN FOR A VARIETY OF CAMPUS LIFESTYLES 18 pgs. 4-color .50 per copy
- SHOPPING MALLS IN SUBURBIA 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- SUBURBAN OFFICE BUILDINGS 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- HOSPITAL PLANNING RESEARCH 18 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- HOUSING: ONE GOVERNMENT AGENCY REACHES FOR GOOD ARCHITECTURE 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy
- RESORT HOTELS 16 pgs. 4-color 1.00 per copy

PREPAID ORDERS ONLY

Record Impressions
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
Att. Joseph R. Wunk

No. of copies

Enclosed is my check □ Money order □ for $ please include local sales tax

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE ZIP

valid through 5/31/74
Ruf-Sawn 316 Pattern 8 provides an attractive, durable exterior for this planned unit development in Idaho. Architect is Thurber-Marler Architects & Planners, builder is R. A. Mott & Associates, and developer is Dave Duffy.

Simpson Ruf-Sawn 316. Plywood with a better-than-plywood surface, for the best paint siding you can specify.

Plywood has always been recognized as a high performance building material. Now Simpson has taken plywood and made it even better.

It’s called Ruf-Sawn 316, and it has all the desirable features of a plywood panel. Plus a textured, overlaid surface that makes it the best panel siding for solid color finishes on the market.

Technically, Ruf-Sawn 316 is known as a medium density overlaid (MDO) plywood. And the secret of its high performance is in the way it’s made. We assemble quality grades of wood veneers, place a phenolic resin impregnated fiber overlay on top, and bond the entire lay-up under heat and pressure to create a strong, paintable panel. During the bonding process, the overlay is also deeply embossed with a natural woodgrain, rough sawn texture.

The result is a top quality textured siding panel with a virtually perfect surface for painting or staining with a solid color finish. And it’s available in a number of patterns and sizes to match most design requirements.
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"Dunn Has Cleared The Air For Us By His Laughter!"
—Lewis Mumford

Alan Dunn's Architecture Observed

Laugh Lines by America's Foremost Architecture Critic

Winner Of The 1973 AIA Architecture Critics' Award

You and your friends will enjoy this sparkling collection of cartoons by a man universally recognized as America's funniest, most amiable and most incisive commentator on the foibles of American Architecture, its practitioners, and a sometimes baffled public.

Always in the avant garde of ideas and trends, Alan Dunn is one of the most knowledgeable and effective critics of architecture today. In this role he consistently and wittily reminds us that architecture is for people and language is for communication; if he notes any tendency towards excesses in architectural fads, cliches, or obscure jargon, he quickly brings us laughingly back to reality.

A fine and funny book for everyone involved in architecture — or those just interested in the design profession . . . a great gift for family or friends!

Architectural Record Books, Box 682, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520

Please send ______ copies of Architecture Observed at $6.95 each

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________

AR 3-74
This popular Haws thirst-appeaser adds to your project appeal... gives a refreshing drink of water when it's most appreciated. It adds to the eye-appeal of your project. Rugged Haws pedestal concrete fountains come in beautiful natural stone colors in either light sandblast or exposed aggregate finish. And, they're equipped with all of the latest Haws vandal-resistant features. They're built to last... designed to please! Write: HAWS DRINKING FAUCET CO., 1441 Fourth St., Berkeley, Ca 94710.
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Thirsty-People Pleasers...

Model 3120 with an exposed aggregate finish. Square or circular models in 30", 36" or 42" heights; freeze-proof models available.
TomValentythinks
you deserve a
complete standby
power system with
matching components

As president of Onan Corporation, Tom knows
a thing or two about standby power systems
(no wonder—he's been with Onan for 37
years).

For example, he knows that standby power
can be critically important during a commer­
cial power outage. Human lives may depend
on it, and it can make the difference between
an emergency and a disaster.

That's why Tom believes Onan's policy of
engineering, testing, shipping and servicing
total standby power systems (not just bits and
pieces) is the best way to fulfill Onan's re­
sponsibility to its customers.

We don't want any weak links in our sys­
tems. Neither do our customers. So we de­
dsign, build and test our own generators, start­
ing controls and automatic transfer switches.
And engineer them specifically to work to­
gether with an engine as a complete system.

You'd think that would satisfy Tom.

It doesn't.

He thinks we should also have an indepen­
dent testing laboratory certify our tests and
testing procedures.

So we do. (Every system carries a Perfor­
mance Certified Tag.)

Then he insists that we should have enough
confidence in our product to back up every
complete standby power system with a solid
5-year, nationally advertised warranty.

So we do. (And we're the only manufacturer
that does.)

If you think your people deserve a com­
plete standby power system with matching
components, call an Onan Distributor. Or
write: Onan Division, Onan Corporation, 1400
73rd Avenue N.E., Minneapolis, Mn. 55432.
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Marlite is:

- Decorative hard-board paneling in bold or subtle colors that stay like new for ages.
- Fresh ideas in fiberglass panels that add a touch of class to any special place.
- Original designs and patterns for wet-area applications to solve moisture problems.
- A creative source for custom fabrication of components for walls, fixtures and displays.

more than
A door and frame system that cuts installation time from hours to minutes.

A complete system for office partitions and open planning to make the most of your space.

Easy-to-handle 16" x 8' Planks with tongue-and-groove joints for fast application.

Authentic designs and deep-embossed textures add new dimensions to walls.

Fire-Test paneling that meets building codes for fire resistance.

Thinking about walls? Find out about Marlite interior building products.

We make walls for special places.

Marlite

Marlite Panels are hardboard with man-made finish. Marlite and Masonite are registered trademarks of Masonite Corporation.
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The First Book That Focuses on Practical Methods For Improving Our Cities.

As a nation of cities with urban problems and promise occupying the forefront of national concern, the urban designer must anticipate the consequences of growth and change, and turn them to positive effect.

In Urban Design as Public Policy, Jonathan Barnett, former director of N.Y. City's Urban Design Group, draws on his extensive experience to show how architects, planners, and designers—wherever they may be—can use the New York experience to achieve successful methods for working with political and real estate interests, commercial and community groups, as well as fellow planners.

Fully illustrated with photographs, site plans, and schematics, this 208-page book shows practical and tested methods for solving many of the toughest problems facing our cities.

Order your copy through your local bookstore, or use the coupon below. Mail to Architectural Record Books, P.O. Box 682, Dept. A, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520.

Please send me ______ copies of URBAN DESIGN AS PUBLIC POLICY @ $15.00.

| Name: ____________________________ |
| Address: __________________________ |
| City: ______________________________ |
| State: _____________________________ | Zip: __________

"this description of our efforts in New York will help other cities to study our urban design techniques and adapt our more successful efforts to their own needs."

—From the forward by Mayor John V. Lindsay
VARI-TRAN® AND THERMOPANE® SQUARE-OFF AGAINST A TEXAS SKY.

Pennzoil Place, Houston, Texas. Owner: Gerald D. Hines Interests, Houston.


LOF
TWIN CANOPIES CREATE A CLIMATE
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT.

Houston's largest office complex will be Pennzoil Place. It's scheduled for occupancy in early 1975.

Quoting Gerald D. Hines, owner, Gerald D. Hines Interests and the Pennzoil Place, "We have used insulating glass in many of our buildings, such as One Shell Plaza, and have achieved a trade-off of a reduction in energy consumption (in addition to capital reduction) which increases our income and the value of our product in terms of real estate appraisal."

He continues, "I think it is easy to design buildings with no glass, and we did. We have gone through that, but they didn't lease very well. We have now made the full cycle back to greater vistas but are using reflective-coated insulating glass."

We want to bring you an advance look at its strikingly distinctive design.

Pictured here is one of the two soaring glass canopies. Beneath each will be courtyards with trees, greenery, shops. The glazing of each canopy is specified to be LOF Tut-flex® tempered safety ¾" glass, Vari-Tran coated 1-120 with a shading coefficient of .39, to reduce solar heat gain as much as 60%.

The preceding page shows the sloping roofs of the juxtaposed towers: Specified for the roof to the south are Thermopane insulating units of Vari-Tran 4-114 reflective glass, both lights tempered. This will reduce solar heat gain by as much as 75%. The tower roof facing north will be Vari-Tran 4-120 in Thermopane units—this will reduce solar heat gain by 70%.

What we at LOF would like you to know, too, is that with Vari-Tran coated Thermopane, cooling and heating load reductions are precisely calculable and convincingly impressive in energy savings.

Further glazing information for Pennzoil Place can be found on the next page.
INTEGRATED GLAZING
FROM LOF.

We're providing more than 600,000 square feet of finished glass product for Pennzoil Place. Besides the Vari-Tran reflective-coated Thermopane for the sloped roofs and high-performance Tuf-flex for the canopies, there's an additional 337,000 square feet of Vari-Tran in Thermopane for the vertical wall above the skylights. The span-drels—rough bronze Tuf-flex.

In addition, we're providing ¼", ½" and ¾" float, ¾" rough grey annealed, ½" and ¾" clear Tuf-flex.

Whatever your next project, think of LOF early in your plans. An experienced LOF architectural representative will be pleased to work with you from the design stage to the finished project.

Simply phone us. (419) 242-5781.
Or write Dan Hall, Libbey-Owens-Ford, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43695
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Warnel Metal panels offer an imaginative new vocabulary of building surfaces. A wide range of sculptured textures are embossed in the following metals: bronze, copper, stainless steel, weathering steel and aluminum. Also available are long-life color and texture finished on galvanized steel or aluminum. Panel systems are engineered for lightweight, economical construction. 

Forms & Surfaces Box 5215 Santa Barbara, Calif. 93108 Tel. (805) 969-4767
Now you can have a free, comprehensive guide to quality building products employing copper and its alloys; brass and bronze.

For speed and convenience, you'll find directory listings arranged both by product and company. Product listings are identified in conformity with the Uniform Construction Index. Company listings spotlight suppliers by state, permitting fast identification of sources nearest you.

A total of 150 pages of listings makes this source book a valuable reference for architects, engineers and contractors utilizing copper, brass and bronze as major building construction materials. It's yours for the asking.

For your free copy of the Copper, Brass and Bronze Building Products Source Book, write on your letterhead to: Copper Development Association Inc., 405 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
COMING IN MID-MAY... ARCHITECTURAL RECORD'S IDEA ANNUAL OF THE HOUSING FIELD

RECORD HOUSES AND APARTMENTS OF 1974

In mid-May Architectural Record's Record Houses and Apartments of 1974 offers a timely opportunity for manufacturers of quality building products to exert year-in and year-out influence on those architects and builders who are at the forefront of the housing market. It will reach all major groups of specifiers and buyers in this market:

- over 43,000 architects and engineers who are verifiably responsible for 87 per cent of the dollar volume of all architect-planned residential building.
- 20,000 of the nation's foremost builders qualified by Sweet's on the basis of annual building activity to receive the Light Construction File.
- 5,000 leading interior design offices qualified by Sweet's to receive the Interior Design File.
- in addition, bonus bookstore distribution to an influential segment of the house building and buying public.

Record Houses and Apartments offers its advertisers a unique advantage:
The issue has the longest working life of any issue of any architectural magazine! Architects refer to it five, ten, even fifteen years after publication.

Don't miss it! Closing date: April 15.
WHY CRAWFORD?

1. OUTSTANDING DISTRIBUTORS
2. COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE
3. COMPETITIVE PRICES

Call your local
CRAWFORD DISTRIBUTOR
(See Classified Directory)
or write direct:
Crawford Door • 4270 High Street • Ecorse, Michigan 48229 • Area Code 313/383-5000
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CRAWFORD
an affiliate of the
Jim Walter Door Group
Airy windows that beckon to the sky. Weather-shielding canopies for revitalizing our cities. Screens that gracefully put the sun in its place.

The inspiring and functional element in each is dependable, time-proved Plexiglas brand acrylic sheet. The environment conditioner.

Advantages of Plexiglas include its broad range of solar control tints. Write for our brochures containing design ideas and engineering data. For advice on specific engineering consideration with Plexiglas, we invite you to consult our Architectural Technical Coordinator. Call (215) 992-6799 or write: Plastics Department, Rohm and Haas Company, Independence Mall West, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

Building codes limit areas of plastic glazing. Approvals for large-area Plexiglas enclosures must be applied for on a special permit basis. Fire safety design considerations must take into account the combustibility of Plexiglas.

Hamilton Street Mall, Allentown, Pa. Architects: Cope Linder Walmsley, Philadelphia (left)

University of Dayton Library. Architects: Pretzinger & Pretzinger, Dayton, Ohio (center)
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the non-glass glazing that does more for you!
what's so special about this telephone?

everything—
when it comes to meeting every requirement for effective internal communications...

There's no wiser specification than a Rauland TELECENTER System with total capability—maintenance-free and obsolescence-proof. Its better ideas include:

- **Multi-Link Capability**—up to 11 simultaneous private conversations; expandable as required
- **Instant Communication**—familiar push-button dialing of 3-digit alpha-numerical designation; accommodates architectural numbering sequence; no switchboard or operator required
- **Zone or All-Call Capability**—simultaneous announcements may be made to preselected zones or to all areas by simple push-button operation; conference call capability
- **Digital Readout**—exclusive—automatically displays and identifies incoming calls sequentially; calls are answered by pushing a single button
- **Solid-State**—all-solid-state electronic switching for utmost dependability and maintenance-free service
- **Optionals**—interconnect with local phone system; executive priority emergency button; alarm signaling; automatic time signal distribution—and more

Specify the better idea in internal communications

Rauland TELECENTER

ASK FOR full information. A Rauland Communications Specialist in your area will be glad to provide full details and engineering data for your consideration and use.

RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION
3535 W. Addison St., Dept. R, Chicago, Ill. 60618

NEW ENERGY SAVING DESIGN IDEAS

The porcelain-on-steel panels used here provide excellent insulation. Approximately four times as effective as insulated glass. Panels contain one-inch core of insulating material. Building requires minimum heat and air-conditioning. Panels are also maintenance free.

FREE 1974 BROCHURES DESCRIBE VARIETY OF INSULATED PANELS IN DETAIL WITH SPECS. SEND TODAY.

Alliance Wall CORPORATION
BOX 247
ALLIANCE, OHIO 44601

FREE! 40-PAGE 1974

Fire
Safety Catalog

Life-saving information on high-rise buildings, health care facilities, industrial, manufacturing, transportation, community and home fire safety. 600 subjects—latest books, visual aids, codes, standards, recommended practices, manuals, to protect life, property. For fire chiefs, officers, firefighters, architects, engineers, safety managers, property owners, fire protection engineers. Mail coupon today.

National Fire Protection Association
Publications Department
470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210
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Send me your 1974 Catalog "M" at no charge.

Name
Address
City State Zip
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How to achieve slope to drains when you insulate the roof deck!

Few things deteriorate a roof and cause leaks faster than ponding water. That's why roofing experts, architects and engineers unanimously agree that roof decks should slope to drains. The efficient, economical way to accomplish this is with All-weather Crete Insulation! This unique material not only provides the finest insulating value (K=.40) of any poured fill insulation, but it can be positively sloped to drains, all in the same operation. All-weather Crete is applied hot and dry (even in freezing temperatures) and compacted to form a smooth, seamless, sloped to drain deck which is ready for roofing immediately - no curing is necessary. It speeds construction!

No wonder All-weather Crete is also a top choice for plazas where slope to drains is critical. Compare the life/cycle costs of All-weather Crete with other methods. None can surpass it in the thousands of dollars saved through energy conservation and roof life longevity. Get the facts - contact your local All-weather Crete applicator or Silbrico Corporation, 6300 River Rd., Hodgkins, Ill. 60525, (312) 735-3322.
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In the increasingly complex world of architecture and the building process, there continually appear new (and sometimes confusing) ideas and terms that have major effects on you, your firm, and your firm's operations. Here, in one place, William B. Foxhall, senior editor of Architectural Record, describes and explains how new trends and innovations in four major areas are affecting the management of today's complex building process.

- Increasing size and complexity of projects, and the clients—public and private—who commission them.
- The corresponding shift in contracting method toward the multiple contract system that still requires a single management to unify and solidify the process.
- Inflationary costs that set a terrible price on delay and call for management to shorten the time from identity of the need to delivery of the completed building.
- Increasing technical complexity of management itself calls for special knowledge in the areas of CPM, computer application, and other techniques.

Construction Management is the successful unification of skills that can serve to deal with these areas of change and the entire complex building process. In this "primer", Mr. Foxhall illustrates and explains, item-by-item, what these skills are, their components and functions, and how they relate to the central professional requirements of time, cost, and quality control.
Economy is the important key to Ceco’s 5’ module system for concrete floors and ceilings. These 52” x 52” fiberglass domes are used floor by floor to save on time and money. And architect-engineers like this simplicity.

You too can get design freedom and versatile floor treatments with Ceco’s standardized waffle-slab or one-way rib floor forming systems. With Ceco fiberglass forms or steel forms you can choose either small or large modules and design for either exposed or suspended ceilings.

Ceco’s concrete forming services are backed up by 60 years of experience in formwork specialization. Please see Sweet’s files or consult your nearest Ceco district office.
MOD PODS

These Logan wire modules are your best bet for easy, economical storage. They're unique.

Each module is a 50 cubic-foot pod that shares a dividing partition with adjacent pods. Begin with a free-standing starter pod. Then, save the cost of one partition on all mod pods that follow.

Save even more against structural walls. Starter pods eliminate another wire panel at the rear.


Mod pods are roomy (4'2" x 4'2" x 3'1"). Perfect for motors, luggage, paints, poisons and caustics, clothing, golf clubs and so on. All kept secure, visible, ventilated— and readily available.

Use versatile mod pods for apartment basements. Construction sites. Factories. Remove a pod bottom, and you've got an enclosure to plunk down over dangerous machinery. Mod pods make great pet cages, too.

Extra-heavy frame, posts and wire mesh come finished in dark green. Doors mount either LH or RH. Complete with padlock lug and all hardware.

Like some literature? Please write. Logan Co., 200 Cabel St., Louisville, KY 40206.

LOGAN CO.

a division of A.T.O Inc.
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Here's how McQuay Hi-Line fan-coil units can cut 17% off installed costs.

It's really very simple: we practically install your McQuay Seasonmaker® Hi-Line fan-coil units for you.

Factory pre-fabricated. We ship these units already installed with all risers for chilled water, hot water and drains, and with all internal control systems. Which saves you money on both field-supplied labor and materials. (In one documented case, the saving was 17% — and that was a conservative estimate!)

Even greater savings are possible when you consider that one Hi-Line fan-coil unit can do the job that used to require 2, 3 or even more conventional units.

Plug-in thermostat is standard to add to your savings. The Hi-Line fan-coil unit includes a plug-in thermostat as standard equipment. It just plugs in after the unit is concealed in place, with no complicated (or expensive) wiring or troublesome delays.

Easy on the ears. We think a good fan-coil air conditioner should be seen and not heard. So we made sure that what’s on the inside of the unit runs quietly.

For more facts on the economies and features of the Hi-Line Seasonmaker® Fan-Coil Units, just ask your McQuay Representative for Catalog #770.

Or write: McQuay Division, McQuay-Perfex Inc., Box 1551, 13600 Industrial Park Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn. 55440.

Look to the leader . . .
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THE EIGHTY FOOT 2x4
A New Development In Structural Lumber Destined To Become The Most Significant Advance In Wood Utilization And Conservation Since The Advent Of Plywood

We call it MICRO-LAM lumber and we make it from thin sheets of veneer which are glued, compressed and heated in a 90 ft. long, thirty ton machine and exit as a board or billet 24 inches wide, 1½ inches thick and 80 feet long. It can then be sawed to any size to produce a piece of lumber which has none of the defects of natural wood, will not warp or shrink, is perfectly uniform and is stronger than a piece of solid sawn lumber of the same dimensions.

When used as flange material in our TRUS JOIST I Series it produces a floor or roof joist which will span up to 24 feet at 2 ft. on center in floor systems and up to 40 ft. in roofs. It is also considerably lighter in weight than solid sawn joists, erects two to four times faster and uses only one-third the amount of wood of a comparable size floor system made from 2 x 10s.

In terms of conservation that means that if it would have been possible to substitute the I Series for all the solid sawn joists used in multi-family dwelling floor systems alone in 1972 we would have saved as much timber as can be grown in one year on 4,700 square miles of Pacific Coast forest. What's more we can produce high grade structural MICRO-LAM lumber from low grade veneers and even from low grade species such as Poplar.

Today MICRO-LAM is a new product but tomorrow it's destined to become a whole new industry producing dozens of better wood products while playing a significant role in conserving our nation's forests.

We think that's exciting!

Creative Engineering In Structural Wood
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VPI #300 WALL BASE ADHESIVE

has been specially formulated for use with VPI solid vinyl wall base, to guarantee a secure bond and prevent shrinkage. This combination insures trouble-free installation and complete customer satisfaction. Both cove base and straight base are offered in 10 new-trend colors and a variety of lengths, heights and gauges, with matching outside corners. See Sweets Architectural File 9.23/Vi, or write Vinyl Plastics, Inc., Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081.
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FREE FENCE SPEC KIT saves time, trouble. Invaluable for planning chain link fencing. Kit includes drawings on styles, wire gauges, gates, fittings, framework. Also includes lab reports, work sheets and specifications. Page® aluminized fabric lasts 3-5 times longer than the best of galvanized. Send for your kit today. Page Fence Division of Acco. P.O. Box 430, Bridgeport, Conn. 06602.
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Seven reasons why your investments deserve Pyroprotector photoelectric smoke detectors.

1. They provide earlier detection of incipient (smoldering) fire than ionization detectors. We'll prove this by demonstration.
2. They detect smoke of required density regardless of distance smoke particles have travelled.
3. They have none of the safety problems possible with radioactive devices.
4. They are not "threshold" alarm devices and thus have no threshold-related false alarm or desensitization problems.
5. They are nearly maintenance-free in normal environments.
6. They can be installed in or adjacent to air ducts or entries.
7. They carry all required listings and approvals.

Send the coupon to us at 333 Lincoln St., Hingham, Mass. 02043. We'll send you our brochure with even more reasons why you should protect your investments with Pyroprotector photoelectric smoke detectors.

Name, Title
Firm
Address
City, State, Zip

The photoelectric way.
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This steel-frame parking 7 months...at only $5.97 a

The steel design for this self-park, open-deck garage in Greensburg, Pa., just had to be a contract winner. It had so much going for it: low construction cost, no fire protection required, optimum usable space and fast construction time—for a quick return on invested capital.

No wonder. The garage uses the increasingly popular exposed steel-frame, long-span design concept, with USS EX-TEN Structural Steel. The floors are steel reinforced concrete poured on metal decking.

Project budget was based on low "design/construct" bid. The winning design beat five others, including four pre-cast schemes. Actual cost: only $5.97 a square foot!

The garage was a tremendous bargain. Parking ramps are 55 feet wide, so full-size cars can be parked at 60° angles. There's a two-way access lane. Columns are few and far-between and there are no columns in the parking area! Gross area: 153,000 square feet, in five tiers. That adds up to space for 456 cars. And only 538 tons of structural steel (395 tons of high-strength, weight-saving USS EX-TEN 50 [ASTM A572-Grade 50] and 143 tons of ASTM A36).

Erection of structural steel took only 10 days! The garage was ready to make money just seven months from the time construction started. And that's not the end of it. The garage has been designed to accommodate two more tiers at a later date.

If you're planning or designing a parking garage, you should keep these points in mind: 1. The low fire risk of open-deck, steel-framed garages has been proved in actual tests. And insurance underwriters and code officials recognize this. 2. These structures are lighter; with more usable space, no interior columns, fewer footings. 3. They go up fast because of factors like shop fabrication, modular sub-assemblies and field bolting.

garage went up in just square foot!

When you're ready, United States Steel is ready—to help you design a long-span, open-deck garage. And to supply the steel.

For openers, we have two free brochures. The "USS Structural Report," which contains all the details of the Greensburg garage. And our 54-page "Technical Report on Steel-Framed Parking Structures" (shown at right).

To get them, contact a USS Construction Marketing Representative through your nearest USS Sales Office.

Or write U.S. Steel, Dept. C164, Box 86, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

USS and EX-TEN are registered trademarks.

United States Steel
FOUR MODERN TOWERS, ONE ANCIENT WINDOW PRINCIPLE.

New York's four newest office towers share a window-covering based on one of the world's oldest kinds: an offspring of a Venetian blind. Because, through the centuries, only blinds have offered infinite light control, privacy and unmatched design latitude.

But not just any blind. For these four buildings, the architects used the Levolor Riviera blind.

Riviéras enhance design, regardless of structure. Their less than one-inch-narrow slats and lace-like ladders "disappear" when viewed from a distance. And Levolor's Top-Lok keeps blinds uniform; they are either fully up or fully down.

While each building uses Riviéras with distinctive modifications, all four enjoy their easy maintenance and ability to cut air-conditioning power costs; two bonuses master builders of past ages didn't ask of their blinds.

But you can ask today, for tomorrow, and get them from Levolor—in 60 colors and designs, in two color slats, in perforated slats, in metallics. . .

For complete details on Riviéras and other Levolor blinds, write to Levolor-Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe Street, Hoboken, N.J. 07030.

LEVOLOR RIVIERA BLINDS
A fresh old idea, unsuccessfullly imitated the world over
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Quality by Design
Means Satisfaction Down the Eaton Cooler Line

Simulated-Recessed Coolers

- Designed to look recessed for beauty. Hangs like a picture to provide all installation economies of a wall-hung unit.
- Mounts compactly to wall and extends only 9½". 6 and 13 gallon capacities.

Semi-Recessed Coolers

- Satin-finished, stainless steel basin and full height back splash.
- Smoothly contoured cabinets available in sandalwood finish, vinyl clad, or stainless steel.
- Spacious servicing area. 6 and 15 gallon capacities.

Wheel-Chair Level Coolers

- Meets federal law 90-480 stating buildings constructed, leased or financed by the federal government must provide facilities for use by the physically handicapped.
- Choice of dual action bubbler or glass-filler faucet. 6-gallon capacity.

Compact Floor Model Coolers

- Low in cost, high in quality. Uses only one square foot of floor space.
- Constant stream control chrome-plated bubbler. Removable front panel allows easy access for servicing components. 4 thru 11 gallon capacities.

Individual cooler spec sheets or full line catalog available from your Eaton Cooler representative, listed in Sweets, MPC and Yellow Pages. Or, write Eaton Corporation, Dispenser Division, 3727 Mt. Prospect Road, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.
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NEW McCormick Inn profits from easy room division with RW Operable Walls

R-W Operable Walls divide large room into 10 meeting/banquet rooms or combination of reception area plus rooms (shown in main photo).

Chicago's newest showcase hotel, McCormick Inn, can quickly divide four large rooms into as many as 20 separate rooms with "Quiet Quality" Richards-Wilcox Operable Walls.

According to James Freeman, Convention Services Manager of the spacious hotel located adjacent to McCormick Place convention center, R-W Operable Walls were selected for three main reasons: 1. Extremely high quality hardware which makes one-man operation of the walls fast and easy. 2. Ability to enhance the rich decor of the Inn. The R-W Operable Walls are covered with bright vinyls as well as thick carpeting in a variety of hues. 3. The expert engineering assistance provided by Richards-Wilcox to assure the optimum layout for maximum profitability.


FREE BROCHURE

Richards-Wilcox MANUFACTURING COMPANY
116 Third Street, Aurora, Illinois 60507
Phone: (312) 897-6951
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RECORD IMPRESSIONS CATALOG

SEND FOR A COMPLETE, DETAILED CATALOG of "Record Impressions." A convenient service offering reprints of Building Type Studies, Interiors and Special Reports. Offered are more than 30 items including back issues of Record Houses 1968 and 1970; Product Reports '73 and the practical reference guide, "Air Conditioning: A New Interpretation."

Address your request to: Record Impressions, Architectural Record, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020, Att: Joseph R. Wunk

It writes your language

In your line of work, odds are you need a pencil that writes with a super thin line. A line so thin that it can show a lot of detail in a limited space. Or crowd a lot of information on one small line. That pencil is the new improved Ultra-FINELINE from Sheaffer. Available in 0.3mm and 0.5mm models.

It's a mechanical pencil you can get technical with. The exclusive Floating Lead Protector won't wobble or allow the lead to rotate... or break off. If it ever gets jammed with broken lead, you simply replace the Protector. You never need to repoint a lead or adjust the amount of lead exposed. And the Ultra-FINELINE even signals you when it's getting low on lead. The Ultra-FINELINE. It makes designing and technical drawing so much easier, we sometimes wonder how we designed it... without it. 0.3mm and 0.5mm models. Just $2.98 to $5.98. (How's that for talking your language?)

Floating Lead Protector replacements now available...
6 for $1.
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ARCHITECTURAL RECORD PRESENTS HOW TO MARKET PROFESSIONAL DESIGN SERVICES

A series of two-day PROFESSIONAL MARKETING WORKSHOPS® produced for ARCHITECTURAL RECORD by the Continuing Education Division of Building Industry Development Services, Washington, D.C.

- Understanding marketing fundamentals
- Organizing for a productive, professional business development program
- Where and how to attract new clients—while retaining the old ones
- Planning for change, expansion and professional growth
- Evaluating existing and potential markets
- Using business development tools—from job histories to preparation of Standard Form 251
- Specialized intelligence gathering and investigation of leads
- Effective selling preparations—what to do before, during and after the interview
- Successful strategies for getting the job
- Political action
- Associations and joint ventures

"Up to now, the design professional traditionally has had to learn selling techniques essentially by experience, through trial and error, and with no real standards against which to measure the degree of his successes and failures."

from HOW TO MARKET PROFESSIONAL DESIGN SERVICES by Gerre L. Jones

These workshops are not for the design professional who believes that his client acquisition activities have reached a stage of perfection—or for the firm that, for whatever reasons, is satisfied that it has more clients and contracts than it can comfortably handle over the next 3 to 6 years.

Nor are the workshops geared to firms whose principals are convinced they have achieved the ultimate in:
- organization and staff participation in business development
- practice and client mix
- productive, customized, selling presentations
- public relations
- all of the tools of job search and acquisition

If you have never attended a professional workshop or seminar on business development, be assured that ARCHITECTURAL RECORD and Building Industry Development Services have assembled the faculty from among the most experienced, knowledgeable people in the field. Discussion leaders will include successful, sales oriented directors of business development from small-to-large firms and client representatives of both public and private sectors. For the first time, participants in ARCHITECTURAL RECORD's Professional Marketing Workshops® will have the opportunity to hear it like it is—from both sides of the marketing fence.

Senior coordinator for the workshops is Gerre L. Jones, executive vice president of Building Industry Development Services, and author of the authoritative McGraw-Hill book, HOW TO MARKET PROFESSIONAL DESIGN SERVICES.

Each participant will receive a set of invaluable course materials for his continuing use. The specially produced course handbook contains ideas, suggestions and sample materials available from no other source.

A unique periodic follow-up program to the workshops assures every participant of continuing interest and advice for up to six months beyond the concentrated two-day workshop session itself.

b.i.d.s. Building Industry Development Services • 202/785-2133
1301 20th St., N.W., Suite 104, Washington, D.C. 20036

Please enter reservations in my name for the Professional Marketing Workshop® checked at the right of this form and rush complete details about the workshop.

Name_________________________
Title__________________________
Firm Name_____________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________ State ______ Zip ______
Telephone_____________________
Architect □ Engineer □ Planner □ Designer □ Other □
□ Check for $350, payable to Architectural Record-PMW Enclosed.

1974 Professional Marketing Workshops® are planned for the following cities:

- Atlanta, Georgia          March         14-15
- Boston, Massachusetts     April         17-18
- Denver, Colorado          May           2-3
- Chicago, Illinois         June          6-7
- Newark, New Jersey        September     5-6
- Tulsa, Oklahoma           October       7-8
- Houston, Texas            November      4-5
- Phoenix, Arizona          December      5-6

Dates and locations of workshops in other areas for 1975-1976 will be announced.
TCS...SUPERBLY FUNCTIONAL, AESTHETICALLY PLEASING.

Among the standard architectural metals, TCS (Terne-Coated Stainless Steel) has no equal when measured by the major criteria of durability, corrosion resistance and ease of soldering.

It also weathers naturally to a uniform and attractive dark gray.

On both counts, we believe it deserves your consideration whenever metal roofing or weathersealing is specified.

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION • FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA

For more data, circle 143 on inquiry card
ARCHITECT

Medical Projects

If you are a registered Architect and have at least 5 years of medical facilities design and planning experience, we have an excellent opportunity for you as a Project Architect. You would be responsible for the overall direction and completion of a large variety of medical projects, and will work with a seasoned staff of professionals.

This position is a result of increased work load and offers exceptional opportunities for professional advancement.

Outstanding program of benefits includes profit sharing, bonus, regular salary reviews, health, life, disability and accident insurance.

If you have the medical experience and the desire to improve your position, please send a resume in confidence to:

Cliff Schroeder
Ellerbe, Inc.
Architects / Engineers / Planners
One Appletre Street
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420
Tel: (612) 853-9225


ARCHITECTS—POSITIONS VACANT

ARCHITECT

Landscape Architect—Expanding multi-disciplined A/E firm has opening for Landscape Architect. Registered is required to be registered in Ohio. Upon proven performance, position can lead to department head status. Send complete resume and technical references to: Samborn, Steketee, Clark and Evans, Inc., 600 Enterprise Building, Toledo, Ohio 43624 (419-248-6271). An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Architect/Designer: Design oriented A & E firm with offices in Northern, Central and Southern Illinois seeks top graduate design architect. At least one with 3 or more years design experience, preferably registered. Outstanding opportunity for advancement in challenging projects. Competitive salary, health and disability insurance, vacation, sick leave and profit sharing. Send resume or contact: Michael Maguire, FGM, Inc., P.O. Box 1668, Mt. Vernon, Illinois 62864. Phone: 618-242-5620.

An equal opportunity employer.
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**ADVERTISING INDEX**

Prefiled catalogs of the manufacturers listed below are available in the 1974 Sweet's Catalog File as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Architectural File (green)</th>
<th>1 Industrial Construction File (blue)</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Light Construction File (yellow)</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Interior Design File (black)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**A**
- Acco—Page Fence Division ........................................ 237
- Aerofin Corp .......................................................... 166
- Alliance/Wall ........................................................... 230
- D Allied Chemical Corp., Fibers Div .................................. 186-187
- A-L American Gas Association ........................................ 26
- A-L American Olean Tile Company .................................... 91
- A-L American Plywood Association .................................... 161-164
- American Smelting & Refining Co .................................... 171
- A-L Andersen Corp ...................................................... 92-93
- A-L Architectural Record .............................................. 160
- Armor Elevator Co., Inc .............................................. 62
- A-L Armstrong Cork Co ................................................. 57
- A-L ASG Industries Inc ................................................ 58

**B**
- A Bally Case & Cooler, Inc ........................................... 157
- A Bangladesks Industries Inc ......................................... 193
- Bethlehem Steel Corp .................................................. 76-77
- A-L-Bilco Co .............................................................. 88
- A-D Bradley Corporation ............................................... 153
- A-D Brunswick Corporation ............................................ 80

**C**
- A-L California Redwood Assn ........................................... 20-21
- A Carpenter & Co., L.E ............................................... 47
- A-L Carpet Cushion Council ........................................... 189
- A-L Ceco Corp ............................................................ 233
- A-L Celotex Corp ........................................................ 78-79
- A-L Chicago Metallic Corp ............................................ 1
- A-L Clark Door Co., Inc ................................................ 192
- Columbia Lightning Inc ............................................... 191
- A Combination Engineering—C-E Division .......................... 188-189
- Commercial Carpet Corporation ..................................... 94
- Conco Montage Co ....................................................... 71
- A-L Conwed Corp ........................................................ 154-155
- A-L Crawford Door Company ......................................... 222
- A-L CRS Industries Inc ................................................ 49

**D**
- A-D Dempster Brothers, Inc .......................................... 230
- A-L Detex Corp ........................................................... 81
- A-D Detroit Diesel Allison Div ........................................ 54-55
- A Dover Corp., Elevator Div ......................................... 2-3
- D Dow Badische Co ...................................................... 68
- A-D Dupont De Nemours & Co., Inc. E.L. ........................... 158-159

**E**
- A Eastman Kodak Co .................................................... 80D
- A-Eaton Corporation, Dispenser Division ........................... 242
- A Eberhard Faber Inc ................................................... 170

**F**
- A Follansbee Steel Corp ............................................... 245

**G**
- A-I Galco Western Inc .................................................. 12-4
- CAF Corp—Diaz Enterprises ........................................... 30A
- A-I-L General Electric Co .............................................. 36-37
- A-I-D Georgia-Pacific Corporation ................................... 196
- Graco Steel Products Co ............................................... 46
- A-I Greico Inc., Building Products Division ....................... 193

**H**
- A Haws Drinking Faucet Company ................................... 200
- A-L Products Co .......................................................... 213-214
- Herman Miller Inc ..................................................... 206-207
- Hewlett-Packard Co .................................................... 18
- A-I-Hillyard Chemical Co ............................................. 48
- A-I Holophane Co., Inc ................................................ 63

**I**
- Ideal Industries Inc .................................................... 88
- A-I Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Co ..................... 22-23
- International Masonry Institute .................................... 51

**J**
- J.G. Furniture Company, Inc ......................................... 175
- Johnson Service Co ..................................................... 32
- Jute Carpet Backing Council, Inc ................................... 808

**K**
- A Kalwall Corp ........................................................... 177
- Knoll International ...................................................... 9
- A-I Koppers Company ................................................... 149 to 152

**L**
- A-L Lennox Industries, Inc ............................................ 185
- A-L Levolor Lorentzen, Inc .......................................... 240-241
- A-L Libby-Owen-Ford Co ............................................. 215 to 218
- A-I Logan Co., The ..................................................... 234

**M**
- A-D Marathon Carey—McFall Co ...................................... 197
- A-I Maritime Div. Masonite Corp .................................... 210-211
- Masonry Industry Advancement Committee ......................... 32-2-32-3
- Masonrg Co ............................................................... 161 to 164
- A-I McQuay-Division ................................................... 235
- McQuay-Perlex, Inc .................................................... 235
- A Merchant & Evans Co ................................................ 88
- M-F-G Concrete Forms Co ............................................. 199
- A-I Molby Chemical Co Div ............... Baychem Corp .......... 43
- Modine Mfg. Co .......................................................... 172
- Moldcast Manufacturing Co .......................................... 57, 72
- A-I Momentso Company ............................................... 223 to 226
- Montgomery Elevator Co ............................................. 227
- Multi-Vent Products Div. of Dynamics Corp of America ....... 90

**N**
- National Fire Protection Assn ....................................... 230
- A-I Nevis Scoreboard Co .............................................. 186
- A-I-D Nord Co., E.A. .................................................. 15

**O**
- Ohio Medical Products Div. of Airco Inc ...................................... 169
- A Osmose Wood Preserving Co ....................................... 5
- Ottawa Silica Co ....................................................... 249
- A-I-L-D Owens-Coming Fiberglass Corp ........................... 19, 24-25, 30-31

**P**
- Page Fence Division—Acco ........................................... 237
- A Parker Co., Charles .................................................. 169
- A-L Pella Rolscreeen Co .............................................. 28-29
- A Pomona Tile ............................................................ 89
- Ponderosa Pine Woodwork ............................................ 86-87
- A-I-L-D Potlatch Corp .................................................. 74
- Powers Regulator ........................................................ 193, 195, 197, 199
- A-F PPG Industries Inc ................................................ 9
- A-F Pro-Products .......................................................... 70, 156
- A-I-Preway Inc ........................................................... 50
- Pypester Inc .............................................................. 237

**R**
- Rauland-Borg .............................................................. 230
- A-I Raynor Mfg. Co ..................................................... 179
- Record Houses .......................................................... 221
- A-I Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau .................. 38
- A-I Rohm & Haas Company ............................................. 228-229
- A-I Rus-Tique Brik ...................................................... 2nd cover

**S**
- St. Joe Minerals Corporation .......................................... 168
- San Valle Tile Kilns ..................................................... 32-1
- Shutter World-Wide ..................................................... 243
- A-I Sherman-Williams Co ............................................. 190
- A-I Silbrico Corp ........................................................ 231
- A-I Simpson Timber Co ................................................ 198
- Sloan Valve Company ................................................... 4th cover
- A-I Soss Mfg. Co .......................................................... 208
- A-I Speed Queen, Div. of McGraw Edison Co ...................... 95
- Square D Company ....................................................... 64
- A-I Standard Conveyor Co ............................................. 56
- A-I Star Mfg. Co ........................................................... 227
- Steel Joint Institute ..................................................... 80C
- A-I Sub-Zero Freezer Co., Inc ........................................ 195

**T**
- T Talk-A-Phone Co ...................................................... 173
- A-I Taylor Co., The Halsey W ....................................... 8
- A-I Thielcor Chemical Corp ........................................... 67
- Tll/Communications Inc ............................................... 59
- A-I Trans-Vac Systems Div ............................................ 44
- A-I Trezo Co.,.................. 82-83
- Turs Joint Corp ........................................................... 236

**U**
- A-I-L-D United States Gypsum Co .................................... 84-85
- A-I-L-D U.S. Plywood Corp ........................................... 96
- A-I United States Steel Corp ........................................... 60-61, 238-239
- University of Chicago Press, The ................................... 167

**V**
- A Vinyl Plastics, Inc ................................................... 237

**W**
- Walker/Parkersburg Div. of Textron Inc ............................ 194
- A-Wesco Products, Inc ................................................ 171
- Wellico Carpet .......................................................... 237
- Westinghouse Electric Corp ........................................... 9
- Architectural Systems ................................................... 52-53
- A-I Westinghouse Electric Corp ...................................... 180
- A-D Wool Bureau Inc ................................................... 201 to 204
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ARCHITECTURAL STONE
Lord & Taylor Dept. Store
Stanford, Connecticut
ARCHITECTURAL SAND
St. Joseph Hospital
Aurora, Illinois
LANDSCAPE STONE
Typical application
(Ornamental & Ground Cover)

Mystic White® is the distinctive name given to this family of
lively white aggregates and architectural sand: Architectural
Stone, in ¼” to 1½” sizes, for architectural concrete, and
ornamental and landscape applications—decorative planters
and ground cover. Architectural Sand, the whitest available,
provides the “white-look” when using gray or white cement.
For specialty concrete products, architectural finishes. It’s
beautiful and lasts, and lasts, and lasts. Write for brochure
and become acquainted with Mystic White.

OTTAWA SILICA COMPANY
Connecticut Silica Division
RSD #7, Box 855
Ledyard, Connecticut 06339
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Dempster Consultants are walking, talking encyclopedias on the subject of waste and refuse handling. Their brain power and experience is mighty helpful when you need to know the latest word on local and national pollution laws, trends, refuse equipment, and practical techniques for handling and disposing of solid waste.

Your nearby Dempster Consultant has had years of experience in helping leading architects and designers plan disposal systems for hospitals... high rise office buildings... apartments... shopping centers... cities... and many other commercial/industrial projects.

Give our expert a call. He has up to date information on pollution restrictions and how current and pending legislation (both local and national) will effect disposal now and years to come. Look for more information in Section 11.25 of Sweets Catalogue. Better yet, write today for the name of the Dempster Consultant nearest you and a free brochure.